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COOK COUNTY HEALTH (CCH) 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) # H19-0016 

TITLE: Interior and Exterior Wayfinding Signage Replacement at John H. Stroger 

Jr., Hospital. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:  Cook County Health (CCH) is seeking a Consultant to 

develop a comprehensive and integrated wayfinding scheme at John H. Stroger 

Hospital and its Parking Garage for both interior and exterior building signage, 

that is supported on multiple platforms. 

DATE ISSUED:  July 31, 2019 

VENDOR QUESTIONS DUE DATE: August 9, 2019 by 2:00 p.m. CST 

RESPONSE DUE DATE:  August 30 , 2019 by 2:00 p.m. CST 

Responses to this RFP shall be delivered after 8:00 a.m. (CST) but no later than 

2:00 p.m. CST to: 

Cook County Health 

C/O John H. Stroger Jr., Hospital of Cook County 

1969 West Ogden Ave., lower level Room # 250A 

Chicago, IL 60612  

Attention: Supply Chain Management Department 

Please note that it takes approximately 20 minutes to pass security and walk to room 

250A.  

Delivery of RFP must include the RFP Acknowledgement Form included at the end of 

this document.

All the Attachments to this RFP are attached in the attachment section of the pdf.

All questions regarding this RFP should be directed to purchasing@cookcountyhhs.org.  

mailto:purchasing@cookcountyhhs.org
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1. Background / Project Overview  
John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital of Cook County (JHS) was completed in December 2002 and operates 24 hours 7 days a 

week serving the Chicago community. The building is approximately 1.2 million SF and is located at 1901 W. 

Harrison St, Chicago, Illinois. 

Cook County Health (CCH) has identified that extreme difficulty in navigating the campus has become a barrier to 

optimal patient service. It is critical that patients can easily locate the health care services they need while on 

campus. To date, no comprehensive wayfinding solution has been implemented. Campus wayfinding currently 

consists of varying signage styles, predominately English signage, a confusing building number directory, and 

signage that needs to be updated for ADA and other regulatory requirements. 

2. Purpose  
Cook County Health (CCH) is seeking a Consultant to develop a comprehensive and integrated wayfinding scheme 

at John H. Stroger Hospital and its Parking Garage for both interior and exterior building signage, that is supported 

on multiple platforms. All navigation systems must be designed and implemented to support current and future 

building renovations and additions on campus, as well as construction disruptions and department and clinic 

relocations. The wayfinding design should be informational, as well as inspirational and reflective of the current 

CCH vision, goals, and brand.  

• The scope of this work is limited to the John H. Stroger Hospital of Cook County, the hospitals Parking 

Garage and the campus site. 

• CCH is soliciting qualifications, fee, schedule and team member commitments for Consultant services per 

this RFP. 

• The selected Consultant will conduct an analysis of the current JHS campus wayfinding deficiencies and 

propose a phased implementation plan based on the research findings that specifically addresses: 1.) 

Digital strategy; 2.) Room signage; 3.) Directional signage; 4.) Campus and building identification and 

navigation; 5.) Multilingual needs and regulatory compliance. 

• The overarching goal of JHS wayfinding is to implement a functional and integrated navigation system that 

helps patients and visitors find their intended hospital location. A high priority will be placed on designing 

a sustainable, flexible, and successful system that meets all of the project goals, adheres to the CCH 

brand, and remains within the agreed upon budget. 

• The selected respondent will develop signage design and fabrication specifications for a campus-wide 

wayfinding system based on the strategy laid forth in this RFP. The consultant will develop a scope of 

work based on wayfinding components found in this document. 

• The Consultant shall provide professional design services in a coordinated and integrated fashion for each 

designated project, with the involvement of core disciplines and any other specialty consultants necessary 

to execute a given scope. 

• The Consultant, in addition to providing the required technical expertise, shall also provide all required 

management and coordination of the disciplines to reliably execute the work within an assigned schedule 

and budget. Demonstrated capacity to effectively manage projects is essential, as well as the ability to 

expedite projects through the approval agencies. 
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• This inquiry should not be construed in any manner to be an obligation to enter into an agreement or to 

result in any claim for reimbursement of costs for any effort expended by your organization relative to 

this RFP. 

• CCH does not seek any proprietary or company confidential information as part of your proposal.  All 

information and data contained in your proposal should be submitted on an unrestricted basis. 

• CCH intends to use the information provided in the responses to identify firms best suited to meet its 

service requirements for this project. 

• The selection of the services will in general be based on: the project team and their experience working 

together on similar project types; the ability of the team to perform the scope of services listed below 

including; coordinating with the other DCPP consultants and the CCH team members; the team’s ability to 

achieve approvals from the City of Chicago required agencies including but not limited to IDPH and all 

Agencies Having Jurisdiction; the team’s ability to coordinate the delivery of approved drawings that meet 

the client’s program requirements; meet delivery dates; Provide documents that meet level required per 

phase and that is within the stated project schedule and budget, the cost of the services and acceptance 

of the CCH Contract. 

2.1 Project Approach  
The selected Consultant will work closely and meet frequently with DCPP and their representatives and CCH 

internal teams during the development of the assessment. Internal teams will include but not limited to: 

 Building + Grounds Department 

 Health Information Systems (HIS) Department 

 Infection Control Department 

 Life Safety Department 

 CCH Communications Department 

 Senior CCH management 

 Select members of affected user groups 

This project is high profile and critical to CCH business success. CCH is expanding rapidly and requires 

outstanding project execution of fast-track timelines. CCH expects exceptional execution delivered in a timely 

fashion and having a proven track record of delivering the highest value possible. 

    

Term of Contract: The county intends to award one (1) agreement pursuant of this RFP solicitation to the most 

competitive Proposer one-time project for a certain duration of time.   The County reserves the right to award 

this contract in the best interest of the County. 

  

3.  Schedule  

CCH anticipates the following schedule.   

Activity  Estimated Date  
RFP posted to the website July 31, 2019 

Proposer Inquiry Deadline        August 9, 2019 by 2:00 pm CST 

CCH response to Inquiries – Tentative Week of August 12, 2019 

Proposal Due Date August 30, 2019 by 2:00 pm CST 
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4.  Scope of Work 
The selected Consultant will meet with the aforementioned team members from CCH and DCPP and their 

representatives, and any additional stakeholders selected by CCH to gain an understanding of the context, 

opportunities for collaboration, and potential partnerships. The Consultant will conduct a site survey of JHS existing 

signage and the facility. The Consultant will analyze site conditions and architectural drawings to confirm locations 

of sign types. 

The wayfinding survey activities should include, but is not limited to: 

 Primary and secondary research 

 Walk along analysis 

 Immersive observations among patients and providers 

 Shadowing stakeholders 

 Mock patient and provider journeys 

 Interviews among administration, patients, and providers 

 Employee and/or patient workshops 

 Photographing existing signage 

 Review of wayfinding complaints on campus       

4.1 Healthful Materials 
 Approval Status of products shall be noted in the project specifications 

 Approval status of products and materials included in Construction Submittals shall be reviewed and 

approved by DCPP & CCH 

 Strict adherence to compliant materials for a healthcare institution is required. DCPP & CCH approval is 

required for any exceptions. 

ASSESMENT AND REPORT 

CCH is requesting that the Consultant provide a report at the conclusion of the initial investigation of the existing 

signage conditions which will include but not limited to the following: 

1. An executive summary 

2. Summarize assessment findings 

3. Assess how wayfinding negatively or positively impacts the patient experience 

4. Identify critical wayfinding deficiencies to address immediately 

5. Propose wayfinding solutions (print and/or digital) for critical wayfinding deficiencies 

6. Establish a sign type menu and prepare preliminary sign location plans 

 

In this stage, the Consultant is to provide a brief narrative with supporting diagrams to show / describe 

theproposed new signage benefits to the client and how it will address deficiencies and identified concerns / issues 

raised by CCH related to the existing signage. The narrative will allow for the user groups to have a reasonable 

understanding of the new signage functions and encourage open discussion regarding features that may be 

incorporated to accommodate CCH needs. 

Each element of the project will require a somewhat unique approach. The project phases will include: 1.) 

Programming and planning, 2.) Design, 3.) Permitting, 4.) Bid and award, 5.) Construction, 6.) Transition. The 

design development process will include review of each element by DCPP and CCH. 
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4.2  Design 
The Consultant will manage the preparation and delivery of the necessary design drawings and specifications for 

CCH. These documents shall be subject to Owner review and approval at designated phases. The approved final 

set(s) will also be provided for plan check by appropriate agencies / authorities having jurisdiction.  The Consultant 

will respond to inquiries from governmental agencies during the permit process and, if required, by the Project 

Manager.  

The Consultant shall provide conceptual plans / drawings in coordination with the DCPP, their representatives and 

CCH applicable department representatives. 

The selected Consultant will take an integral visual and functional approach to design development that is sensitive 

to issues of brand integrity, budget, renovations and capital additions at JHS, patient and visitor needs, signage 

clutter, and maintenance. 

The elements of the system should be cohesive, and reflect the priorities and strategies specified in this RFP. The 

Consultant will identify goals and metrics to measure the success of future JHS wayfinding. 

The Consultant will collaborate with CCH and DCPP, hospital staff, and possibility other agencies to provide a set of 

templates including dimensions, color palettes, fonts, symbols, and layout that will enable the wayfinding system 

to be used in the future.  

As part of the plan, detailed specifications will be required for physical fabrication and installation. The Consultant 

will develop a statement of estimated costs for fabrication and installation.  

The consultant will work closely with CCH to finalize sign locations, routing, messaging, materials, sizes, and 

inventory; and to ensure compliance with state, local and licensing guidelines where applicable. 

The consultant will make scheduling or phasing recommendations for fabrication and installation of new signs in 

coordination with removal of current signs (as necessary) and in coordination with CCH. 

Coordination efforts will be required to effectively ensure the drawings meet the needs and requirements of the 

hospital. It is expected that the Consultant participate and converse frequently with CCH and DCPP and their 

representatives to incorporate the features needed.  

The phases shall be developed and submitted for DCPP and CCH review and approval in the following stages: 

• 100% Schematic Phase 

• 50% Design Development 

• 100% Design Development  

• 100% Construction Documents 

• The Consultant will provide an estimate at each phase submittal. 

• The drawings will take into account the need for phasing to minimize disruption to the hospital services. 

• All navigation tools should utilize an integrated signage system.  

• The plan will include drawings for primary sign types, sign sizes, materials, fabrication 

methods, color, and graphic elements. The Consultant also will prepare signage for highly visible public 

areas on campus. The design development will emphasize: 

• Digital strategy 

• Room signage 

• Directional signage 

• Campus and building identification and navigation 

• Multilingual patient and visitor needs 

• Compliance of state, local and licensing guidelines 
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Interior and exterior wayfinding signage: Develop wayfinding signage that reflects the CCH brand, and patient and 

visitor needs. Sign messages should be in English and include any universal wayfinding nomenclature when 

deemed appropriate. The inclusion of multilingual sign messages will be determined by CCH. 

Departmental back-of-house signage: Where determined, develop departmental signage for all back-of-house 

areas that includes code-required, informational and directional signs. 

Directory map: Develop directory map to incorporate final department name and numbering nomenclature. The 

directory should be compatible with smartphones and future app development. Map artwork must reflect CCH 

brand guidelines. 

Life Safety / Fire Exit / Area of Refuge signage: The hospital has received multiple renovations and changes to 

internal spaces over the years. Determine and develop signage to appropriately address the buildings Life Safety / 

emergency exit needs. 

Potential sign types that may be needed: 

1. Wayfinding signage (public areas) 

a. Building directory 

b. Department/area identification 

c. Lobby and reception area signage 

d. Wayfinding directional signage 

2. Departmental signage (front and back-of-house, where determined) 

a. Back-of-house directional signage 

b. Room identification signage 

c. Room number identification tags 

d. Office name plaques 

e. Informational and regulatory signage 

3. Code signage (public areas and back-of-house) 

a. Mandated regulatory signage and posters 

b. Restroom identification (code required) 

c. Stairway identification (code required) 

d. Emergency evacuation plans (code required) 

e. Tactile and Braille egress signs (code required) 

The scope for the design phase may include the following but is not limited to: 

a) Attend weekly coordination meetings 

b) Review existing floor plan drawings of all JHS Floors 

c) Coordinate with the development and delivery of the documents, including plans, elevations, general 

notes and standard details, keeping budget and time considerations as a primary focus. 

d) Prepare submittals indicating the basic types and qualities of materials to be incorporated into the project 

and the basic install requirements 
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e) Review the project budget and provide recommendations as required to meet any Value Engineering 

objectives. 

f) Manage the development and delivery of Product Specification booklets to reflect the Drawings. 

g) Should a digital signage system be proposed, the system is to comply with CCH structured wiring 

guidelines to be provided by CCH. 

h) Allow for meetings with CCH and DCPP to obtain approvals of layouts and products. 

i) Upon completion of the drawings, the Consultant will be responsible for a presentation to the DCPP and 

CCH Team for approval. 

j) Consultant is to provide the documentation to DCPP and CCH in the following formats (all): 

 AutoCAD 

 PDF 

 Hard (paper, one full sized, one half sized) copy 

4.3  Demolition Plan 

• The existing signage will be completely removed. As part of the install new signage / replacement of 

existing, the consultant will need to demonstrate how this scope will be coordinated, considering the 

impact to the patient flow present to the client how, during this process, the individual’s ability to 

navigate through the facility is not diminished. 

• All items / components to be reused / salvaged shall be detailed in the contract documents. 

• Consultant is to clearly identify responsibility for all cutting / patching / replacement as part of the 

installation of the new, and the removal of the existing signage within the design documentation.      

4.4  End of Assessment 

 All documets generated as part of the assessment and design for this project will be the property of CCH 

 Based on Owner’s acceptance of the replacement / modernization recommendations, the Consultant will 

prepare a separate pricing for the completion of the approved scope of work. These costs being 

negotiated and finalized with CCH and DCPP. A separate P.O will be issued for this portion of the project. 

4.5  Construction Coordination and Permitting 

Permitting 

 The Consultant will manage and coordinate the collection and distribution of all Contract Documents to the 

required authority having jurisdiction for necessary permits. 

 Drawings / construction documentation must be provided to DCPP and CCH in the following formats (all): 

• AutoCAD 

• PDF 

• Hard (paper, Two full sized) copy 

Coordination 
 The Consultant will coordinate the work with DCPP, CCH Building + Grounds engineers and other 

Consultants throughout the duration of the project.  

 The Consultant should expect to attend weekly meetings at a minimum to discuss / plan and coordinate 

with CCH and DCPP representatives the best method of installation of the systems, in each department / 

area.  

 Attend all meetings as required with DCPP representatives and CCH infection control and Life safety to 

obtain all necessary permits prior to proceeding with work 
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 The Consultant will need to produce highlighted floor plans and a high-level schedule of upcoming 

affected areas (at a minimum of 2 months prior to anticipated construction start), showing anticipated 

start and finish dates. Floor plans should show approximate locations of the following (if required); 

 Location of containment including entrance / exit doors 

 Means of egress for material transport to and from affected area 

 Location of HEPA Filter placement 

 Location of air pressure monitor 

 Location of “walk off tacky” matts 

 Location of Anteroom (if required) 

 Alternate means of egress / exit if exits are obstructed 

 Consultant is to provide a brief description of the work to be completed including; any requirements for 

deactivation of existing devices or systems to accommodate the work, any anticipated noise, vibration or 

odor. These documents ate to be presented in meetings with Dept heads, infection control, life safety to 

help with the Consultants development of the “Method of Procedure” MOP document and help ensure 

ILSM, PCRA and ICRA permits and any other necessary permits to be approved by CCH are distributed to 

the construction team in advance prior to the commencement of work in said spaces. 

 Coordination of the construction efforts of the work will require coordination with, but will not 

be limited to: 

 DCPP and their representatives 

 CCH Building and Grounds 

 CCH Life Safety Officer 

 CCH Infection control 

 CCH Environmental Services 

 HIS / CCH Communications Department  

 CCH Affected Departments – Department heads 

 CCH Security Department 

 The Consultant will be expected to complete / keep updated documents such as daily ICRA logs 

and that the information is readily available for daily inspection on each worksite. Consultant will 

be expected to conduct daily site inspections of all containments / areas of work to ensure 

requirements set forth in the ICRA, PCRA and ILSM documents are being adhered to, general 

housekeeping is being maintained, egress paths to and from the worksites are kept clean, 

containments are sealed, and pressurizations are being maintained, filters are clean. 

 Weekly onsite visits of the construction for general conformance with the drawings.   

 Review of submittals as necessary to verify conformance with intent of the project. 

 Preparation of documentation for changes / clarifications to the Construction Documents. 

 Management of the project Punchlist process and documentation of the construction punch list. 

 Coordination required for the collection of record drawing information for documentation into 

final record drawings. 

 Document Distribution - The Consultant shall include for the printing and distribution of 

anticipated 6 copies of project documentation, shop drawings and product data as required by 

the DCPP team at no additional charge to DCPP. 

 Daily coordination with DCPP representatives and CCH Building and Grounds to coordinate 

access to specific spaces and any necessary system shutdowns that may be required 

5.   General Requirements and Basic Services 
• Provide all required information and coordinate the work with all project team members. 
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• Provide as required schedules and estimates; which shall be issued for each phase of the project. 

• Attend weekly review, coordination and construction meetings or as required by Owner and/or other 

consultants for each phase of work. 

• Develop and submit pay applications as per DCPP guidelines. 

• Develop and maintain schedules as required utilizing the guidelines included with this RFP Package 

• Assist in identifying long-lead items and dates required for pre-purchase as early as  possible. All pre-

purchase items shall be incorporated into the specifications, as  required, to meet scheduled delivery 

dates for the equipment.  

• Consultant shall be responsible for the coordination and delivery of all drawings and related 

documents to secure permits and approvals as required by local government agencies and authorities 

having jurisdiction. 

• The Consultant shall be responsible for the work being compliant with all applicable codes (including 

ADA requirements), and for presentations to local government agencies and authorities having 

jurisdiction. 

• The Consultant shall be responsible for contract administration and daily oversight of the Project 

during construction. 

Comply with all federal, state, local and city laws, ordinances and regulations of all  authority having   jurisdiction 

over the work. Include costs for permits as required for the scope of work.  Comply with all regulations required to 

complete work within the hospital including  those described in the hospital’s infection control risk assessment 

(ICRA) document  (to be completed and issued by the hospitals infection control department). ICRA  documents 

will need to be prepared and issued for each area / department prior to any investigation or construction work 

within the hospital. This may include the use of containment(s) mobile or temporary builds, to contain the affected 

areas, maintained under negative pressure, with HEPA filters when investigation and / or construction is 

conducted, for example removing ceiling tiles. 

• Comply with the select guidelines for work at county facilities. The Consultant will be required to 

assist with populating the Method of Procedure (MOP) document, the hospital’s interim life safety 

measures document (ILSM) and the Pre- construction risk assessment document (PCRA) for any 

investigation or construction work. Submittal and approval of this information must be completed 

PRIOR to any work within the hospital.   

• Secure all licenses and permits necessary to perform the services, as required by law. 

• Consultant team is responsible for maintaining all documents, including addendums, bulletins, 

submittals, RFI’s, etc. up to date in a clear and organized manner. 

5.1 Schedule 
 In addition to the basic schedule requirements as set forth in the contract documents, the Consultant 

will be expected to identify within their schedule the following key millstones; 

 Notice to Proceed 

 Obtain CCH Security Badge (estimate 8 weeks) 

 Commence investigation 

 Investigation by Floor (each floor to be identified by a start and a finish milestone - Basement, 1st 

floor, 2nd floor etc.) 

 Assessment Report Start and Finish 

 Presentation of Assessment / recommendation to client 

 Drawing status (each stage noted above to be shown as a milestone once complete) 

 Final Document hand over 

 Construction Start  

 Construction Start and Finish (By floor and by area / phase)  
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 Substantial Completion and Final Completion. 

5.2  Payment 
• In addition to the requirements set forth in the contract documents in relation to Consultant 

payment, Consultant payments and the percentages for payment  requested will be expected to align 

closely with the completion of a selection of the key millstones identified in the Consultants schedule 

(shown above). In addition, the schedule of values will be reviewed and approved by DCCP and or 

their consultants prior to first pay application 

6. Post Construction / Project Closeout  
The Consultant will provide all items requested by DCPP and CCH relating to Project close-out documents and 

review to establish if all required  documentation is included and complete. These documents include, but are 

not   limited to: 

 Record documents and updated conformance drawings 

 Complete Punchlist documentation 

 Substantial completion certification 

 Final completion certification 

 Permits 

 Compliance letters 

 Final application(s) for payment 

 Guarantees and Warranties 

 Waivers 

 Releases of liens 

 Operation and maintenance manuals 

 As-built documents; must be provided to DCPP & CCH in the following formats (all): 

 AutoCAD 

 PDF 

 Hard (paper, Three full sized) copy 

 Training completion documentation (Training of the installed systems are required for CCH select 

personnel, along with associated videotaping sessions) 

 A walkthrough with CCH representatives a month prior to the expiration of system warranties will be 

expected of the Consultant, to review system performance. The Consultant will be expected to notify the 

CCH select representative a week ahead of the proposed walkthrough date and make himself / herself 

available for the meeting. 

6.1  ADD/Alternate Pricing to be included In Fee Proposal 
The Consultant shall provide an allowance line item as an add / alternate to provide an assessment only of the 

existing wayfinding signage installed at the Cook County Health Professional Building located at 1950 W Polk 

St, Chicago, IL 60612. The Professional Building is a 9 story building, approximately 264,000 GSF, constructed 

within the last 2 years. CCH is requesting an assessment only of the building with recommendations to 

improve the existing wayfinding signage.           

6.2 Required Proposal Content 

This RFP provides potential Proposers with sufficient information to enable them to prepare and submit proposals. 

CCH is supplying a base of information to ensure uniformity of responses. It must be noted, however, that the 

guidelines should not be considered so rigid as to stifle the creativity of any Proposer responding. 
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This RFP also contains the instructions governing the submittal of a Proposal and the materials to be included 

therein, which must be met to be eligible for consideration. All Proposals must be complete as to the information 

requested in this RFP in order to be considered responsive and eligible for award. Proposers providing insufficient 

details will be deemed non-responsive. 

CCH expects all responses to reflect exceptional quality, reasonable cost and overall outstanding service. 

Any page of a Proposal that Proposer asserts to contain confidential proprietary information such as trade secrets 

or proprietary financial information shall be clearly marked “CONFIDENTIAL PROPRIETARY INFORMATION” at the 

top of the page. Additionally, the specific portions of the page that are asserted to contain confidential proprietary 

information must be noted as such.  However, note that ONLY pages that are legitimately confidential should be 

marked Confidential.  CCH will return proposals that mark all pages Confidential or are copyrighted.    All proposals 

submitted to CCH are the property of CCH.  

Further, the Proposer is hereby warned that any part of its Proposal or any other material marked as confidential, 

proprietary, or trade secret, can only be protected to the extent permitted by Illinois Statutes.  

Proposals shall not contain claims or statements to which the Proposer is not prepared to commit contractually. 

The information contained in the Proposal shall be organized as described in this section.      

6.3 Executive Summary/Cover Letter  

Please limit this section to two pages or less, including: 

a. A brief description of the Proposer’s capability to provide the described services; 

b. Point of Contact (name, email, phone) for this RFP;  

c. Key team members and Partners (subcontractors) and respective services alignment (work to be 

performed by each subcontractor team under this contract);  

d. Signature by authorized representative.  

6.4 Response to Scope of Work 

Please insert your response to the Scope of Work Section 4 in this section.   

6.5 Qualifications of the Proposer       

Proposer’s Profile  

The Proposer must include a description of the organization’s track record as follows:  

Company Profile (Prime only) 

Company Profile (Prime only) 

a. Legal Name  

b. Assumed Names if any  

c. Legal Structure (e.g. sole proprietor, partnership, 

corporation, joint venture) 

 

d. If a subsidiary, provide the same information about the 

Parent Company as required in this table format.  

 

e. Date and State where formed.  

f. Proposer's principals/officers including President, 

Chairman, Vice Presidents, Secretary, Chief Operating 

Officer, Chief Financial Officer, and related contact 

information. 
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g. Proposer Business background and description of 

current operations 

 

h. Number of employees  

i. Number of years in business  

j. Total number of years providing the proposed services  

k. Is Proposer a licensed business to perform the work in 

scope? If so, please specify relevant certifications.  

 

l. Proposer's Federal Employee Identification Number (or 

Social Security Number, if a sole proprietorship) 

 

m. Is Proposer authorized to conduct business in Illinois? 

Please provide Registration Number issued by the Illinois 

Secretary of State, and attach Cook County Assumed 

Business Name Certificate, if applicable.  Also, provide a 

copy of the Certificate of Good Standing.  If not 

authorized, please explain.   

 

n. Describe any merger or acquisition discussions in which 

the Proposer is involved. 

 

o. List any contracts that the Proposer has entered into 

during the past ten (10) years with Cook County, and 

Cook County Department, or CCH. 

 

 

 

p. Provide the addresses of office locations where the 

services pursuant to this RFP will be performed.  

 

  

6.6 References and Track Record 

Proposers must provide at least three (3) relevant references in the required table format below, from clients that 

used similar services from your firm. If partners/subcontractors plan to perform a major part of the scope, they 

should also provide three (3) references in alignment with their proposed project role.  CCH plan to call references, 

please alert your clients.   

Name of the organization  

Name of the contact person (title, email and phone 

number.  Email must be from an organization, not a 

personal email) 

   

Project dollar value  

Prime or subcontractor?  

Contract Period  

Project Scope   

6.7 Subcontracting or teaming and MBE/WBE Participation 

The Proposer may be comprised of one or more firms as to assure the overall success of the project. The Proposer 

must present a team chart that clearly identifies each team member and specify each person’s role in the project 

.(This should be more detailed than the information provided in the executive summary,  For each subcontractor, 
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provide the name of the firm(s), brief company background, level of participation, MBE or WBE if applicable, the 

type of services each resource, from each firm, will provide.  

The Economic Disclosure Statement Forms (EDS) should be submitted in a separate envelope along with the Pricing 

proposal.  Consistent with Cook County, Illinois Code of Ordinances (Article IV, Division 8, Section 34-267), CCH has 

established a goal that MBE/WBE firms retained as subcontractors receive a minimum 35% overall MBE/WBE 

participation of this procurement.   

The Proposer shall make good faith efforts to utilize MBE/WBE certified firms as subcontractors. If the Proposer 

does not meet the MBE/WBE participation goal stated by CCH for this procurement, the Proposer must 

nonetheless demonstrate that it undertook good faith efforts to satisfy the participation goal. Evidence of such 

efforts may include, but shall not be limited to, documentation demonstrating that the Proposer made attempts to 

identify, contact, and solicit viable MBE/WBE firms for the services required, that certain MBE/WBE firms did not 

respond or declined to submit proposals for the work or any other documentation that helps demonstrate good 

faith efforts. Failure by the Proposer to provide the required documentation or otherwise demonstrate good faith 

efforts will be taken into consideration by CCH in its evaluation of the Proposer’s responsibility and 

responsiveness. 

6.8 Financial Status 
a. Provide the audited financial statements for the last three fiscal years. Include the letter of 

opinion, balance sheet, schedules, and related auditor’s notes. Summary format and links to 

online financials are allowed. If applicable, submit the financial report of your parent company.  

b. State whether the Proposer or its parent company has ever filed for bankruptcy or any form of 

Reorganization under the Bankruptcy Code, and, if so, the date and case number of the filing. 

c. State whether the Proposer or its parent company has ever received any sanctions or is currently 

under investigation by any regulatory or governmental body. 

6.9 Conflict of Interest 
Provide information regarding any real or potential conflict of interest. Failure to address any potential conflict of 

interest upfront may be cause for rejection of the proposal.  If no conflicts of interest are identified, simply state 

“[Company X] has no conflict of interest.”   

6.10 Insurance Requirements  
Prior to Contract award, the selected Proposer will be required to submit evidence of insurance in the appropriate 

amounts. However, with its Proposal, the Proposer is required to provide a statement on their company letterhead 

stating their agreement, or objections if any, to meet all insurance requirements stated below.  Proposers may also 

submit current certificates of insurance evidencing compliance with this insurance provision.  

The standard Insurance Requirements are captured in the sample Contract General Conditions (GC-03) 

6.11 Contract 
Sample Contract CCH Terms & Conditions are available in the Doing Business with CCH website.  

https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/bids-rfps/  Execution of the Contract 

is not required at the time the qualifications are submitted. However, if the Proposer  is proposing alternate 

language, it shall include the language for consideration by submitting the proposed redlines on the sample 

Contract General Terms and Conditions document.   

https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/bids-rfps/
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CCH will not consider any exceptions or proposed alternate language to the Contract General Terms and 

Conditions if the Proposer does not include these objections or alternate language with the proposal.  

CCH shall not be deemed to have accepted any requested exceptions by electing to engage a Proposer in 

negotiations of a possible Contract. 

6.12 Legal Actions 
Provide a list of any pending litigation in which the Proposer may experience significant financial settlement and 

include a brief description of the reason for legal action.  

If no Legal actions are identified, simply state “[Company X] has no pending legal actions in which our firm will 

experience any significant impact to this Contract.” 

History of Legal Actions for the last 36 months:   

Action  Date  

  

  

6.13 Economic Disclosure Statement 

Proposer must submit an executed Economic Disclosure Statement (“EDS”) with the pricing proposal in a separate 

envelope.  The EDS form can be found at https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-

health/bids-rfps/.   UPDATE: Cook County’s Office of Contract Compliance keep its forms up to date in its website, 

thus Proposer may visit https://www.cookcountyil.gov/service/contract-documents to ensure that the latest EDS 

forms 1, 2, and 3, Affidavit of Joint Venture, and MWBE Reciprocal Certification Affidavit are the latest versions are 

submitted. Similarly, the Board of Ethics maintains its most up to date Vendor Familial Relationship Disclosure 

Provision (VFRD) Form in its website: https://www.cookcountyil.gov/service/board-ethics-ordinances-regulations-

and-guides.     

6.14 Pricing Proposal  
Submit your pricing proposal in a separate sealed envelope clearly marked with the RFP number and the label 

“Pricing Proposal.”  Proposers are required to submit one (1) original, hard copies and one (1) electronic copy (USB 

drive only).  

 Proposers should include elements or references to the pricing proposal only in this section and separate the 

pricing proposal according to the Instructions above.   

CCH makes no guarantee that the services or products identified in this RFP will be required.  The Proposer must 

provide sufficient pricing details to permit CCH to understand the basis for the proposal.  

CCH is neither obligated to purchase the full quantities proposed by the Proposer, nor to enter into an agreement 

with any one Proposer. 

6.15 Addenda  
Since all Addenda become a part of the Proposal, all Addenda must be signed by an authorized Proposer 

representative and returned with the Proposal. Failure to sign and return any and all Addenda acknowledgements 

shall be grounds for rejection of the Proposal.  Addenda issued prior to the Proposal due date shall be made 

available via CCH website: https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/bids-rfps/ 

https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/bids-rfps/
https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/bids-rfps/
https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/bids-rfps/
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7. Evaluation and Selection Process  

7.1 Evaluation Process 
Proposals will be evaluated by a RFP Evaluation Committee that may invite one or more Proposers to make 

presentations and/or demonstrations.  

The evaluation committee, at its option, may request that all or a shortlisted group of Proposers engage in 

proactive pricing feedback, submit clarifications, schedule a site visit of their premises (as appropriate), provide 

additional references, respond to questions, or consider alternative approaches.   

7.2 Right to Inspect 
CCH reserves the right to inspect and investigate thoroughly the establishment, facilities, equipment, business 

reputation, and other qualification of the Proposer and any proposed subcontractors and to reject any proposal 

regardless of price if it shall be administratively determined that in CCH’s sole discretion the Proposer is deficient 

in any of the essentials necessary to assure acceptable standards of performance. CCH reserves the right to 

continue this inspection procedure throughout the life of the Contract that may arise from this RFP. 

7.3 Consideration for Contract 
Any proposed contract including all negotiations shall be subject to review and approval of CCH management, CCH 

Legal and CCH’s Board of System Board. Proposed Contracts are also subject to review by the Cook County Office 

of Contract Compliance. 

Following finalization of Contract documents to the satisfaction of CCH executive management, CCH shall secure 

appropriate reviews and may approve the proposed Contract for execution in its sole discretion. The identity of the 

successful Proposer shall be posted on the website. 

8. Evaluation Criteria         

8.1 Responsiveness of Proposal 
Proposals will be reviewed for compliance with and adherence to all submittal requirements requested in this RFP. 

Proposals which are incomplete and missing key components necessary to fully evaluate the Proposal may, at the 

discretion of the System Director of Supply Chain Management or designee, be rejected from further consideration 

due to “Non-Responsiveness” and rated Non-Responsive.   However, Proposals not meeting the following 

requirements will be eliminated and shall not be further evaluated:  

a.  Proposer must be licensed in the state of Illinois to do business.    

8.2 Technical Proposal 

Proposals will be reviewed and selected based on the following criteria.  

A. Ability to achieve CCH’s business goals, objectives, and Scope of Work described in this RFP, by 

providing a succinct and feasible description of the proposed design and build approach.  

B. Qualifications and experience of the proposed key personnel as evidenced by relevant 

experience. 

C. Qualifications and experience of the Proposer to successfully perform and provide the services 

described in this RFP, as evidenced by the successful provision of similar services in similar 

environments and in compliance with all applicable laws.       
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8.3 Reasonableness of Overall Price 

Price will be evaluated separately for overall reasonableness and competitiveness.     

8.4 Other Qualitative Criteria  

The System Director of Supply Chain Management may, at his own discretion reject a proposal from further   

consideration due to “Non-Responsiveness,” if a proposal does not completely address the following:     

1. MWBE Utilization Plan (EDS forms);   

2. Financial Status; 

3. Conflict Interest;  

4. Insurance Requirements;  

5. Contract Terms and Conditions (objections and/or suggested alternate language); 

6. Legal Actions;  

7. Addenda acknowledgement (See Addenda Section)  

9. Instructions to Proposers  
These instructions to Proposers contain important information and should be reviewed carefully prior to 

submitting the Required Proposal Content. Failure to adhere to the procedures set forth in these instructions, 

failure to provide positive acknowledgement that the Proposers will provide all services and products or failure to 

provide acceptable alternatives to the specified requirements may lead to disqualification of the submitted 

proposal.    

9.1 Questions and Inquiries  
Questions regarding this RFP will be submitted in writing to the contact(s) email listed on the cover page of this 

RFP no later than the date stated in the Schedule. 

Question must be submitted in the following format, in MS Excel, and the subject of the email should reference 

the RFP #, Title and Proposer’s Name.  

ID Vendor Name RFP Section  Question 

1.     

2.     

3.     

4.     

 

Should any Proposer have questions concerning conditions and specifications, or find discrepancies in or omissions 

in the specifications, or be in doubt as to their meaning, they should notify the Supply Chain Management Office 

via the email provided on the cover sheet no later than the date stated on the Schedule and obtain clarification 

prior to submitting a Proposal. Such inquires must reference the proposal due date and CCH RFP number. 

9.2 Pre-proposal Conference (if Applicable)  
CCH will hold a Pre-Proposal conference call on the date, time, and location indicated on the cover page. 

Representatives of CCH will be present to answer any questions regarding the goods or services requested or 

proposal procedures. If a mandatory pre-proposal conference is required, the Proposer must sign the pre-proposal 

conference or site inspection sheet and include a copy of this sign-in sheet in the response to the RFP.   
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9.3 Number of Copies 
Proposers are required to submit one (1) original hard copy, and one (1) electronic copy (emailed to the email 

addressed on the cover page) and no later than the time and date indicated in the RFP.    NOTE: One (1) paper copy 

of the pricing proposal and one (1) EDS copy must be submitted separate from the rest of the response.  

Each submission must then be separated as follows:  

1. One (1) technical hard copy - the original - excluding Pricing and EDS forms; 

2. One (1) Pricing and EDS hard copies in a separate envelope;    

3. One (1) complete electronic response package (including excel pricing file and EDS) 

emailed to the email addresses on the cover page.  The technical response must be a 

single electronic file (do not submit a file per RFP section).  The email must clearly 

indicate the RFP Number and Title.    

Please see the Proposal Receipt Acknowledgement form at the end of this file for the form required at 

delivery time.   

DO NOT USE EXPENSIVE PAPER OR MARKETING GRAPHICS THAT MAY DISTORT ELECTRONIC PAGES. 

PLEASE USE STANDARD PAPER.   

9.4 Format 
Hardcopies of the proposals should be submitted in 3-ring binders only (except pricing which may be submitted in 

a separate envelop). Material should be organized following the order of the Required Proposal Content Section 

separated by labeled tabs. Expensive paper and bindings are discouraged since no materials will be returned. 

Numbered titles and pages are required.   

CCH reserves the right to waive minor variances. 

9.5 Time for submission 

Proposals shall be submitted no later than the date and time indicated on the cover page of this RFP. Late 

submittals will not be considered.   

9.6 Packaging and Labeling 
The outside wrapping/envelope shall clearly indicate the RFP title, Proposer’s Name, Proposers address, and point 

of contact information. The Price Proposal and EDS shall be submitted in a separate sealed envelope, but can be in 

the same box. The envelope shall clearly identify the content as “Price Proposal”. All other submission 

requirements shall be included with the Technical Proposal.   

9.7 Timely delivery of Proposals 
The proposal(s) must be either delivered by hand or sent to CCH through U.S. Mail or other available courier 

services to the address shown on the cover sheet of this RFP. Include the RFP number on any package delivered or 

sent to CCH and on any correspondence related to the Proposal. If using an express delivery service, the package 

must be delivered to the designated building and drop box. Packages delivered by express mail services to other 

locations might not be re-delivered in time to be considered. CCH assumes no responsibility for any Proposal not 

so received. 

9.8 Availability of Documents 
CCH publishes competitive bid, RFP, and other procurement notices, as well as award information, at 

https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/bids-rfps/  under the “Doing 

https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/bids-rfps/
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Business with CCH” tab. Proposers intending to respond to any posted solicitation are encouraged to visit the 

website above to ensure that they have received a complete and current set of documents.  

9.9 Alteration/Modification of Original Documents 

The Proposer certifies that no alterations or modifications have been made to the original content of this Bid/RFP 

or other procurement documents (either text or graphics and whether transmitted electronically or hard copy in 

preparing this proposal). Any alternates or exceptions (whether to products, services, terms, conditions, or other 

procurement document subject matter) are apparent and clearly noted in the offered proposal. Proposer 

understands that failure to comply with this requirement may result in the proposal being disqualified and, if 

determined to be a deliberate attempt to misrepresent the proposal, may be considered as sufficient basis to 

suspend or debar the submitting party from consideration from future competitive procurement opportunities. 

9.10 Cost of Proposer Response   
All costs and expenses in responding to this RFP shall be borne solely by the Proposer regardless of whether the 

Proposer’s Proposal is eliminated or whether CCH selects to cancel the RFP or declines to pursue a Contract for any 

reason. The cost of attending any presentation or demonstration is solely the Proposer’s responsibility. 

9.11 Proposer’s Responsibility for Services Proposed 
The Proposer must thoroughly examine and read the entire RFP document. Failure of Proposers fully to acquaint 

themselves with existing conditions or the amount of work involved will not be a basis for requesting extra 

compensation after the award of a Contract. 

9.12 RFP Interpretation 

Interpretation of the wording of this document shall be the responsibility of CCH, and that interpretation shall be 

final. 

9.13 Specifications and Special Conditions  
The specifications in this document provide sufficient information for Proposers to devise a plan and provide 

pricing. Minor variations from those specifications will be considered as long as Proposers identify any instance in 

which their services specifications differ from those outlined in the proposal documents.   

9.14 Errors and Omissions 
The Proposer is expected to comply with the true intent of this RFP taken as a whole and shall not avail itself of any 

errors or omission to the detriment of the services or CCH. Should the Proposer suspect any error, omission, or 

discrepancy in the specifications or instructions, the Proposer shall immediately notify CCH in writing, and CCH will 

issue written corrections or clarifications. The Proposer is responsible for the contents of its Proposals and for 

satisfying the requirements outlined in the RFP. Proposer will not be allowed to benefit from errors in the 

document that could have been reasonably discovered by the Proposer in the process of putting the proposal 

together. 

9.15 Proposal Material 
The Proposal material submitted in response to the RFP becomes the property of CCH upon delivery to the Supply 

Chain Management Office and may become part of a Contract. 
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9.16 Confidentiality and Response Cost and Ownership 
All information submitted in response to this RFP shall be confidential until CCH has executed a Contract with the 

successful Proposer or has terminated the RFP process and determined that it will not reissue the RFP shortly. 

Following such actions, the contents of Proposals submitted in response to this RFP may be disclosed in response 

to requests made under the provisions of the Illinois Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA"). If a Proposer wishes to 

preserve the confidentiality of specific proprietary information outlined in its Proposal, it must request that the 

information is withheld by specifically identifying such information as proprietary in its Proposal. CCH shall have 

the right to determine whether it shall withhold information upon receipt of an FOIA request, and if it does so 

pursuant to a proposed request, the Proposer requesting confidential treatment of the information shall bear the 

costs of asserting that there is a proper exemption justifying the withholding of such information as proprietary in 

any court proceeding which may result. This notwithstanding, the Proposer is on notice that the CCH is subject to 

the FOIA and that any documents submitted to the CCH by the Proposer may be released pursuant to a request 

under the FOIA.  

  9.17 Awards 
CCH may, at its discretion evaluate all responsive Proposals. CCH reserves the right to make the award on an all or 

partial basis or split the award to multiple Proposers based on the lowest responsible Proposers meeting the 

specifications, terms, and conditions. If a split award impacts the outcome of the project, it must be so stated in 

the proposal. 

9.18 CCH Rights 
CCH reserves the right to reject any and all offers, to waive any informality in the offers and, unless otherwise 

specified by the Proposer, to accept any item in the offer. CCH also reserves the right to accept or reject all or part 

of your Proposal, in any combination that is in the best interest of CCH.    

9.19 Cancellation of RFP; Requests for New or Updated Proposals 

CCH, in its sole discretion, may cancel the RFP at any time and may elect to reissue the RFP later. CCH may also 

issue an Addendum modifying the RFP and may request supplemental information or updated or new Proposals.   
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10. Definitions   
The following definitions shall apply to this RFP: 

 “Abuse” means  (i) a manner of operation that results in excessive or unreasonable costs to the Federal 

or State health care programs, generally used in conjunction with Fraud; or (ii) the willful infliction of 

injury, unreasonable confinement, intimidation, or punishment with resulting physical harm, pain or 

mental anguish, generally used in conjugation with Neglect 

"Addendum” or “Addenda" shall refer to a one or more documents posted to the website by which 

modifies this Request for Proposal or provides additional information.  

“Appeal” means a request for review of a decision made by Proposer with respect to an Action. 

“Board” or “System Board” shall refer to the Board of Directors of the Cook County Health and Hospitals 

System.  

"Contract" shall mean a properly executed Contract that has been negotiated between CCH and a 

Proposer for some or all of the Deliverables described in this RFP.   

“Contractor(s)” shall mean the individuals, businesses or entities that have submitted a Proposal and have 

negotiated a contract that has been properly executed on behalf of the Contractor and CCH.   

"County" shall mean the County of Cook, Illinois, a body politic and corporate.   

“Deliverables” shall refer to the items, supplies, equipment or services that will be provided pursuant to 

any Contract entered into as a result of this RFP. 

 “Fraud” means knowing and willful deception, or a reckless disregard of the facts, with the intent to 

receive an unauthorized benefit.   

“General Conditions” shall mean the terms and conditions posted to the CCH website.   

"Proposal" shall mean the document(s) submitted by Proposer(s) in response to this RFP that constitute a 

Proposer's offer to enter into contract with the CCH under terms consistent with this RFP, subject to the 

negotiation of a contract and approval by the Board.   "Proposer(s)" shall mean the individuals or business 

entities, if any, submitting a Proposal in response to this RFP.  

"Chief Procurement Director" shall mean the System Director of Supply Chain Management who serves as 

chief procurement officer for the CCH.   

"Request for Proposals" or "RFP" shall refer to this solicitation of Proposals by CCH, which may lead to the 

negotiation of a contract and the recommendation that the CCH authorize a Contract with a Proposer.   

“Solution” the specific configuration of Deliverables that is submitted in a Proposal to meet the needs and 

goals of the CCH as articulated in this RFP.  
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11.  Appendix A – RFP Receipt Acknowledgement Form 
RFP Receipt Acknowledgement Form  

This acknowledgement of receipt should be signed by a representative of Supply Chain Management 

located at Stroger Hospital, 1969 W. Ogden Avenue, lower level (LL) Room 250A, Chicago IL, 60612.  

The outside wrapping shall clearly indicate the RFP Number and Title, Proposer’s Name, Proposers 

Address, and Point of Contact RFP. Prefill the first two lines prior to submission.   

Solicitation Number and 
Title: 

 

Vendor Name:  

Accepted By:  

Date:  

Time (if time machine is 
not available, hand write 
the time): 

                                A.M                             
P.M  

 

RFP shall be submitted no later than the date and time indicated on the cover page of the RFP. Late 

submittals will not be considered.  Proposers must cut this sheet in two. SMC will time-stamp top 

and bottom sections. SCM will keep one section and the Proposer will keep the other section.  

  

 

RFP Receipt Acknowledgement Form  

This acknowledgement of receipt should be signed by a representative of Supply Chain Management 

located at Stroger Hospital, 1969 W. Ogden Avenue, lower level (LL) Room 250A, Chicago IL, 60612.  

The outside wrapping shall clearly indicate the RFP Number and Title, Proposer’s Name, Proposers 

Address, and Point of Contact RFP. Prefill the first two lines prior to submission.   

Solicitation Number and 

Title: 

 

Vendor Name:  

Accepted By:  

Date:  

Time (if time machine is 

not available, hand 

write the time): 

                                A.M                             

P.M  

RFP shall be submitted no later than the date and time indicated on the cover page of the RFP. Late 

submittals will not be considered.    Proposers must cut this sheet in two. SMC will time-stamp top 

and bottom sections. SCM will keep one section and the Proposer will keep the other section.  
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ICRA Precautions List

		Infection Control Risk Assessment

		Matrix of Precautions for Construction & Renovation

		Step 1:

		Using the following table, identify the Type of Construction Project Activity (Type A - D)

		TYPE A		Inspection and Non-Invasive Activities.

				Includes, but is not limited to:

				• removal of ceiling tiles for visual inspection only, e.g., limited to I tile per 50 square feet

				• painting (but not sanding)

				• wallcovering, electrical trim work, minor plumbing, and activities which do not

				   generate dust or require cutting of walls or access to ceilings other than for

				   visual inspection.

		TYPE B		Small scale, short duration activities which create minimal dust

				Includes, but is not limited to:

				• installation of telephone and computer cabling

				• access to chase spaces

				• cutting of walls or ceiling where dust migration can be controlled.



		TYPE C		Work that generates a moderate to high level of dust or requires demolition or

				removal of any fixed building components or assemblies

				Includes, but is not limited to:

				• sanding of walls for painting or wall covering

				• removal of floor coverings, ceiling tiles and casework

				• new wall construction

				• minor duct work or electrical work above ceilings

				• major cabling activities

				• any activity which cannot be completed within a single workshift.

		TYPE D		Major demolition and construction projects

				Includes, but is not limited to:

				• activities which require consecutive work shifts

				• requires heavy demolition or removal of a complete cabling system

				• new construction.

		Step 2:

		Using the following table, identify the Patient Risk Groups that will be affected.

		If more than one risk group will be affected, select the higher risk group:

		Low Risk		Medium Risk				High Risk				Highest Risk

		• Office Areas		• Cardiology				• CCU				• Any area caring for

		 		• Echocardiography				• Emergency Room				   immunocompromised

				• Endoscopy				• Labor & Delivery				   patients

				• Nuclear Medicine				• Laboratories				• Burn Unit

				• Physical Therapy				    (specimen)				• Cardiac Cath Lab

				• Radiology / MRI				• Medical Units				• Central Sterile Supply

				• Respiratory				• Newborn Nursery				• Intensive Care Units

				• Therapy				• Outpatient Surgery				• Negative pressure

								• Pediatrics				    isolation rooms

								• Pharmacy				• Oncology

								• Post Anesthesia				• Operating rooms

								   Care Unit				    including C-section

								• Surgical Units				    rooms

		Step 3:  		Match the following:

		Patient Risk Group (Low, Medium, High, Highest) with the planned…

		Construction Project Type (A, B, C, D) on the following matrix, to find the ...

		Class of Precautions (I, II, III or IV) or level of infection control activities required.

		Class I-IV or Color-Coded Precautions are delineated on the following page.



		IC Matrix - Class of Precautions: Construction Project by Patient Risk

						Type A		Type B		Type C		Type D

		Low Risk Group				I		II		II		III / IV

		Medium Risk group				I		II		III		IV

		High Risk Group				I		II		III / IV		IV

		Highest Risk Group				II		III / IV		III / IV		IV

		Note: Infection control approval will be required when the Construction Activity and Risk Level indicate that Class III or Class IV control procedures are necessary.





		Description of Required Infection Control Precautions by Class

						During Construction Project				Upon Completion of Project

		CLASS I				1. execute work by methods to minimize dust from construction operations				1. Clean work area upon completion of task.



						2. Immediately replace a ceiling tile for visual inspection



		CLASS II				1. Provide active means to prevent airborne dust from dispersing into atmosphere.				1.  Wipe work surfaces with cleaner/disinfectant.

										2. Contain construction waste before transport in tightly covered containers.

						2. Water mist work surfaces to control dust while cutting.				3. Wet mop and/or vacuum with HEP A filtered vacuum before leaving work area.

						3. Seal unused doors with duct tape.				4. Upon completion, restore HV AC system where work was performed.

						4. Block off and seal air vents.

						5. Block off and seal air vents.

						6. Remove or isolate HV AC system in areas where work is being performed.

		CLASS III				1. Remove or Isolate HV AC system in area where work is being done to prevent contamination of duct system.				1. Do not remove barriers from work area until completed project is inspected by the owner's Safety Department and Infection Prevention & Control Department and thoroughly cleaned by the owner's Environmental Services Department.

						2. Complete all critical barriers i.e. sheetrock, plywood, plastic, to seal area from non work area or implement control cube method (cart with plastic covering and sealed connection to work site with HEPA vacuum for vacuuming prior to exit) before construction begins.

										2. Remove barrier materials carefully to minimize spreading of dirt and debris associated with construction.

										3. Vacuum work area with HEP A filtered vacuums.

										4. Wet mop area with cleaner/disinfectant.

										5. Upon completion, restore HV AC system where work was performed.



						3. Maintain negative air pressure within work site utilizing HEP A equipped air filtration units.



						4. Contain construction waste before transport in tightly covered containers.

						5. Cover transport receptacles or carts. Tape covering unless solid lid.

		CLASS IV				1. Isolate HV AC system in area where work is being done to prevent contamination of duct system.				1. Do not remove barriers from work area until completed project is inspected by the owner's Safety Department and Infection Prevention & Control Department and thoroughly cleaned by the owner's Environmental Services Dept.

						2. Complete all critical barriers i.e. sheetrock, plywood, plastic, to seal area from non work area or implement control cube method (cart with plastic covering and sealed connection to work site with HEPA vacuum for vacuuming prior to exit) before construction begins.

										2. Remove barrier material carefully to minimize spreading of dirt and debris associated with construction.

										3. Contain construction waste before transport in tightly covered containers.

						3. Maintain negative air pressure within work site utilizing HEP A equipped air filtration units.				4. Cover transport receptacles or carts. Tape covering unless solid lid.

										5. Vacuum work area with HEP A filtered vacuums.

						4. Seal holes, pipes, conduits, and punctures. 

						5. Construct anteroom and require all personnel to pass through this room so they can be vacuumed using a HEP A vacuum cleaner before leaving work site or they can wear cloth or paper coveralls that are removed each time they leave work site.				6. Wet mop area with cleaner/disinfectant.

										7. Upon completion, restore HV AC system where work was performed.



						6. All personnel entering work site are required to wear shoe covers. Shoe covers must be changed each time the worker exits the work area.

		Step 4:		Identify the areas surrounding the project area, assessing potential impact

				Unit Below		Unit Above		Lateral		Lateral		Behind		Front

				 



				Risk Group		Risk Group		Risk Group		Risk Group		Risk Group		Risk Group



		Step 5:		Identify specific site of activity e.g., patient rooms, medication room, etc.



		Step 6:		Identify issues related to: ventilation, plumbing, electrical in terms of the occurrence of probable outages.





		Step 7:		Identify containment measures, using prior assessment. What types of barriers? (E.g., solids wall barriers); Will HEPA filtration be required?





		(Note: Renovation/construction area shall be isolated from the occupied areas during construction and shall be
negative with respect to surrounding areas)

		Step 8:		Consider potential risk of water damage. Is there a risk due to compromising
structural integrity? (e.g., wall, ceiling, root)





		Step 9:		Work hours: Can or will the work be done during non-patient care hours?



		Step 10:		Do plans allow for adequate number ofisolation/negative airflow rooms?



		Step 11:		Do the plans allow for the required number & type of handwashing sinks?



		Step 12:		Does the infection prevention & control staff agree with the minimum number of sinks for
this project?





		Step 13:		Does the infection prevention & control staff agree with the plans relative to clean
and soiled utility rooms?





		Step 14:		Plan to discuss the following containment issues with the project team.
E.g., traffic flow, housekeeping, debris removal (how and when),
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Initial Risk Assessment

		Hospital Name

		Infection Control Risk Assessment

		Construction and Facility Maintenance

		Initial Risk Assessment Checklist

				Projected Start Date: 

				Projected End Date: 

				Project Number / Name:

				Project Location:

				Brief Scope of Work:

				Assessed By:

				Rating Summary: (Refer to IC Matrix below)

				Class of Precautions: __ Construction Activity: A, B, C, D 								Risk Level: Low, Medium, High, Highest

				IC Matrix-Class of Precautions

						Type A		Type B		Type C		Type D

				Low Risk Group		I		II		II		III / IV

				Medium Risk group		I		II		III		IV

				High Risk Group		I		II		III / IV		IV

				Highest Risk Group		II		III / IV		III / IV		IV

				Project Duration:

		[   ]		 Short-term Project: Project Duration of a single work shift or less than 24 hours

		[   ]		Long-term Project: Project duration greater than 24 hours

		[   ]		Large Scale Project: Project which may result in significant interruption

				Infection Control Precautions by Class

				Coordination of activities in these areas is to occur before the project is started. The project manager is responsible to coordinate area activities with the area/unit manager and infection control. Items not checked are determined to be not applicable.

				Class I

		[   ]		Immediate area is to be unoccupied.

		[   ]		Close doors to adjacent areas and patient care rooms prior to activity

		[   ]		Immediately replace any ceiling tile removed for visual inspection

		[   ]		Local plastic non-rigid containment barrier tightly sealed at ceiling, walls, and floor. A single slit entrance w/closed flap or zippered opening may be used for access. .

		[   ]		Seal unused doors with duct tape and / or plastic sheeting.

		[   ]		Debris and dust are promptly cleaned up and disposed of.

		[   ]		Mist or vacuum work surfaces while cutting to minimize dust.

				Class II

		[   ]		Class I requirements plus

		[   ]		If hard barrier is required, complete barrier before construction/facility maintenance activity.

		[   ]		Block off or seal air vents.

		[   ]		Negative airflow with REP A filter, filter exhaust directly to outside or tied into return air system.

		[   ]		Contain construction debris in tightly covered containers. Establish routes and times for disposal.

		[   ]		Adhesive walk-off mats to be placed immediately inside & outside of containment areas.

		[   ]		Wet mop and/or vacuum (HEPA-filtered) surfaces at the end of the shift.

				Class III

		[   ]		Class I and II requirements plus

		[   ]		Rigid floor to ceiling barriers required w/sealed joints.

		[   ]		Isolate HVAC system.

		[   ]		Negative airflow with REP A filter, filter exhaust directly to outside or tied into return air system.

		[   ]		All personnel entering work site must wear jump suit and shoe covers.

		[   ]		Seal holes, pipes, conduits and punctures.

		[   ]		At the end of project, hang temporary plastic non-rigid barrier to remove construction materials and rigid barriers, to minimize dispersion of dust.

				Class IV

		[   ]		Class I, II, and III plus

		[   ]		Construct ante-room.

		[   ]		All personnel must wear jump suit, shoe covers, mask, and hair cover to enter or travel through the clean/sterile area. (Items are removed, left in the anteroom and put on again when the worker leaves the work area)

		[   ]		If sterile/invasive procedure area is entered, tools must be damp-wiped or bagged prior to entering and exiting work area. Debris cart must be damp-wiped prior to entering and exiting work area.

		[   ]		Additional Infection Control related training required.

		[   ]		Risk Assessment posted outside activity area.

		[   ]		Additional Infection Control measures required for specific circumstances. Refer to System Policy; Infection Control Measures for Use During Facilities Maintenance & Construction.

				Special Notes:















				Infection Control Practitioner 						Project Manager



				print						print



				sign						sign



				Date						Date

				[  ] Infection Control 		[   ] Facilities 				[   ] Project Site 				[   ] Unit/Department Manager
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Bi-Weekly IC Site Inspection





				Infection Control Risk Assessment 						SITE INSPECTION

				Project : _________________________________		Building/Location _______________________________ 								Floor ____________

				Inspector ________________________________		Title: __________  				Date: _________________				 Time ____________



				Items to Check 		YES		NO		N/A		COMMENTS		FOLLOW-UP

		PROCEDURE		ICRA completed and filed on-site

				ICRA permit for Class III or higher construction activity displayed at entrance to work

				ICRA permit returned to safety following completion of work

				 

		SUBMITTALS		Contractor's infection control measures report on file with safety department

				Contractor has submitted product data for job site materials

				 

		CONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS		Construction creating dust is conducted within ventilation controlled areas to minimize flow of airborne particles.

				Contractors on site management team have attended infection control training.

				Air flows from clean to dirty areas.

				All air vents (return, and exhaust) are covered

				The air within the construction area is negative with respect to surrounding areas.

				Contractor is maintaining equipment and replacing high efficiency air filters

				Construction work complies with all
 requirements of Class III & IV infection
control procedures.



		QUALITY CONTROL		Work has been stopped on the project for a hazardous infection control deficiency

				The contractor has taken immediate action to correct all deficiencies.

				Corrective action has been taken on the contractor. No work has proceeded until the corrective action is in place.



		BARRIERS		Airtight plastic extends from floor to ceiling.

				Drywall barriers erected with joints covered or sealed to prevent dust from escaping.

				All penetrations in existing barriers are sealed air tight at ceiling envelopes etc.

				Anterooms are in place that allows workers to remove protective clothing.



		ENFORCEMENT		Air quality is monitored and recorded

				Infection control violations are being recorded



				Site inspection is monitored, evaluated and logged twice a month by the Project Manager or Infection Control together with Public Safety and the General Contractor

				Any Hospital's Project Manager and infection Control Department will perform any testing requirements.



				ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
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Daily ILSM-ICRA Monitoring



		Daily Monitoring: ILSM - ICRA Precautions



		Date of assessment / survey:		Assessment completed by:

		Area assessed / surveyed:		Date distributed to Safety / Infection Control:

		Project Name		Project #:



				Yes		No		N/A		List time, documentation or action/follow-up as needed

		A. EXITS

		1. Exits provide free and unobstructed egress through construction.



		2. Alternative exits are clearly identified.



		3. Means of egress in construction area inspected daily.



		4. Free & unobstructed access to ED/Services and for emergency forces.



		B. FIRE EQUIPMENT AND SAFETY

		5. .Fire alarms, detection, and suppression systems are in an operational function



		6. Fire alarms, detection, and suppression systems are not impaired.



		7. Temporary fire alarm, detection, and suppression systems been inspected and tested monthly.								Date:



		8. Training and additional fire equipment been provided for personnel.



		9. Power has been properly secured at the end of each workday.



		10. No smoking policy been implemented in and' adjacent to the construction areas.



		11. Construction areas are free of storage and housekeeping materials, food waste, and debris for daily operations to reduce flammable and combustible fire load of the building; floor area leading to/from construction site cleaned daily.								Date or Time:



		12. There has been a minimum of two fire drills conducted per shift per quarter.



		13. Number of hazard surveillance inspections in construction area has increased.								Last Date or Time:



		14. Safety education programs have been conducted to ensure awareness of any ILS Safety Code deficiencies and construction hazards.								Date:



		C. HAZARD SURVEILLANCE and INFECTION PREVENTION SAFETY

		15. Power is properly secured at the end of each workday.



		16. Hand and safety rails are in place and in good condition.



		17. Extension cords are grounded and in good condition.



		18. Power tools are in good condition.



		19. Workers wearing required identification and hard hats are used as required.



		20. Cutting and welding operations are properly and safely conducted and have appropriate hot work permits.



		21. Documentation of worker instruction in Right-To-Know, Infection Control and Fall hazards is available if requested.								Date of request:



		22. All scaffolding complies with OSHA requirements (1926.451).



		23. Construction site secure and properly isolated from fresh air intakes.



		24. Lock out / tag out procedures are used as appropriate



		25. Materials used (ie., fire retardants) comply with necessary safety regulations.



		26. Construction barriers maintain negative pressure relationships.



		27. Workers demonstrate compliance with traffic patterns.



		28. Workers comply with use of PPE (Hard hats, eye protection etc) as needed.



		29. HEPA filtration units, HEPA vacuum equipment, and / or continuous use of exhaust fans demonstrate they are functioning appropriately .



		30. Exhaust ducts sealed/capped as agreed by ICRA.



		31. Construction area doors are closed and gaskets & hardware are intact.



		32. Construction carts transporting debris are covered and consistent with agreement designed to minimize airborne particulate matter from debris.



		33. All windows and doors remain closed to prevent circulation of dust/debris.



		34. Walk-off mats, adhesive strips are clean and changed sufficiently, or construction exit cleaned sufficiently to maintain clean entry/exits.



		35. No signs of water leakage or pests.



		36. Ceiling tiles replaced when space not being accessed.



		Additional comments:















		Project Manager (print)								Date:



		Project Manager (sign)



		Contractor (print)								Date:



		Contractor (sign)



		Sent to Safety and / or IC committee								Date:
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Precaution Matrix -Blank

		RENOVATION AREA						HOSPITAL DESIGNATION										HOURS BY AREA / DEPARTMENT				IRCA MATRIX

		SHEET #				PHASE		ROOM #		ROOM NAME				DEPARTMENT		FLOOR		HOURS OF OPERATION		HOURS AVAILABLE FOR CONST.		CONSTRUCTION PROJECT ACTIVITY  		PATIENT RISK GROUP

																						(Type A,B,C or D)		 (Low, Med., High, Highest)



		PHASE LL03 - APPROX DURATIION - 1 MONTH

		AS LL-A				LL02		LA604		GLASS WASH				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/6		FLEXIBLE















		PHASE LL02 - APPROX DURATIION - 1 MONTH

		AS LL-A				LL02		LA035		BONE MARROW TEST.				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE















		PHASE LL01 - APPROX DURATIION - 1 MONTH

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC223 		DOSIMETRY				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS























		PHASE LLR1 - APPROX DURATIION - 1 WEEK

		AS LL-A				LLR1		LC273		PUMP ROOM				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



















		PHASE LL04 - APPROX DURATIION - 1 WEEK

		AS LL-A				LL04		LD365		COUNTER				DIETARY		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS











		PHASE LL05- APPROX DURATIION - 2 WEEKS

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF507		PASSAGE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM















		PHASE LL08- APPROX DURATIION -1 MONTH

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF572		PREP & PACK				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END















		PHASE L1-04- APPROX DURATIION - 2 WEEKS

		AS1				L1-04		1A002		SHOCK 3				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FURTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL
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Precaution Matrix - Sample

		RENOVATION AREA						HOSPITAL DESIGNATION										HOURS BY AREA / DEPARTMENT				IRCA MATRIX

		SHEET #				PHASE		ROOM #		ROOM NAME				DEPARTMENT		FLOOR		HOURS OF OPERATION		HOURS AVAILABLE FOR CONST.		CONSTRUCTION PROJECT ACTIVITY  		PATIENT RISK GROUP

																						(Type A,B,C or D)		 (Low, Med., High, Highest)



		PHASE LL03 - APPROX DURATION - 1 MONTH

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA902 		REFRIG				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA605		GLASS WASH				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA901		STORAGE				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA016		MICRO BIOLOGY				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA017		TOILET				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA018		TOILET				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA019		OFFICE				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA024		OFFICE				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA014		CORRIDOR				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA015		CORRIDOR				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA020		CORRIDOR				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA010		MYCOLOGY				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA011		MYCOBACTERIOLOGY				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LAST1		STAIR #1				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE LL02 - APPROX DURATION - 1 MONTH

		AS LL-A				LL02		LA019		OFFICE				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LA024		OFFICE				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LA020		CORRIDOR				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL03		LA016		MICRO BIOLOGY				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LA033		HEMTOLOGY				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LA035		BONE MARROW TEST.				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LA021		T/C				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LC187		CORRIDOR				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LA041		RECV				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LA036		STORE				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LA042		OFFICE				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LC188		BLOOD BANK				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LC189		COMP/OC				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LA840		CORRIDOR				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LC195		DRAWING				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LC197		OFFICE				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL02		LC196		CORRIDOR				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE LL01 - APPROX DURATION - 1 MONTH

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC187		CORRIDOR				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC188		BLOOD BANK				LABORATORY		LL WEST		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC208		CONTROL				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC209		MOULD				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC223 		DOSIMETRY				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC231		HOLD				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC220		CORRIDOR				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC226		CORRIDOR				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC228		CORRIDOR				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC251		CORRIDOR				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC227		CLEAN				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC231		HOLD				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC232		TOILET				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC234		EXAM				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC236		EXAM				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC237		CORRIDOR				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC240		STLKR				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC358		CORRIDOR				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC276		CORRIDOR				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC211		ELEC ROOM				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC212		CONTROL				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC213		CORRIDOR				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC214 		CONTROL				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC215		PHYSICIAN WORK				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC253		OFFICE				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC254		GOWN/WAIT				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC256/255		DRESS				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC257		TOILET				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC274		TOILET				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC233		SOILED				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC235		NS				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC238		MED/NOUR				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC241		TOILET				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC2224		JC				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC239		EQUIP ROOM				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC		CORRIDOR				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LD		VESTIBULE				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC252		RECEP/SCHED				DIETARY		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL01		LC207		LINEAR ACCEL				DIETARY		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE LLR1 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS LL-A				LLR1		LC277		PUBLC. WOM TOILT.						LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LLR1		LC272		CORRIDOR				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LLR1		LC273		PUMP ROOM				LINNEAR ACCEL.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE LL04 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS LL-A				LL04		LD365		COUNTER				DIETARY		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL04		LC380		COUNTER				DIETARY		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL04		LC382		SPECIALS				DIETARY		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL04		LD375		VESTIBULE				DIETARY		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL04		LC358		CORRIDOR				DIETARY		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE LL05- APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF507		PASSAGE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF510		CAFÉ COOK				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF515		BULK COOKING				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF516		PASSAGE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF511		PASSAGE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF525		PASSAGE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF535		PASSAGE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF534		ELEC				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF536 		POT WASH				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF537		JC				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF548		RECYCLE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF47		VESTIBULE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF541		PASSAGE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF542		PASSAGE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF546		PASSAGE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF540		DISHWASHING				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF549		WASTE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF543		CART WASH				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF544		CORRIDOR				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF550		CORRIDOR				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF533		TRAY CART HOLD				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF545		SOIL DISHCRAP				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LF830		TRAY PREP				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL05		LFST16		STAIR #16				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM



		PHASE LLR3- APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS LL-A				LLR3		LF541		PASSAGE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LLR3		LF542		PASSAGE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM



		PHASE LL06- APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS LL-A				LL06		LD336		DIETARY SEATING				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL06		LF547		VESTIBULE				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL06		LD363		DIETARY SEATING				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL06		LDST18		STAIR				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL06		LD335		MEETING RM 3B				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM

		AS LL-A				LL06		LD340		CORRIDOR				DIETARY		LL WEST		24/7 _ 9PM - 6AM "Slow Time"		9PM - 6AM



		PHASE LL07- APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD336		DIETARY SEATING				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD294		CORRIDOR				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD296		VESTIBULE				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD292		MECH				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD298		A/C				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD303		FILES				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD304		JC				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD306		STORAGE				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD313		TOILET				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD314		STORAGE/LOCKER				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD315		VESTIBULE				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD318		CONTROL				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD330		MEETING ROOM 1A				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD331		MEETING ROOM 1B				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD332		MEETING ROOM 2A				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD333		MEETING ROOM 2B				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD334		MEETING ROOM 3A				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LL07		LD335		MEETING ROOM 3B				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		AS LL-A				LL07		LD296		VESTIBULE				DIETARY/RESP THERA/MRI		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE LLR2- APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS LL-A				LLR2		LD303		FILES				RESPIRATORY THERA.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LLR2		LD304		JC				RESPIRATORY THERA.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LLR2		LD302		OFFICE				RESPIRATORY THERA.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LLR2		LD305		CORRIDOR				RESPIRATORY THERA.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LLR2		LD307		CORRIDOR				RESPIRATORY THERA.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LLR2		LD294		CORRIDOR				RESPIRATORY THERA.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LLR2		LD298		A/C				RESPIRATORY THERA.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-A				LLR2		LD295		SERVICE LOBBY				RESPIRATORY THERA.		LL WEST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE LL10- APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF620		VESTIBULE				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF621		CORRIDOR				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF		STAIR 15				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF586		SERVICE				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF622		DIETARY STORAGE				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF567		CHEM STERILE				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF590		CHEM EQUIP				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF5635		WKRM				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF581		LINEN PACK				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LH805.1		VESTIBULE				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LH805.1B		VESTIBULE				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF589		INSTRUMENT				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF614		TOILET				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF		CORRIDOR				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LH185		SHOP				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF633		ENTRY				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS LL-B				LL-10		LF634		DATA ENTRY				CENTRAL STERILE/OFFICE		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE LL08- APPROX DURATION -1 MONTH

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF572		PREP & PACK				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF573		CART WASH				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF583		CONFERENCE				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF584		CORRIDOR				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF582		OFFICE				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF574		EQUIP WASH				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF575		EQUIP DRY				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF602		DISTRIB				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF596		DISTRIB				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF597		DISPATCH/ISSUE				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF585		STEAM STERRILIZERS				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF584		CORRIDOR				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF590		CHEM EQUIP				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL-08		LF586		SERVICE				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END



		PHASE LLR4- APPROX DURATION -1 WEEK

		AS LL-B				LLR4		LF596		DISTRIB AREA				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LLR4		LF597		DISPATCH/ISSUE				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LLR4		LF599		C.S NGR				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LLR4		LF580		VESTIBULE				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LLR4		LF628		ELEC				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END



		PHASE LL09- APPROX DURATION -1 MONTH

		AS LL-B				LL09		LF801		CASE CART STAGINGCK				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL09		LF584		CORRIDOR				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL09		LF575		EQUIP DRY				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL09		LF582		OFFICE				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL09		LF580		VESTIBULE				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL09		LF573		CART WASH				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL09		LF574		EQUIP WASH				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL09		LF567		CHEM STERILIZER				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL09		LF596		DISTRIB AREA				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL09		LF597		DISPATCH/ISSUE				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LL09		LF599		C.S NGR				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END



		PHASE LLR5- APPROX DURATION -1 WEEK

		AS LL-B				LLR5		LF622		DIETARY STORAGE				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END

		AS LL-B				LLR5		LF635		WKRM				CENTRAL STERILE		LL EAST		24/7 _ WK.END"Slow Time"		WK.END



		PHASE LL11- APPROX DURATION -1 MONTH

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH728.1		VESTIBULE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH775		RECEP/CLERICAL				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH775.1		VESTIBULE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH777		OFFICE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH778		OFFICE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH779		OFFICE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH780		OFFICE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH781		OFFICE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH776.1		VESTIBULE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH782		DOC CONTROL				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH775 		WOMEN TOILET				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH783		MEN TOILET				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH805		CORRIDOR				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH818		CARPENTERS SHOP				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH833		STORAGE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH831		PAINT SHOP				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH817		SHARED WORK				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH814		WELDING SHOP				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH816		PLUMBING SHOP				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH825		KEY ROOM				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL11		LH815		ELEC SHOP				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE LL12- APPROX DURATION -1 MONTH

		AS LL-B				LL12		LH830		SIGN SHOP				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL12		LH831		PAINT SHOP				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL12		LH833		STORAGE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL12		LH817		VESTIBULE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL12		LH908		VESTIBULE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL12		LH809		CORRIDOR				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL12		LH811		LAMP ROOM				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL12		LH816		ELEV MACHINE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL12		LHST12		STAIR #12				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE

		AS LL-B				LL12		LP1007		STORAGE				OFFICE/BUILD SERV./MAT MGMT.		LL EAST		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND SLOW.		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L1-04- APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS1				L1-04		1A002		SHOCK 3				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-04		1A003		SOILED				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-04		1A004		SHOCK 2				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-04		1A008		ALCOVE				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-04		1A005		SHOCK				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-04		1AST1		STAIR #1				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-04		1A007		CLERK				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-04		1A035		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-04		1A012		VESTIBULE				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-04		1A013.1		LOBBY				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-04		1A026		TRAUMA WAIT				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-04		1A034		NS				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL



		PHASE L1-03- APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS1				L1-03		1A026		TRAUMA WARD				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-03		1A027		TRIAGE				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-03		1AST2		STAIR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-03		1A031.1		LOBBY				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-03		1A025		WAITING				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-03		1A024		INTERVIEW				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-03		1A023		WAIT				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 2		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-03		1A022.1		ELEC				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-03		1A029		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-03		1A052		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-03		1A028.1		VESTIBULE				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-03		1A014		RECEP/CONTROL				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL



		PHASE L1-02- APPROX DURATIION - 1 MONTH

		AS1				L1-02		1A052		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1A085		TOILET				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1A084		EXAM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1A083		EXAM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1A082		EXAM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1A081		EXAM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B166.1		TOILET				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1A096		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B169.1		VESTIBULE				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1BST19		STAIR # 19				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B167		TOILET				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B168		TOILET				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B171		EXAM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B172		ALCOVE				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B169		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B281		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B185		ADULT RESUS				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1A087		EXAM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1A094		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B173		NS				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B191		EXAM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B230		RECEP				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B246		VIEW				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B228		WAIT				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-02		1B226		CONSULT				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL



		PHASE L1-05- APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS1				L1-05		1B280		VESTIBULE				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B244.1		VESTIBULE				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B244		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B171		EXAM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B145		ENT ROOM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B230		RECEPTION				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B246		VIEW				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B243		CONTROL				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B241		SPECIAL PROCEDURE RM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B238		SUB WAIT				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B236		VIEW				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B234		SUB WAIT				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B146		CAST ROOM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B145		OTN EXAM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B233		PAT TLT				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-05		1B240		PAT TLT				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL



		PHASE L1-06 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS1				L1-06		1B228		WAIT				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-06		1B224		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-06		1B226		CONSULT				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-06		1B203		STRESS				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-06		1B204		JC				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-06		1B200		EQUIP				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-06		1B202		WORK/CONF				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-06		1B223		OBSERV				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-06		1B281		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-06		1D379		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-06		1B200.1		CLEAN				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-06		1B227		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-06		1B176		EXAM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL



		PHASE L1-01 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS1				L1-01		1B191		EXAM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-01		1A096		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-01		1B190		CLEAN				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-01		1B189		SOILED				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-01		1B186.1		VESTIBULE				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-01		1A095		NS				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-01		1A093		MEDS				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-01		1A097		CAST ROOM				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-01		1A098		CORRIDOR				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-01		1D357.1		VESTIBULE				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL

		AS1				L1-01		1D357		SERVICE LOBBY				EMERGENCY/TRAUMA		LEVEL 1		24/7		REQ. PRIOR NOTICE + FUTHER COLLABOR. WITH HOSPITAL



		PHASE L1-R1 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS1				L1-R1		1E553		WK RM						LEVEL 1		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS1				L1-R1		1C335		PUP TLT WOMEN						LEVEL 1		24/7		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L1-R2 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS1				L1-R2		1D357		SERVICE LOBBY						LEVEL 1		24/7		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L1-R3 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS1				L1-R3		1F614		EXAM				OUTPATIENT CLINIC		LEVEL 1		24/7		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L1-R4 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS1				L1-R4		1F750		CORRIDOR						LEVEL 1		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS1				L1-R4		1F720		JC						LEVEL 1		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS1				L1-R4		1F721		OS EXAM						LEVEL 1		24/7		FLEXIBLE

		AS1				L1-R4		1F752.1		VESTIBULE						LEVEL 1		24/7		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L1-R5 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS1				L1-R5		1F621		CORRIDOR				Small section near stair #15		LEVEL 1		24/7		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L2-01 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS2				L2-01		2D403		SPRECIAL PROC 2				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-01		2D419		SPRECIAL PROC 4				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-01		2D420		CORRIDOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-01		2D412.2		VIEW				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-01		2D297		VIEW				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-01		2D412.4		ALCOVE				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-01		2D296		TOILET				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-01		2D291		OFFICE				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-01		2D422		SERVICE ELEVATOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE L2-02 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS2				L2-02		2D403		SPECIAL PROC 2				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-02		2D419		SPECIAL PROC 4				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-02		2D412		ALCOVE				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-02		2D418		CONTROL				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-02		2D412		CORRIDOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-02		2D405		CONTROL				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-02		2D406		CLEAN				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-02		2D407		SOILED				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-02		2D410		CONTROL				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-02		2D412.1		VIEW				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-02		2D413		SPECIAL PROC 3				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-02		2D411		SPECIAL PROC 1				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE L2-R1 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS2				L2-R1		2C234		CORRIDOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R1		2C234.1		VESTIBULE				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE L2-R2 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS2				L2-R2		2D422		SERVICE ELEVATOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R2		2D289		CORRIDOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R2		2D291.1		OFFICE				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE L2-R3 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS2				L2-R3		2D396		TOILET				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R3		2D395		SOILED				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R3		2D394		CLEAN				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R3		2D457		VIEW				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R3		2D460		T/C				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R3		2D459		EQUIP				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R3		2D459.1		J.C				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R3		2D401		CORRIDOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R3		2F476		CORRIDOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R3		2D402		CORRIDOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R3		2D402.1		VESTIBULE				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R3		2F392		CUBICLES				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R3		2D458		LIBRARY				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE L2-03 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS2				L2-03		2F322		WAIT				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-03		2F328		J.C				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE L2-04 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS2				L2-04		2F371		CORRIDOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-04		2F368		J.C				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-04		2F351		STERIOTACTIC				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE L2-R4 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS2				L2-R4		2F346		CORRIDOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-R4		2F346.2		CORRIDOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE L2-R5 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS2				L2-R5		2F477		STLKR RM MEN				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		FLEXIBLE		FLEXIBLE

		AS2				L2-R5		2F478		TLT/SHWR MEN				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		FLEXIBLE		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L2-05 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS2				L2-05		2F476		CORRIDOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-05		2F475		CORRIDOR				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-05		2F472		JC				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-05		2F473		ELEC				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS

		AS2				L2-05		2F474		ELEC				RADIOLOGY		LEVEL 2		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM + WKEND EMER.		7PM - 6AM/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-R2 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS3				L3-R2		3D196		LOBBY				N/A		LEVEL 3				FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L3-02 - APPROX DURATION - 1 MONTH

		AS3				L3-02		3C162		ST CONF				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C163		JC				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C169		STERLE SUPPLY				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C170		PASS				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C171		CARDIAC HUB				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C174		TOILET				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C172		NS				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C175		RECEPT				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C142		SOILED				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C141		VIEW/DICT				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C145		ST LNG				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C151.1		CORRIDOR				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C150		EQUIP STORAGE				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C153		CONTROL				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C156		CONTROL				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C157		SCRUB				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C152		CORRIDOR				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C177		CORRIDOR				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C187		CORRIDOR				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C140		TECH FELLOWS				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C139		CONFERENCE				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3D190		VESTIBULE				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3D178		VESTIBULE				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3D143		VESTIBULE				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C144		PASSAGE				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C151		CORRIDOR				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C180		CORRIDOR				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C188		JC				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C189		PANTRY				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C154		CATH LAB				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C159		CONTROL CLOSET				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C186		T/C				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C185		ELEC				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C179		WAIT				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C170		PASS				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-02		3C160		MEDS				CARDIAC CATH LAB		LEVEL 3		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L3-R1 - APPROX DURATION -2 WEEKS

		AS3				L3-R1		3C187		CORRIDOR				N/A		LEVEL 3				FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-R1		3E.297		CORRIDOR				N/A		LEVEL 3				FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-R1		3E.295		CORRIDOR				N/A		LEVEL 3				FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-R1		3D294		CORRIDOR				N/A		LEVEL 3				FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-R1		3C188		JC				N/A		LEVEL 3				FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-R1		3C189		PANTRY				N/A		LEVEL 3				FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-R1		3E.296		VESTIBULE				N/A		LEVEL 3				FLEXIBLE

		AS3				L3-R1		3C178		VESTIBULE				N/A		LEVEL 3				FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L3-01 - APPROX DURATION -2 WEEKS

		AS3				L3-01		3D190		VESTIBULE				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-01		3D292.1		VESTIBULE				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-01		3D293		SURGICAL/RECOV				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-01		3C187		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-01		3D294		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-01		3E.297		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-01		3C139		CONF				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-01		3D213		ST LNG				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-01		3D292		ALCOVE				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-01		3D214.1		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-01		3C189		PANTRY				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-01		3C188		JC				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-01		3D293		SURGICAL/RECOV/ CONTRL				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-03 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS3				L3-03		3D214.1		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D275		PRE-OP 11				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D282.1		PRE - OP 17				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D281		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D258		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D250		SOILED				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D252		ANTE				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D244		PACU 17				O.R. SUITES				MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D245		PACU 18				O.R. SUITES				MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D251		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D276		PRE OP 12				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D277		PRE OP 13				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D278		PRE OP 14				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D279		PRE OP 15				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D280		PRE OP 16				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-03		3D290.1		ALCOVE				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-11 - APPROX DURATION - 1 MONTH

		AS3				L3-11		3D221		ST LKR MEN				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D228		PACU 3				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D229		PACU 4				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D230		PACU 5				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D231		PACU 6				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D263		NS				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D254		NS				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D255		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D233		PACU 7				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D234		PACU 8				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D235		PACU 9				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D236		PACU 10				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D237		PACU 11				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D238		PACU 12				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D240		PACU 13				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D241		PACU 14				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D242		PACU 15				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D243		PACU 16				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3F373		ORTHO OR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3F374		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D239		VESTIBULE				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3D232		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-11		3FST16		STAIR 16				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-05 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS3				L3-05		3F373		ORTHO OR 2				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F376		ORTHO OR 4				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F375		ORTHO OR 3				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F381		ORTHO OR 6				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F380		ORTHO OR 5				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F377		SCRUB				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F378		STERILE SUPPLY				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F374		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F379		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F404		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F407		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F391.1		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F403		STERILE SUPPLY				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F402		OR 14				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3F405		OR 15				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3FST16		STAIR 16				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-05		3FST15		STAIR 15				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-R3 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS3				L3-R3		3D245		PACU 18				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-R3		3D244		PACU 17				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-R3		3D243		PACU 16				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-R3		3F373		ORTHO OR # 2				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-R3		3F376		ORTHO OR # 4				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-R3		3F374		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-R3		3F372		SCRUB				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-R3		3F246		SUPP				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-10 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS3				L3-10		3F385		O.R 7				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-10		3F386		O.R.8				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-10		3F371		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-10		3F374		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-10		3F372		SCRUB				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-10		3F369		O,R 1 				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-10		3F370		SCRUB				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-10		3D248		VESTIBULE				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-10		3F373		O.R2				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-10		3F375		O.R3				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-10		3F376		O.R4				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-10		3F371.1		T/C				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-10		3F379		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-06 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS3				L3-06		3F421		FROZEN SECTION				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F422		STORAGE				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F423		DECONTAM/ SCOPE WASH				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F419		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F420		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F425		SKIN BANK				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F426		ANES OFFICE				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F427		ANES WK RM				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F428		ANES STORAGE				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F430		SAT PHARM				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F431		HSKP				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F386		O.R. 8				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F387		STERILE SUPPLY				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F389		CYSTO				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F393		STERILE SUPPLY				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F392		CYSTO				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-06		3F396		O.R. 11				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-09 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS3				L3-09		3F371		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-09		3F391		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-09		3F385		O.R. 7				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-09		3F376		O.R. 4				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-09		3F381		O.R. 6				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-09		3F390		O.R. 9				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-09		3F388		SCRUB				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-09		3F384		O.R.CONTROL				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-09		3F371.1		T/C				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-09		3F383		CASE CART PARKING				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-09		3F377		SCRUB				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-07 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS3				L3-07		3F394		OR 10				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-07		3F395		SCRUB				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-07		3F400		SCRUB				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-07		3F397		OR 12				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-07		3F401		OR 13				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-07		3F406		OR 16				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-07		3F391.1		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-07		3F407		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-07		3F408		TOILET				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-07		3F398		CASE CART PARK				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-07		3F399		CASE CART PARK				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-08 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS3				L3-08		3F380		OR 5				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-08		3F381		OR 6				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-08		3F391.1		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-08		3F379		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-08		3F383		CASE CART PARK				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-08		3F398		CASE CART PARK				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-08		3F401		OR 13				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-08		3F402		OR 14				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-08		3F394		OR 10				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-08		3F389		CYSTO				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-08		3F392		CYSTO				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-08		3F420		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-04 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS3				L3-04		3F396		OR 11				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F397		OR 12				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F420		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F419		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F407		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F435		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F433		VESTIBULE				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F408		TOILET				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F405		OR15				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F406		OR16				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F409		STERILE SUPPLY				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F410		NEURO OR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F411		SCRUB				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F413		HEART OR 18				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F414		STERILE SUPPLY				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F415		EQUIP				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F419		ELEC				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F417		SOILED				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F418		CLEAN				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F438		SERVICE LOBBY				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-04		3F437		ELEC				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-R4 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS3				L3-R4		3F438		SERVICE LOBBY				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-R5 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS3				L3-R5		3F410		NEURO OR 17				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-R5		3FST15		STAIR 15				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L3-R2 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS3				L3-R2		3D198		SERVICE LOBBY				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS

		AS3				L3-R2		3D197		CORRIDOR				O.R. SUITES		LEVEL 3		MON - FRI _ 6AM - 7PM (XCEPT WED 6AM - 12AM).		7PM - 6AM (XCEPT WED)/WKENDS



		PHASE L4-01 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS4				L4-01		4D198		SERV LOBY				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-01		4D242		SOILED				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-01		4D243		CLEAN				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-01		4D255		CORRIDOR				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-01		4D255.2		CORRIDOR				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-01		4D205		ON-CALL				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-01		4D202		ON-CALL				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-01		4D199.1		CORRIDOR				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-01		4D206		ON-CALL				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-01		4D207		GOWN				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-01		4D209.1		OFFICE				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-01		4D239		NURSERY				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-01		4D199		ELEC				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-01 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS4				L4-R2		4D198		SERVICE LOBBY				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-R2		4D199.1		CORRIDOR				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-02 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS4				L4-02		4D243		CLEAN				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-02		4D255.1		CORRIDOR				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-02		4D251		CORRIDOR				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-02		4D239		NURSERY				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-02		4D246.1		JC				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-02		4D231.1		WK ROOM				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-02		4D231		WK ROOM				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-02		4D255		CORRIDOR				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-02		4D233		EXAM				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-02		4D245		CONSULT				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-02		4D241 		NS				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-02		4D237		NURSERY				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-02		4D238		WORK ROOM				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-02		4D254		CORRIDOR				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-03 - APPROX DURATION - 1 MONTH

		AS4				L4-03		4D224		NURSERY				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-03		4D231.1		WKROOM				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-03		4D231 		WK ROOM				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-03		4D254		CORRIDOR				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-03		4D212		EQUIP				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-03		4D225		NURSERY				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-03		4D226 		WORK ROOM				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-03		4D252		CORRIDOR				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-03		4D233		EXAM				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-03		4D245 		CONSULT				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-03		4D227		ANE				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-03		4D244		NS				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-03		4D246		ST TLT				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-03		4D212		EQUIP				NEONATAL ICU		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-03 - APPROX DURATION - 1 MONTH

		AS4				L4-10		4D266		WORK ROOM				NEON NATAL + LABOR/DELIV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-10		4D267		ST LNG				NEON NATAL + LABOR/DELIV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-10		4F258		ELEC				NEON NATAL + LABOR/DELIV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-10		4F257		ELEC				NEON NATAL + LABOR/DELIV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-10		4F256		T/C				NEON NATAL + LABOR/DELIV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-10		4F363		CORRIDOR				NEON NATAL + LABOR/DELIV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-10		4F356		T/C				NEON NATAL + LABOR/DELIV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-10		4F355		EQUIP				NEON NATAL + LABOR/DELIV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-10		4F352		EQUIP				NEON NATAL + LABOR/DELIV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-10		4F353		T/S				NEON NATAL + LABOR/DELIV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-10		4F374		CLEAN				NEON NATAL + LABOR/DELIV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-10		4F380		CORRIDOR				NEON NATAL + LABOR/DELIV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-10		4F368		MEDS				NEON NATAL + LABOR/DELIV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-10 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS4				L4-R3		4F374		CLEAN				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-R3		4F380		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-R3		4F366		NS				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-R3		4F357		LABOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-R3		4F358		EQUIP				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-R3		4F359		T/S				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-R3		4F368		MEDS				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-09 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS4				L4-09		4F375		SOILED				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-09		4F378		OFFICE				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS5				L4-09		4F388		SUB				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS6				L4-09		4F379		OFFICE				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-09		4F358		EQUIP				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-09		4F359		T/S				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-09		4F357		LABOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-09		4F366		NS				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-09		4F368		MEDS				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-08 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS4				L4-08		4F375		SOILED				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F379		OFFICE				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F390		C SECT				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F397		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F391		NS				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F393		RECOVERY				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F370		NS				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F394		SOILED				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F389		C SECT				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F383		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F388		SCRUB				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F387		SCRUB				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F392		CLEAN				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F378		OFFICE				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-08		4F373		J.C				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-07 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS4				L4-07		4F383		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F383.2		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F390		C SECT				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F318		EQUIP				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F397		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F317		ANES WORK				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F316		ANES EQUIP				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F321		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F319		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F382.1		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F400		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F310.2		HSKG				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F399		SERVICE LOBBY				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F323		EQUIP				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F324		T/S				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F382		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F322		LDR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F393		RECOVERY				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-07		4F391		NS				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-R4 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS4				L4-R4		4F399		SERVICE LOBBY				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-R4		4F400		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-R4		4F310.1		SOILED				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-R4		4F398		ELEC				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-R5 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS4				L4-R5		4F335.1		FAMILY LOUNGE				O.B.G.R		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-R5		4FST15		STAIR 15				O.B.G.R		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-04 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS4				L4-04		4F398		ELEC				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-04		4F309		CONF				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-04		4F310.1		SOILED				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-04		4F400		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-04		4F402		PUBLIC LOBBY				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-04		4F401		TOILET				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-04		4E288.1		NURSERY				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-05 - APPROX DURATION - 2 WEEKS

		AS4				L4-05		4F320		CORRIDOR				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-05		4F342.2		VESTIBULE				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-05		4F342.1		VESTIBULE				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-05		4F308		TOILET				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-05		4F314		ON CALL				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-05		4F321.1		VESTIBULE				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-05		4F309		CONF				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-05		4E287.1		NURSERY				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-05		4E287.2		NURSERY				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-05		4E288.1		NURSERY				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-05		4F400.1		VESTIBULE				LABOR/DELIV/RECOV		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-06B - APPROX DURATION - 1 MONTH

		AS4				L4-06B		4E288.1		NURSERY				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06B		4E288.2		WORK RM.				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06B		4E.298		CORRIDOR				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06B		4E.285		JC				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06B		4E.292		EXAM				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06B		4E.296		ST TLT				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06B		4E.293		NS				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06B		4E.295.1		CLEANING				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06B		4E.287.1		NURSERY				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06B		4E.288		NURSERY				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06B		4F320		CORRIDOR				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06B		4E298.1		CORRIDOR				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06B		4E.295.1		CLEANING				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L4-06A - APPROX DURATION - 1 MONTH

		AS4				L4-06A		4E.289		CONF				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06A		4E.285		EQUIP				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06A		4E.294		BREAST FEED				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06A		4E.293		NS				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06A		4E.295.1		CLEANING				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06A		4E.298		CORRIDOR				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06A		4E.287.2		WORK ROOM				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06A		4E.287		NURSERY				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06A		4E.287.1		NURSERY				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS4				L4-06A		4F320		CORRIDOR				NURSERY		LEVEL4		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L5-R1 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS5-A				L5-R1		5C056		CORRIDOR				ADMIN		LEVEL 5		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS5-A				L5-R1		5D409		CORRIDOR				ADMIN		LEVEL 5		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L5-R2 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS5-A				L5-R2		5D405		ELEC				ADMIN		LEVEL 5		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS5-A				L5-R2		5D403		ELEV MACHINE				ADMIN		LEVEL 5		VARIES		FLEXIBLE

		AS5-A				L5-R2		5D407		CORRIDOR				ADMIN		LEVEL 5		VARIES		FLEXIBLE



		PHASE L5-R3 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS5-A				L5-R3		N/A		N/A				N/A		LEVEL 5		N/A		N/A

		AS5-A				L5-R3		N/A		N/A				N/A		LEVEL 5		N/A		N/A



		PHASE L5-R4 - APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS5-B				L5-R4		5F510		ELEV MACINE				N/A		LEVEL 5		N/A		N/A

		AS5-B				L5-R4		5F512		CORRIDOR				N/A		LEVEL 5		N/A		N/A



		PHASE L5-R5- APPROX DURATION - 1 WEEK

		AS5-B				L5-R5		5FST15		STAIR 15				N/A		LEVEL 5		N/A		N/A
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Pre-Construction Risk Assessment 
The purpose of the Pre Construction Risk Assessment (PCRA) is to identify potential risks associated with the Project and 
develop risk mitigation recommendations (RMRs) to minimize these risks. The PCRA shall be completed prior to the start 
of construction. 
 
Project Description:  
 
 
Project ID: 


 


Other Required Assessments: Yes No 
Infection Control Risk Assessment Completed?   


Interim Life Safety Measures Form Completed?   


 


Project Manager: Department:   


                                            


 Yes No N/A 
Low VOC and minimally hazardous chemical products to be used:    


Air monitoring to be conducted:    
Work to be performed outside, near air intakes:    


Other: Describe; 


 


 Yes No N/A 


Shutdown policy shall be followed:    
Other: Describe; 


Air Quality Impact - direct or via HVAC systems 


Please describe anticipated impacts to air quality. Examples of impacts: dust, fumes, VOCs, odors or hazardous air 
pollutants, etc. 
 


  


Air Quality RMRs to be implemented: 


Utility Impairments 
Please describe anticipated utility impairments. Examples of utilities: electricity, water, chilled, water, natural gas, 
medical gas, steam, tele/data. 


Utility Impairment RMRs to be implemented: 
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 Yes No N/A 


Noise generating work to be performed during least impactful times and 
with prior notification to those affected 


   


Vibration generating work to be performed during least impactful times 
and with prior notification to those affected: 


   


Other precautions to be taken to minimize noise/vibration: Describe; 


 


 Yes No N/A 


All hazardous waste to be stored, managed and disposed of in 
accordance with hospital, IL State and Federal regulations: 


   


Safety Data Sheets of all hazardous materials shall be available:    


Flammables and compressed gases:    


All applicable permits shall be obtained for Open Flame:    


Additional ventilation to be provided for open flame work:    


All abatement work to be done by licensed individuals in accordance 
with hospital, IL State and Federal regulations: 


   


Other hazardous material precautions to be taken: Describe; 


Noise and Vibration 
Please describe anticipated noise and vibration impacts; 
 


Noise and Vibration RMRs to be implemented: 


Hazardous and Flammable Materials 
Please describe hazardous materials or compressed gases which may be encountered. 
Examples: Flammable materials, bio-hazardous materials, radioactive materials, chemical, gases, asbestos, 
mold, etc. 


Hazardous and Flammable Material RMRs to be implemented: 
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 Yes No N/A 


Will fall protection be required for work:    


Will scaffolding be required for work:    


Job specific fall protection plan to be submitted to PM before the 
commencement of the work: 


   


Other measures to be taken: Describe; 


 


 Yes No N/A 


Will there be permit required confined space entry work:    


Other permit required confined space safety plans to be implemented: Describe; 


 


 Yes No N/A 


Appropriate PPE to be used by contractor and site visitors:    


Other PPE Precautions to be taken: Describe; 


Fall Protection and Scaffolding 
Please describe any fall and scaffolding requirements. 


Fall Protection RMRs to be implemented: 


Confined Spaces 
Please describe any permit required confined spaces 


Permit Required Confined Space RMRs to be implemented: 


Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
Please describe PPE requirements. 
Examples: overhead, eye, respiratory, or hot/cold hazards. 


PPE RMRs to be implemented: SPD PPE requirements in work area; 
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 Yes No N/A 


Appropriate building permits obtained:    


Appropriate permits obtained:    


Contractors go through required hospital orientation:    


Temporary off-site storage requirements:    


Proper project signage in place:    


Obtain schedule from contractor (times on-site):    


Door locks and keys:    


Furniture and equipment relocation:    


Fire suppression system concerns:    


Computers/HIS issues:    


Dock personnel know about deliveries, materials, supplies or 


equipment: 


   


Long lead time items:    


Other: Describe; 


Sign-Offs: 


Contractor Project Manager: ______________________  Date: __________________ 


Building + Grounds: ______________________________ Date: __________________ 


Clinical Engineering: ______________________________ Date: __________________ 


Nursing Department: ____________________________  Date: __________________ 


Life Safety Director: ______________________________ Date: __________________ 


Infection Control:     ______________________________ Date: __________________ 


Police:                         ______________________________ Date: __________________ 


Environmental Services: ___________________________ Date: __________________ 


Other: 
Please describe other: 


Other RMRs to be implemented: 
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FINAL ACCEPTANCE 
I. GENERAL 


 


A. Final acceptance is a condition which occurs when DCPP accepts the 
certification of the architect/engineer that the contractor has complied with all 
requirements of the contract, and that the contractor is authorized to receive 
payment in full, including all retainage. 


 
B. Final acceptance is dependent only on the individual contractor’s performance 


and is not related to the other contractors’ performance on a project. Upon 
completion of contractual obligations, a contractor's contract will be closed out. 
The coordinating contractor generally will not be closed out prior to the 
assigned contractors. 


 


II. FINAL ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION 
 


A. The contractor notifies the architect/engineer in writing that: 
 


1. All punch list items have been completed or corrected. 


2. Contract documents have been reviewed and the project has been 
inspected for compliance with the contract. 


3. Equipment and systems have been tested in the presence of the using 
agency representative and are operational. 


4. The using agency's personnel have been instructed in the operation 
and maintenance of all equipment and systems. 


5. The project is complete and ready for final inspection. 
 


B. A formal final acceptance meeting on or about the date indicated by the 
Contractor's Certificate of Substantial Completion for completion of punch list 
items is held at the option of the DCPP Project Director. Verification of the 
punch list completion will be made by the architect/engineer and the project 
manager. 


 
The final acceptance form may be signed at the meeting or forwarded to 
the appropriate parties for signature. 


 
III. CONTRACTOR’S FINAL SUBMITTAL TO ARCHITECT/ENGINEER 


 


A. Should the architect/engineer consider that the work is complete in 
accordance with contract requirements, the final acceptance and final 
payment submittal will be requested. 


 
B. The final close out package from each contractor to the architect/engineer 


consists of the following: 
 


1. The final payment package: 
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a. Invoice Voucher 
b. Revised CSV, if applicable, mark as “FINAL”. 


c. Contractors Affidavit and Sworn Statement (CASS) 
d. Contractors Final Declaration (CFD) with Power of Attorney 
e. Final Waivers of Lien (from each subcontractor and supplier) 


(1) For the full amount of the contract as shown on the CSV. 


(2) DCPP forms only. 


 


2. Testing and Balancing Reports 


3. Marked-up Specifications and Addenda  


4. Project Record Documents (marked up prints) 


5. Architect/Engineer Performance Evaluation (A/E-PE) (May be 
sent 
directly to the DCPP Project Director.) 


6. Contractor Performance Evaluations (CPE) on other contractors. 


7. Guarantees, Warranties and Bonds Form and Warranties for items on 
the 
Punch List 


8. All items not submitted at Substantial Completion 
 


IV. ARCHITECT/ENGINEER REVIEW AND SUBMITTAL 
 


A. The architect/engineer reviews the submittals for completeness and accuracy. 
 


B. If acceptable, the architect/engineer transmits the package to the DCPP 
Project Director. 


 
C. Upon receipt of architect/engineer’s package, the project manager reviews 


for completeness and initiates final processing and distribution. 
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Final Close-Out Package 


(To be submitted by the contractor to the architect/engineer) 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 


 


Documents 


Specifications & 
 


Reports 


 


CFD w/ Power
 


CSV 
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Cook County 


CAPITAL PLANNING AND 


POLICY 
 


  FOR DCPP USE ONLY  


 


Contractor's Final Close-Out Package 


 
Project No:   - -  


 
Name:      
Project No:      
Contract No:        


     C.F. Locale:      
 


Contract No:    


Contract Work (Trade):      


 


Contractor (Name, Address)    Project (Name, Location, Using Agency) 
        _____________________________________   
       


 
A/E Firm: ________________________________ 


         
By:  _____________________________________ 


 
Date: ___________________________________ 


 
 


Project Manager:  Name: ______________________________________________________  
  
    Date:  _____________ Signature:  _______________________________   
 
End User:  Name: ______________________________________________________  
  
    Date:  _____________ Signature:  _______________________________  
  
 
DCPP Project Director: Name: ______________________________________________________  
  
    Date:  _____________ Signature:  _______________________________  
  
 


Final Payment Final Acceptance 


 Final Invoice   
Original Certificate of Final Acceptance with 
all original signatures 


 Schedule of Values marked as “Final”  Warranties for items on punch list 


 Contract Affidavit / Sworn Statement  
Certification of operations and training 
instruction (if applicable) 


 
Final Waivers for total Contract amount from 
each Subcontractor as shown on Sworn 
Statement 


 As Built Documents received by A/E 


 Test & Balance Reports (must be reviewed & 
approved by A/E) if applicable. 


 Warranties not submitted with Substantial 
Completion 
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Hektoen Building - location of GC and CM offices
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Potential location for GC's material storage lock-up unit(s)
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On-Grade Parking Lot
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Dock Ramp
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Dock Area
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SITE LOGISTICS PLAN
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EXHIBIT J  - dated 7/21/13
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1.Certifications 

																COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:								XXXX-XXXX

		PART 1
CERTIFICATIONS
PROPOSER TO COMPLETE SECTIONS BELOW

		SUBMITTAL FOR INSERT TYPE OF SERVICES HERE
John H. Stroger Hospital Interior and Exterior Wayfinding Signage Replacement Project

		Proposer

		Proposer:

		CONTACT:

		Individual who will be the contact with Cook County Health and be authorized to make decisions on behalf of the Proposer during the RFP process.

		Name:														Title:

		Email:														Telephone No:

		CONTRACTOR(S) POINT OF CONTACT

		INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS ON THE KEY PERSONNEL SHEET

		Proposer's Project Manager and Point of Contact:

																NAME OF INDIVIDUAL										TITLE.

		SCHEDULE SUMMARY (Calendar Days)																		APPROXIMATELY:								Months

																						FILL IN MONTHS SHOWN ON SCHEDULE SUMMARY

		EXCEPTIONS (Carefully review the following paragraph regarding exceptions before answering the questions below)

		The Proposer understands that this RFP and Scope of Services has been structured to enable Cook County Health to obtain complete services it requires for this Project. Any items that contain content that serves to modify the Cook County Health's requirements or are in conflict with them will be considered an exception.

		Does the Proposer's submittal include:

		Exceptions to the scope of Services?(Please attach)												YES				NO

		CERTIFICATION: CONFLICTING PRIORITIES

		The Proposer covenants that should it obtain an agreement with Cook County Health as a result of an RFP, all key personnel and any other personnel identified in the proposal will be totally committed to providing Services for the project it has contracted for without or competing or conflicting priorities.

																										INITIALS OF AUTH. SIGN.

		CERTIFICATION

		The Proposer represents and warrants that it is a financial solvent company, authorized to do business in the State of Illinois and by all necessary governmental and public and quasi-public authorities having jurisdiction over the Services required hereunder. The signature of the Principal will be legally binding as to the accuracy of all information presented in the Summary and within the Submittal itself.

																AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY ON COVER LETTER										DATE
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2.Executive Summary & Approach

												COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:						XXXX-XXXX

		PART 2
PROPOSER'S EXECUTIVE SUMMARY & APPROACH TO PROJECT

		SUBMITTAL FOR INSERT TYPE OF SERVICES HERE
John H. Stroger Hospital Interior and Exterior Wayfinding Signage Replacement Project

		Proposer:

		The Proposer must insert in this section:
1)  A summary of its own understanding of the project (do not copy Cook County Health's scope)
2) Its proposed work plan for accomplishing the services
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3 Cost Proposal

		COST PROPOSAL

		RFP # XXXX-XXXX

				Title of Project:

		General Contractor: _____________________________________________		John H. Stroger Hospital Interior and Exterior Wayfinding Signage Replacement Project

		Detail Description

		1.  Direct Labor Personnel (Professional or Technical)		Estimated Hours		Rate Per Hour		Estimated Cost

						$   - 0		$   - 0

						$   - 0		$   - 0

						$   - 0		$   - 0

						$   - 0		$   - 0

						$   - 0		$   - 0

		TOTAL LINE 1						$   - 0

		2.  Direct Labor Personnel (Clerical)		Estimated Hours		Rate Per Hour		Estimated Cost

						$   - 0		$   - 0

						$   - 0		$   - 0

						$   - 0		$   - 0

		TOTAL LINE 2						$   - 0

		3.  Burden (Overhead)		Burden Rate		X Base =		Burden ($)

				%				$   - 0

				%				$   - 0

				%				$   - 0

		TOTAL LINE 3						$   - 0

		4.  "In-House" Cost		ADD TOTAL LINES 1 + 2 + 3				$   - 0

		5. Profit (%) of Line 4

		6.  Other Direct Costs/ Reimburseable Expenses						Estimated Cost

								$   - 0

								$   - 0

								$   - 0

		TOTAL LINE 6						$   - 0

		7. Subcontractor Cost (from subcontractor's Line 7)						$   - 0

		8. Subcontract Profit (from subcontractor's Line 8)						$   - 0

		9.  Total Project Cost		ADD TOTAL LINES 4 + 6 + 7				$   - 0

		10. Total Project Profit		ADD TOTAL LINES 5 + 8				$   - 0

		11. Total "Not-to-Exceed" Contract		TOTAL LINES 9 + 10				$   - 0

		_______________________________________		Signature of Authorized Representative of Contractor

		Date

				Printed Name of Authorized Representative of Contractor
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3.Sub Cost Propsal 

				SUB-CONTRACTOR COST PROPOSAL

				RFP # XXXX-XXXX

						Title of Project:

				Subcontractor: _____________________________________________		John H. Stroger Hospital Interior and Exterior Wayfinding Signage Replacement Project

				Detail Description

				1.  Direct Labor Personnel (Professional or Technical)		Estimated Hours		Rate Per Hour		Estimated Cost

								$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0

				TOTAL LINE 1						$   - 0

				2.  Direct Labor Personnel (Clerical)		Estimated Hours		Rate Per Hour		Estimated Cost

								$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0

				TOTAL LINE 2						$   - 0

				3.  Burden (Overhead)		Burden Rate		X Base =		Burden ($)

						%				$   - 0

						%				$   - 0

						%				$   - 0

				TOTAL LINE 3						$   - 0

				4.  "In-House" Cost		ADD TOTAL LINES 1+2+3				$   - 0

				5.  Profit  (          %) of Line 4						$   - 0

				6.  Other Direct Costs						Estimated Cost

										$   - 0

										$   - 0

										$   - 0

										$   - 0

								TOTAL LINE 6		$   - 0

				7.  Total Project Cost		ADD TOTAL LINES 4 + 6				$   - 0

				8. Total Project Profit				ADD TOTAL LINE 5		$   - 0

				9. Total "Not-to-Exceed" Contract		TOTAL LINES 7 + 8				$   - 0

				_______________________________________		Signature of Authorized Representative of Subcontractor

				Date

						Printed Name of Authorized Representative of Subcontractor





4. Schedule

												COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:														XXXX-XXXX

		PART 4
 PROPOSED SCHEDULE FOR THE WORK

		SUBMITTAL FOR INSERT TYPE OF SERVICES HERE
John H. Stroger Hospital Interior and Exterior Wayfinding Signage Replacement Project

		Proposer:

		SCHEDULE SUMMARY (Calendar Days)

		1. The Proposer will include a Gantt chart in this section detailing the project by phase. Durations will be calculated in calendar days (7-day work weeks).

		2.  The Proposer will summarize its Gantt chart below. Below are some general guidelines for internal Cook County Health activities:

		a. Cook County Health reviews all milestone submittals. A review can take between 7 to 10 working days depending on the complexity of the project.

		b. A project to be bid out for work can take up to 60 days from the time the bid documents are complete to the time a contract is executed.

		3. The Proposer will include an estimated time for permitting, if any is required, based on its experience for this type of project.

		4. Any Notice to Proceed (NTP) dates shown in the Gantt chart by the Proposer will be considered a reference only for the purposes of electronic
   scheduling and will not obligate Cook County Health to meet the date shown.

		5.  In the event of a conflict between the information shown below and on the Gantt chart, the information below will govern.

		6. Activities summarized below and on the Proposer's Gantt chart will not serve to reduce, limit or cause exceptions to the successful Proposer's obligations to provide all services required. Cook County Health will not be responsible for additional fees or costs incurred by the successful Proposer during the project due to under-estimation of durations.

		7. If Cook County Health's RFP includes a proposed project duration and the Proposer considers that changes in Cook County Health’s schedule are required; the Proposer must submit an explanation for the variance in time with its Gantt chart schedule for Cook County Health’s review. Cook County Health is under no obligation to accept revised schedules.

		8. The successful Proposer will provide an itemized schedule in Primavera or Microsoft Project for Cook County Health review and approval for inclusion in the Agreement. Minimally, the agreed upon schedule will include task IDs, task descriptions, estimated durations, actual durations, remaining durations, actual start dates, actual finish dates, milestone activities and a bar chart.

		SUMMARY OF Proposer'S PROPOSED SCHEDULE

		LINE				DESCRIPTION OF TASK OR MILESTONE																				CAL.
DAYS

		ESTIMATED CALENDAR DAYS (MUST MATCH TOTAL ON GANTT CHART):

		APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF MONTHS:
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5. Organization Chart

												COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:						XXXX-XXXX

		PART 5
 ORGANIZATION CHART

		SUBMITTAL FOR INSERT TYPE OF SERVICES HERE
John H. Stroger Hospital Interior and Exterior Wayfinding Signage Replacement Project

		Proposer:

		The Proposer will provide the following organizational chart in the order shown:

		The Proposer must provide this information in flow chart format. The chart must be organized to show a) the specific role of the firm in the project; b) the percentage of overall work to be performed by the firm and; c) the percentage of WBE/MBE participation where applicable.
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6. Key Personnel

																		COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:								XXXX-XXXX

		Proposer

		PART 6 KEY PERSONNEL

				List names  and requested information for both Proposer and subcontractort.  If an individual was not noted in the Proposer's RFP Submittal due to their being a subcontractor or new to the Proposer's firm:  a) In Column II, include the word (NEW) in capital letters and parenthesis before their name.b) Include their resume for review and approval by Cook County Health.

		RESPONSE FOR: John H. Stroger Hospital Interior and Exterior Wayfinding Signage Replacement Project

		I				II				III				IV				V				VI				VII				VII

		FIRM				INDIVIDUAL'S
NAME (ONLY)		part		CURRENT
TITLE				RESPONSIBILITY MATRIX
ASSIGNED POSITION & SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THIS PROJECT				POSITION				APPLICABLE LICENSES AND CERTIFICATIONS				EST. % OF TOTAL TIME COMMITMENT				HOURLY
RATE

																						SIGNATURE

																						DATE
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7. Subconsultant's Profiles

																		COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:												XXXX-XXXX

		PART 7
SUBCONTRACTOR'S PROFILES

		SUBMITTAL FOR: INSERT TYPE OF SERVICES  TO BE PERFORMED HERE

		Section 1

		Subcontractor:

		Street Address:

		Town / City:																State:				Zip Code:

		Year Established:										Business Structure (Corporation, LLC, etc.):

		Below, list the top three executives in your firm:

		Firm Executive:						Name:										Title:												Years with firm:

		Firm Executive:						Name:										Title:												Years with firm:

		Firm Executive:						Name:										Title:												Years with firm:

		PART 2

		PROFILE: In 240 words or less, briefly introduce your firm and the services it provides

		CLIENT BASE: In 120 words or less, list your firm's client base and industries served:

		SHOWCASING YOUR PROJECTS

		SUBCONTRACTOR: Provide evidence of capacity to accomplish the goals and objectives of the project by showing TWO (2)-relevant projects for which the Subcontractor was awarded a contract.
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8. Proposer's Projects

																		COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:												XXXX-XXXX

																								PROJECT NO.								OF		2

		PART 8
PROPOSER'S  SAMPLE PROJECTS

		SUBMITTAL FOR:
John H. Stroger Hospital Interior and Exterior Wayfinding Signage Replacement Project

		GENERAL CONTRACTOR:

				INSTRUCTIONS: Using this form, provide TWO (2) -projects that your firm or Subcontractor's firm has completed within the last 8-years for consideration. The projects should be relevant to the role this firm will play in the services to be provided by Proposer. All information must be verifiable and all references must include up-to-date contact information. Incomplete information may cause the submittal to be rejected. Contracts for projects presented must have been awarded directly to your firm as a Prime or a subcontractor.

				DO NOT INCLUDE PROJECTS AWARDED TO INDIVIDUALS IN YOUR FIRM WHILE THEY WERE AT ANOTHER FIRM

				DO NOT INCLUDE PROJECTS FOR WHICH INFORMATION IS "CONFIDENTIAL" AND CANNOT BE PROVIDED AND VERIFIED

				DO NOT INCLUDE PROJECTS FOR WHICH BUDGETS AND SCHEDULES CANNOT BE BROKEN OUT INDIVIDUALLY

		GENERAL PROJECT INFORMATION:

		Project Name:

		Location:

		Project Size:				Square Footage								Acres

		CLIENT

		Client Name:

		Address:

		Reference:

						CONTACT NAME:								FIRM OR CLIENT DEPT.										TITLE								TELEPHONE

		PROJECT TYPE (check all that apply tom the qualification project)

		New Construction								Renovation						Restoration						Building System						Landscaping

		Other (state)

		PROJECT DETAILS: In 120 words or less, provide a summary of the details of the qualification project.

		RESPONSIBILITIES (Check all responsibilities your firm had for this project)

		Project management or General Contracting

		Civil/Site						HVAC						MEP						Fire Systems						Telecommunication Systems

		Environmental						Demolition						Landscaping						Surveying						Electronic Security Systems

		Other (state):

		SERVICES (Check all services your firm provided for this project)

		Evaluation / Assesment						Shop Drawings						Submittals						Cost Estimating						Close out

		Other (state):

		OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION: In 240 words or less, summarize additional relevant information.

		CONTRACT

		1.		Was this contract awarded to your firm as a General contractor or subcontractor?																								Prime				Sub

		2.		Were you the sole General Contractor or part of a Joint Venture (JV) for this project?																								Sole				JV

		3.		If this was a Joint Venture, what percentage of the services did the JV as a whole self-perform?																								Yes

																														0%

		4.		As a prime or part of a JV, what percentage of the services did your firm self-perform?

																														0%

		5.		Are  there any liens, actions, or judgments against your firm or JV in connection with this project?																												No

		6.		(If the answer to number 5 above is 'Yes" attach an explanation)

				If your firm was part of a Joint Venture, list below the other partners to the Joint Venture:

		7.

		8.		or if your firm was a subcontractor, list the prime contracting firm and contact information below:

				FIRM										NAME										TITLE								TELEPHONE

		SCHEDULE

		1.		Assessment schedule (preconstruction) in months:																Original				Actual

		2.		Construction schedule in months (do not include permit time):																Original				Actual

		3.		State project completion date including construction (if applicable):																Month				Year

		4.		If the project is not complete state what phase it is currently in:

		5.		Target completion date (month & year)																Month				Year
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8. PROJECT SHOWCASE

										COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:								xxxx-xxxx

		PART 8a
PROJECT SHOWCASE

		SUBMITTAL FOR: 
John H. Stroger Hospital Interior and Exterior Wayfinding Signage Replacement Project

		Proposer:

				NOTICE: The Project Showcase provides an opportunity for the firms to share photographs and additional details for its Sample Projects in the previous section and must clearly cross reference those sample projects. Providing information for the Project Showcase is optional.
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9. Notarized Statement

										COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:								XXXX-XXXX

		PART 9
NOTARIZED STATEMENT

		SUBMITTAL FOR: 
John H. Stroger Hospital Interior and Exterior Wayfinding Signage Replacement Project

		Proposer:

				The Proposer to this RFP has carefully inspected each site, submitted any Questions and clarifications in writing and received responses from Cook County Health. The Proposer is satisfied that it can provide an informed proposal based on its inspections, all information received in the RFP, and Cook County Health responses .

				The following named individual(s) have inspected the properties on behalf of the Proposer:

				NAME						FIRM						DATE(S) OF INSPECTION

				NAME						FIRM						DATE(S) OF INSPECTION

				NAME						FIRM						DATE(S) OF INSPECTION

				NAME						FIRM						DATE(S) OF INSPECTION

				NAME						FIRM						DATE(S) OF INSPECTION

				NAME						FIRM						DATE(S) OF INSPECTION

				The Undersigned warrants that the above is a true and accurate statement.

														SIGNATURE OF PRINCIPLE

														DATE
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10. Economic Disclosure

										COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:								XXXX-XXXX

		PART 10
Economic Disclosure Statement and Execution Documents

		SUBMITTAL FOR:
John H. Stroger Hospital Interior and Exterior Wayfinding Signage Replacement Project

		Proposer:

				Provide an original EDS if last submittal has been over one (1) year ago. If an EDS was submitted recently, please submit a copy. In either case, however, the signature pages must still be original and in triplicate.
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11. Base Bid Itemization

						COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:				XXXX-XXXX

		PART 11
Base Bid Cost Itemization

		CONTRACT

		DOCUMENT NO:

		PROJECT:				John H. Stroger Hospital Interior and Exterior Wayfinding Signage Replacement Project

		BIDDER:

		The Bidder shall provide an itemization of the costs per the following categories:

		SECTION A:				BASE BID COST BREAKDOWN

		LINE				DESCRIPTION				COST

		1				Project Management		$

		2				Quality Control		$

		3				Primary and Secondary Research		$

		4				Assessment and Report		$

		5				100% Schematic Design		$

		6				50% Design Development		$

		7				100% Design Development		$

		8				100% Construction Documents		$

		9				Presentation		$

		10				Construction Administration		$

		11				Close out		$

		12				Reimbursement / Travel Expenses		$

		13						$

		14						$

		15						$

		16						$

		17						$

		18						$

		19						$

		20						$

		21						$

		22						$

		23						$

		24						$

		25						$

		26						$

						TOTAL BASE BID SECTION A:						$

		SECTION B:				ALLOWANCES

						(Allowances shall be pre-approved in writing by the Owner prior to use. All unused allowance funds will be transferred back to the owner at the conclusion of the project. Owner and CM will also be allowed to utilized these funds at their discretion.)

		LINE				DESCRIPTION				COST

		1				Assessment Cook County Health Professional Building		$

		2						$

		3						$

		4						$

		5						$

		6						$

		7						$

		8						$

		9						$

		10						$

						TOTAL ALLOWANCES SECTION B:						$		- 0

		BASE BID COST ITEMIZATION TOTAL (SECTIONS A+B)										$

						(Insert this total on Line I.D of the Base Bid Breakdown, page PE-1.b)

		SECTION C:				HOURLY RATES OF SITE PERSONNEL & WORKMEN

						(to include all applicable benefits, taxes, overhead and profit)

		LINE				DESCRIPTION of TITLE & TRADE				HOURLY RATE

		1				E.g. Principal		$

		2				E.g. Senior Project Manager		$

		3				E.g. Project Manager		$

		4				E.g. Project Engineer		$

		5				Add as Appropriate		$

		6				Add as Appropriate		$

		7				Add as Appropriate		$

		8						$

		9						$

		10						$

		11						$

		12						$

		13						$

		14						$

		15						$

		16						$

		17						$

		18						$

		19						$

		20						$

		21						$

		22						$

		23						$

		24						$

		25						$

		26						$

		27						$

		28						$

		29						$

		30						$

		SECTION D:				PREMIUM TIME RATES (Excludes Base Rate)

						(to include all applicable benefits, taxes, overhead and profit)

		LINE				DESCRIPTION of TITLE & TRADE				HOURLY RATE

		1						$

		2						$

		3						$

		4						$

		5						$

		6						$

		7						$

		8						$

		9						$

		10						$

		11						$

		12						$

		13						$

		14						$

		15						$

		16						$

		17						$

		18						$

		19						$

		20						$

		21						$

		22						$

		23						$

		24						$

		25						$

		26						$

		27						$

		28						$

		29						$

		30						$
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This document is intended to provide guidelines for submitting construction schedules for the  


contractors performing work in Cook County Health (CCH) Capital Construction Program. It is intended 


to provide guidelines for the construction scheduler to create a professional, useable baseline critical 


path method (CPM) project schedule by making him/her aware of the criteria by which the schedule is 


to be reviewed. 


The accepted initial schedule is often referred to as the baseline schedule. The baseline schedule 


establishes the activity dates that forms the basis of the original project execution plan. It will be used to 


compare the original planned dates, durations, and logic sequence, against the actual as‐built progress. 


The baseline schedule is a model of the contractor’s project execution plan, and is the standard by which 


project performance is measured. The schedule should be a reflection of the contractor’s intent to 


achieve project completion while integrating all contractual scope and requirements. 


 


The focus of a baseline review is on the overall quality and completeness of the original project schedule 


and overall plan; it is not an assessment of current progress or subsequent project schedule changes. A 


baseline schedule review focuses on the following issues that are not normally considered in a schedule 


update review: 


• Inclusion of the entire project scope 


• Sequence and work flow 


• Constructability 


• Timing and phasing 


• Adherence to legal and contractual requirements 


• Unambiguous and clear descriptions of the work 


• Level of detail 


• Coding of activities and project organization [i.e. work breakdown structure (WBS)] 


• Highlighting key or critical areas of risk 


At a minimum, the baseline schedule submittal consists of a schedule narrative and the schedule’s 


native electronic backup file.  The schedule submittal package consists of the following components: 


• A written narrative describing the general work plan for the project. The schedule narrative 


adds and supports understanding of the basis and assumptions in the schedule.  The 


narrative should include an overview of the contractor’s work plan.  


• A complete electronic copy of the baseline schedule, inclusive of PDF format and XER 


format. (An XER file is a P6 format file)  


The initial schedule submittal is considered a baseline schedule file.  The baseline schedule is the 


schedule which all future schedule submissions will be measured against.  The baseline schedule and all 


schedule updates must include a narrative. 


 


A baseline schedule review will be performed on every schedule by evaluating the entire schedule to 


determine if it reflects a realistic, complete, and workable plan in accordance with the contract 


requirements. The schedule should adhere to CPM network development principles that will allow it to 


be used to track progress and forecast updated project completion. The baseline schedule will be 


evaluated using the following criteria: 


 


• Scope of the project as defined by the contract plans and specifications. 


• The contractor’s execution plan or work plan. 


• Scheduling practices and guidelines generally accepted for use by professional scheduling 


practitioners. 
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Important items that should be considered when developing the baseline schedule are: 


• Critical procurement and long lead time activities 


• Activity durations that account for utility or permit restrictions 


• Predecessor activities unrelated to successor activities 


• Project milestones that establish the contract performance period 


• Area access restrictions 


• Coordination with other projects and third parties 


• An identifiable and reasonable critical path 


• Compliance with contract requirements 


 


Capturing All Activities 


The schedule should reflect all activities as defined in the project’s work breakdown structure (WBS), 


which defines in detail the work necessary to accomplish a project’s objectives.  The contractor 


preparing the schedule should ensure that the schedule reflects the contractual scope of work, that the 


activity descriptions are clear, and that the schedule is complete with all scope elements of the project. 


Procurement items, submittal items, submittal review activities, and permit activities (if applicable) 


should also be included in the schedule.  The contractor should ensure that the work flows from the 


start to the end of the schedule in a logical manner and that there are no discontinuities in the work. 


 


Contract Performance Period  


The schedule’s final activities should represent substantial completion and project completion. Other 


activities that logically fall after substantial completion should not be constrained by this date; schedules 


cannot accommodate this condition if a project must finish date is imposed. 


 


Establishing the Duration of All Activities  


The schedule should realistically reflect how long each activity will take. When the duration of each 


activity is determined, the same rationale, historical data, and assumptions used for cost estimating 


should be used. Durations should be reasonably short and allow for progress measurement. With the 


exception of procurement activities, activity durations should not exceed 20 days in duration. The 


contractor must ensure that the entire schedule duration is within the contract time. 


 


Sequencing All Activities 


The schedule should be planned so that critical project dates can be met. To do this, activities need to 


be logically sequenced—that is, listed in the order in which they are to be carried out. In particular, 


activities that must be completed before other activities can begin (predecessor activities), as well as 


activities that cannot begin until other activities are completed (successor activities), should be 


identified. All activities need to be logically linked. Only the first and last schedule activities should be 


open‐ended.  Date constraints and leads/lags should be minimized and justified. If a lead/lag or date 


constraint is used for any reason, then this must be identified in the schedule narrative and the reason 


for use must be justified in words.  This helps ensure that the interdependence of activities that 


collectively lead to the completion of events or milestones can be established and used to guide work 


and measure progress. 


 


Calendars 


All schedule calendars should be defined at the project level, not the global level.  Calendars should, at a 


minimum, reflect a 5‐day work week with standard holidays defined within the calendars.  If the project 


contract requires it, alternative calendars may be added the schedule, as long as they are defined at the 
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project level. Care should be taken by the scheduler to thoroughly review all calendars before reviewing 


calculated dates. Errors in establishing project calendars will cause discrepancies in dates that are 


difficult to later troubleshoot. The scheduler should identify potential problems in the schedule such as: 


 


• Weekend definitions (non‐work periods) that do not match the work plan 


• 7‐days per week, 24‐hours per day calendar (7/24 Calendar) used for appropriate activities 


such as the curing of concrete. This is the only type of calendar that should not have 


holidays assigned. 


• Inconsistency in the number of hours per working day in a calendar 


• Calendars without assigned holidays (except for 7/24 Calendars) 


• Calendars that do not extend beyond the expected project completion date to 


accommodate potential delays 


• Non‐work periods in the contract specifications that have not been included 


• Specialty calendars for activities affected by weather, access restrictions, shift work or other 


nonstandard circumstances, as appropriate 


• Activities that are not assigned to their appropriate calendars 


• Defined calendars that are not utilized by any activity in the schedule. 


 


Critical Path 


The schedule should identify the critical path—the path of longest duration through the sequence of 


activities. Establishing a valid critical path is necessary for examining the effects of any activity’s slipping 


along this path. The project’s critical path determines the project’s earliest completion date and focuses 


the team’s energy and management’s attention on the activities that will lead to the project’s success. 


The critical path needs to be identified in the schedule narrative.  With every schedule update, changes 


in the critical path should be identified in the schedule narrative. 


 


Ensuring Reasonable Total Float  


The schedule should identify reasonable total float; the amount of time by which a predecessor activity 


can slip before the delay affects the project’s estimated finish date.  Large total float on an activity or 


path indicates that the activity or path can be delayed without jeopardizing the finish date. As a general 


rule, activities along the critical path have the least float. Negative float should not be shown on the 


baseline schedule. 


 


Out‐of‐Sequence CPM Calculations  


It is required that the scheduling method to identify out‐of‐sequence progress be set to retained logic. 


Retained logic will best ensure that correct total project length is maintained in the situation where out‐


of‐sequence progress occurs. Progress override should not be used. 


 


Actual Dates in Baseline Schedule 


Because baseline schedules are a depiction of the contractor’s plan at the time of their bid, they should 


not contain actual dates. The only possible exception to this rule is for activities which precede NTP and 


are not part of the contract performance period. Even baseline schedules that are approved months 


after the start of the project should not include actual dates; the actual dates should be submitted as 


part of the first schedule update. 
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Initial Logic Should Be Used 


The CPM logic presented in the baseline schedule should represent the initial work plan and not reflect 


any changes resulting from events that occurred after the notice to proceed. Any changes based on 


events after the notice to proceed will invalidate any later delay analysis. 


 


Negative Float 


Baseline schedules should not have any activities that show negative float. Negative float indicates that 


the schedule does not meet contractual requirements. This condition will cause rejection the baseline 


schedule submittal. 


 


Activities Missing Descriptions 


All activities should have unique, descriptive titles. Typically, descriptions follow a verb‐noun‐location 


format.  The scheduler should ensure that all activities have unique descriptions. Activities with 


descriptions exactly matching those of other activities are confusing to track and may lead to errors 


during the progress updates. 


 


Notice to Proceed 


The notice to proceed activity or multiple notice to proceed activities should be clearly identified.  


 


Field Mobilization  


Identify mobilization or an unusual number of mobilization activities.  


 


Substantial Completion/Project Completion  


The schedule should confirm that the substantial completion / project completion dates conform to the 


contract documents. Substantial Completion/Project Completion activities should be coded as 


milestones and not as task activities with a duration, otherwise confusion between the start and finish 


of the event can result. 


 


Submittal Activities  


The scheduler should confirm that activities reflecting all submittals are included in the schedule or at 


the very least, the significant ones. The submittal‐review‐deliver process can frequently impact the 


critical path of projects with major long lead procurement items. Every submittal activity should 


normally be logically followed by a review/approval activity. This ensures that sufficient time is allotted 


between the submittal and the need for the submitted items. The review/approval activity should have 


a fabrication/delivery successor followed by the actual installation successors. 


 


Review and Approval Activities  


The scheduler should ensure that the appropriate review/approval activities are included in the 


schedule.  They should be distinct from the contractor’s submittal preparation and internal review 


activities. Sufficient time should be allowed for the owner to review, evaluate, and respond to 


submittals. The scheduler should ensure that the review activity durations comply with contractually 


established durations. 


 


Major Materials Purchase and Delivery 


The baseline schedule should contain activities depicting all major material fabrication and deliveries. 


Each such activity should logically precede the initial appropriate activity in the schedule where the 


material is first required.  
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Inspection Activities  


Major inspection activities, especially those involving critical or near‐critical path work, should be 


included. It is not necessary to include minor or on‐going inspection services performed by full‐time site 


personnel. The scheduler should check to ensure that these activities are scheduled based on the 


appropriate workday calendars. 


 


Startup, Testing, and Commissioning Activities  


In facilities‐type projects, the schedule should include activities depicting startup and testing of the 


facility at the end of the project.  The schedule should show the time required for the preparation and 


review of procedures, permits, training, and other relevant information. 


 


Zero‐Duration Activities 


Ensure that there are no zero duration task activities; such activities should be coded as milestones. 


 


Activity Codes  


Activity codes are data fields used to associate various activities into their functional groups. They are 


very useful for organizing schedules and preparing reports. The schedule should contain, at a minimum, 


activity code fields designating location and responsibility. The responsibility code should allow for 


entries for owner‐related issues as well as third parties such as vendor representation for the 


installation of major equipment. Activity codes help manage a schedule containing a large number of 


activities. Schedulers can group, sort, and/or select activities by area, responsibility, phase, or any other 


user defined heading.  Codes to be considered include: Phase, Area, Location, Subcontractor, and Trade. 


 


Start‐to‐Finish Relationships  


P6 recognizes at least four types of logic relationships between activities. Finish‐to‐start (FS) is the most 


common, followed by start‐to‐start (SS) and finish‐to‐finish (FF.) A start‐to‐finish (SF) relationship would 


indicate that the succeeding activity could not finish until the preceding activity started. It is highly 


unusual to use start‐to‐finish (SF) relationships in a schedule and their use will be scrutinized. 


 


Missing Finish Relationship  


It is recommended that that all activities have a finish relationship that defines the requirements for 


completing that activity. This means that all activities should have a finish‐to‐start (FS) or finish‐to‐finish 


(FF) relationship with another successor activity. If not, there will be no CPM requirement for activity 


completion once it starts (other than project completion). 


 


Leads and Lags 


Fixed time durations for relationships between activities are commonly called lags or leads. The 


difference between these two terms is frequently confused.  Lags are legitimately used to prevent 


having to ‘break‐up’ discrete activities into smaller ones in order to properly time other work performed 


in parallel. The following rules should be followed unless a valid reason exists on a case‐by‐case basis to 


not follow them: 


• Large lags or FS relationships with positive lags can create gaps in the schedule; the scheduler 


should consider converting these as separate activities because lags cannot be statused for 


progress in a schedule update. 


• For lags of long duration (such as the delivery of a major piece of equipment,) it is better to 


create an activity that will show up on reports and can be statused with every update. Generally, 


lag values in excess of 15 work days (greater than one or two monthly update periods) should be 
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changed to schedule activities for better visibility, justification and statusing. Lags are 


legitimately used to describe linked activities that are staggered. Lags that do not overlap either 


the predecessor or successor activity should be eliminated; lags typically are used to allow 


related activities to overlap in time. When the lag factor is larger than the activity duration, this 


overlap condition no longer exists and the reason for using the SS or FF relationship disappears. 


All relationships that use a lag factor other than zero should be reviewed to determine that the 


reason and justified in the schedule narrative. 


 


Constraints 


As constraints can override the pure‐logical relationships between activities, their use is discouraged in 


schedules unless specifically required by contract. A bar chart schedule may be thought of as a fully 


constrained CPM schedule. Some schedulers incorrectly use constraints to make activities fall into pre‐


determined time periods as if they were preparing a bar chart schedule. Constraints should only be used 


to reflect contractual requirements and should not be used to force the early start date of an activity. 


The scheduler should list all assigned schedule constraints in the narrative. A succinct listing of all 


constrained activities with the type of constraint and dates as well as the reason for use serves as an 


important reference point in the schedule review process. Baseline schedules should be free of 


constraints that are not required by the contract. Schedule updates are more flexible in the use of 


schedule constraints than in the baseline schedule.  If the contractor wishes to demonstrate a 


scheduling intention or plan, then they should state this in the narrative and not through the use of 


constraints. 


 


****Prepared by Jacqueline Doyle, P.E., PMP, CCM, PSP, LEED AP, AVS, updated May 2019**** 


 


 


A sample schedule narrative depicting the level of detail expected is attached to this document. 
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CCHHS Telecommunications Structured Cabling Guidelines and Specifications 
 


  


  


  


COOK COUNTY HEALTH AND HOSPITALS SYSTEM   
Health Information Services - CCHHS  


TELECOMMUNICATIONS STRUCTURED CABLING  


GUIDELINES AND SPECIFICATIONS  


  


INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES  


This document defines telecommunications requirements for all CCHHS facilities including 
clinical and non-clinical spaces. 


 
The following information is a guideline relating to the communication systems installation for CCHHS. The 


Communications Infrastructure Specification is comprised of industry standards, CCHHS HIS standards and 


associated typical drawings. This document describes cabling system components, installation requirements, and 


services associated with the facility’s communication systems. The work and services specified herein include 


the coordination with other trades, installation of the cable plant, submittal of testing reports, and submittal of as-


built documentation. It is expected that all bidding Communication, Electrical and Service Contractors will 


carefully read and understand this specification document, the referenced documents and will survey all spaces 


involved in CCHHS projects. 


 


NOTE: The primary purpose of this document is to provide the minimum communications infrastructure 


standard requirements for all CCHHS healthcare facilities and is to be utilized as a designers 


reference guide to be applied to project-specific conditions. It is recommended that this document is 


reviewed on an annual basis. Technology and part number updates shall be incorporated into the revisions 


along with any changes in administration and installation of said technologies. 
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 CCHHS Telecommunications Structured Cabling Guidelines and Specifications 


 


 


Change Log 


Item Description Date 


Revised Document Changed date and revision number 9/26/2018 


Cat6A Patch Cord Length Changed Cat6A Patch Cord Length from 15’ (in TR) to 10’ (in 


TR) CommScope/Uniprise Blue Category 6A - UNC10G-BL   


Page 22  


9/26/2018 


Horizontal Cable Part number 


Change (manufacturer change) 


Part number Change Section 4.2 Page 12 8/6/2018 


Patch Cord Cable Part Number 


Change (manufacturer change) 


Part number Change Section 5.7 Page 23 8/6/2018 


Added WAP patch cable 


specifications 


Added WAP specifications and part numbers for the required 


patch cables. Section 5.7 Page 23 


8/6/2018 


Document Definition Outline document’s purpose page 1 7/12/2018 


Changed revision date to July 2018 Changed revision date and added version number page 3 7/12/2018 


TR/MDF Rack Layout Updated Drawing to reflect power placement and connection 


points.  Page number 39 (TR/MDF requirements may change 


based on equipment required to support facility (16” rack may 


NOT be required, verify with HIS before the release of 


drawings) 


7/12/2018 


TR-Rack Layout Updated Drawing to reflect power placement and connection 


points.  Page number 40 


7/12/2018 


Cat6A Jack Color Jack Color Changed from Blue to White. 


CommScope/Uniprise White Category 6A jack –760149989   |   


UNJ10G-WH 


Page number 11 


7/12/2018 


Cat6A Patch Panel Patch Panel Changed from Modular to Loaded Patch Panel 


CommScope/Uniprise  48 Port Loaded Patch Panel 760162384| 


UNPA-U-10G-2U-48 


Page number 12 


7/12/2018 


A/V typical Drawings Added A/V Drawings to reflect typical room layouts (all A/V 


needs to be coordinated and designed on a per room basis.  


Room sizes and use-cases are key factors when designing A/V) 


Page Number 43 


7/12/2018 


Grounding Added additional information on the requirements for 


grounding page 27 


7/12/2018 


Incoming Building Service Added incoming building service requirements  


(for all new construction and renovation projects) Page 11 


7/12/2018 
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1.0 Introduction  
The Cook County Health and Hospital System require a vigorous and reliable network infrastructure to 


accomplish the mission of the hospital services to Cook County. The communications infrastructure must 


be able to support all clinical, administrative and research functions along with support systems such as 


Public Safety and Building Automation.  


 


The communications infrastructure within this document represents a fifteen- to twenty-year investment. 


Within that infrastructure life cycle, communications and computing technology will go through several 


iterations that will continue to rely on the installed infrastructure. Other factors such as the constant 


reprogramming of spaces to meet the changing needs of the clinical environment are drivers that require 


high quality, highly flexible infrastructure.  


2.0 Planning and Design  
This CCHHS document is published and maintained by Health Information Services (CCHHS) and is 
intended to serve as a guide for architectural and engineering design about the telecommunications 


infrastructure at the Cook County Health and Hospital System. All construction and renovation projects on 


or off campus requiring communications services from CCHHS must include this document as part of the 


project’s scope of work. It contains a complete description of the Cook County Health and Hospital System 


Structured Cabling Specifications and Standards. In some cases, these requirements are stated in general 


terms due to rapid changes in technology. Therefore, CCHHS staff must be actively involved in the review 


of the communications infrastructure design from inception through construction. CCHHS infrastructure 


group must approve all communications designs, drawings and any modifications to the specifications 


listed in the Structured Wiring Plan. The project representative shall schedule regular design meetings with 


a CCHHS Telecommunication and Network Infrastructure representative  


  


Jerry Pagell – Director Telecommunications Operations 


jpagell@cookcountyhhs.org                                              


312-864-1225                             
  


Robert Knox – HIS Project Manager                    


Robert.knox@cookcountyhhs.org  


312-864-1224                             


  


  Bryan Pravel – Service Delivery Manager 


bpravel@cookcountyhhs.org  


312-864-8182 
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2.1   Services requiring voice or data connectivity:  
1. Several building services require either voice or data communications. Below is a list of building 


services that require communications services and need to be included early in the design phase of 


the project.  


a. Elevators  


b. Building Automation Systems  


c. Fire Alarms  


d. Security (Department of Safety and Security), Video surveillance, Building access, 


Emergency Phones  


e. Employee time clock system  


 


2.3 Project Drawings:  
1. General Drawing Specifications: Detail and elevation drawings shall be D size (24” x 36”) with a 


minimum scale of 1/4” = 1’0" or larger. ER, TR and other enlarged detail floor plan drawings 


shall be D size (24” x 36”) with a minimum scale of 1/4” = 1’0" or larger.  Building composite 


floor plan drawings shall be D size (24” x 36”) with a minimum scale of 1/8” = 1’ 0”.  


2.  Building composite floor plans: Provide building floor plans showing outlet locations and jack 


configuration, types of jacks, run distance for each jack cable, and cable routing/locations. 


Identify telecommunication outlets that, according to location and available pathway systems, 


require cable length greater than allowed by standards. Recommend alternatives for Owners 


Representative’s consideration.  


3. Telecommunications space plans/elevations: Include enlarged floor plans of TRs indicating the 


layout of equipment and devices, including receptacles and grounding provisions. Submit detailed 


plan views and elevations of telecommunications spaces showing racks, termination blocks, and 


cable paths.  


4. Logical Drawings: Provide logical riser or schematic drawings for all systems.  Include schematic 


symbol key.  


5. The final Construction Documents shall include marked IT locations with the designated CCHHS 


labeling scheme with an excel spreadsheet from the design team, contact CCHHS with questions.  


6. The telecommunications system herein specified provides for voice, data, wireless, video 


conference, audiovisual and other building systems that require data communications (such as the 


Department of Safety and Security, and Building Automation Systems) through twisted pair or 
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fiber optic cable. The system shall provide acceptable outlets for any technology device, which 


requires connection to the hospital network.  


7. These specifications comply with the following national standards bodies:   


a. ANSI/NFPA 70 National Electrical Code the latest edition  


b. ANSI/TIA 1179 Healthcare Facility Telecommunications Infrastructure 


c. BICSI(Building Industry Consulting Services International) CO-OSP Customer-Owned 


Outside Plant Manual  


d. BICSI 13th Edition Telecommunications Distribution Methods Manual  


e. BICSI 3rd Edition Customer-Owned Outside Plant Design Manual  


f. FCC Rules and Regulations  


g. J-STD-607-A Commercial Building Grounding (Earthing) and Bonding Requirements for 


Telecommunications  


h. NFPA 101: Life Safety Code  


i. TIA 568-C Commercial Building Telecommunications Cabling  


j. TIA 569-B Commercial Building Standard for Telecommunications Pathways and Spaces  


k. TIA 758-A Customer-Owned Outside Plant Telecommunications Cabling Standard  


  


2.5 Telecommunication network budget  
1. The project is responsible for all telecommunications networking cost for new and renovation 


projects, CCHHS will procure all the networking equipment needed for the project. CCHHS 


includes; all network switching and routing equipment, wireless access points, firewall and 


network programming. 


2. The project shall provide an account number for CCHHS to bill the networking equipment.  


3. CCHHS shall budget 60% activated Telecommunication Outlets including BAS, Alarms, and 


devices for the Department of Safety and security.  


4. The project shall approve of the CCHHS networking bill of materials (BOM) before CCHHS 


procures the networking equipment. A minimum of 4-6 weeks is required to order the necessary 


networking equipment.   


5. CCHHS wireless vendor shall designate the necessary amount and location of wireless devices to 


accommodate 100% density in all areas.   


6. The project shall provide CCHHS with a completed networking End-User Requirements (EUR) 


doc with the following information:  


a. Who is moving  


b. Location from where they are moving and 


destination.  


c. All devices requiring network IP address   
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2.6 Pre-Installation Meeting  
1. After award, convene a pre-installation meeting at least fourteen (14) calendar days before 


commencing related work. The meeting must be scheduled at least fourteen (14) days in advance. 


Require attendance of parties directly affecting work of CCHHS section, including other trades 


and utilities if necessary. Review conditions of operations, procedures, and coordination with 


related work. 


2. Tour, inspect, and discuss building conditions relating to telecommunications system cabling and 


equipment, CCHHS telecommunications system requirements, and coordination with existing 


conditions and other work. Review the exact location of each item within building construction, 


casework, and fixtures, and their requirements.  


3. Inspect all telecommunication pathways to verify size and quantity to meet CCHHS standards.  


  


3.0 Outside Infrastructure    
The purpose of the Telecommunications Cabling System Standards is to define a set of guidelines for 


deploying and managing the growing environment for Health Information Services. The 


Telecommunications Cabling System standard is to establish an efficient, logical, cost-effective and 


strategic foundation for the support of the physical communications layer installed for the 


telecommunications and network systems. Following this standard will ensure that the installation of all 


telecommunications cabling infrastructure will meet end-user needs, current industry safety standards, 


technical and performance specifications, and warranty requirements for all systems and equipment.  


 


This CCHHS document is to be used as a minimum guideline. Future revisions of this standard will be 


made when competing for industry efforts indicate a clear direction is established, based upon industry-


wide acceptance of standards.  


 


3.1 The Design Process  
1. These specifications provide a minimum configuration that must be used when planning campus 


IT infrastructure. CCHHS must be consulted during the early utilities planning phase of a project 


to provide technical requirements that require a modification of these specifications.  


2. The campus IT infrastructure consists of the cables and structures needed to inter-connect campus 


buildings. It includes underground conduit, underground cables, utility-holes, pull boxes, and 


support structures.  


3. This section describes the activities for identifying cable routes from building to building 


selecting cable distribution methods, determining the underground requirements identifying the 
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types of cable used in the segment, determining utility-holes, pull boxes requirements, 


determining requirements and satisfying electrical protection and bonding/grounding 


requirements.  


4. The cable routes steps must be taken to identify the pathways between new buildings and major 


building renovations.  


5. Sketch the cable route from the starting point to the terminating point in the buildings to be 


served.  


6. Note any obstacles, existing cable facilities, or other underground utilities on the campus layout 


map.  


7. Note and document all of the right-of-way and easements, to determine if permits required.  


8. Review proposed cable route to determine if conditions exist that require would require an 


environmental impact. Identify all possible sources of future cable maintenance problems.  


  


3.2 Cable Distribution  
1. CCHHS Services and engineers must be contacted to determine the best cable distribution method 


long a proposed cable route. The methods used may be one or a combination of the following.  


a. Underground cable in conduit 


b. Directional boring  


2. Underground cable system consists of cables placed in buried conduits, using utility-holes and 


pull boxes in large runs. The conduit runs from the building entrance location to a utility-hole. 


CCHHS recommend that all outside plant cabling be placed in conduits.   


3. The direct buried cable system is not an IT Services accepted distribution method.  


4. Aerial cable system installation is not an IT Services accepted distribution method. 


  


3.3 Underground Conduit Requirements.  
1. Underground cabling in conduit projects must be worked from engineering drawings approved by 


CCHHS.  


2. All submitted drawings and documentation must include the following information: 


a. Submittals and details of a typical trench cross sections showing cable and duct locations in 


the trench, clearances from final grade, backfill materials and depths, pavement cutting 


information, and compacting requirements for both paved and unpaved areas.  


b. Construction notes applicable to the work being performed.  


c. Scale drawings showing location ties to existing structures, cable, conduit, utility boxes, and 


any conflicting substructures and profile drawings of congested areas where vertical and 


horizontal separation from other utilities is critical during cutting and placing operations and 


any other areas as requested by CCHHS.  


d. Legends explaining symbols of all relevant structures and work operations.  
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e. Cable types counts, and directions of feed.  


f. Conduit types, dimensions, and wall-to-wall measurements when used with utility-holes.  


3. All areas around the conduit entrances must be free of any construction, storage, or mechanical 


apparatus.  


4. Conduit stubs entering the building must extend beyond the foundational landscaping and 


accessible location.    


5. All conduit ends adjacent to the building must be flagged for easy identification.  


6. All unused entrance conduits must be capped and installed with pull strings.  


7. Conduit entering from a below grade point must extend 4 inches above the finished floor.  


8. Conduit entering from ceiling height must terminate 4 inches below the finished ceiling.  


9. All cables entering a building must conform to the grounding and bonding requirements listed in 


NEC Articles 250 and 800.   


10. All utilities need to be identified and located before any digging. It is to locate all subsurface 


facilities such as power, gas, water, traffic, service providers, and outdoor lighting.  


11. Warning tape color orange for the telecommunications cables containing metallic tracings must 


be placed a minimum of 18 inches above the buried conduits to minimize any chance of an 


accidental dig-up.  


12. The minimum depth of a trench must allow 24 inches of cover from the top of the cable to the 


final grade point. See NEC 300-5 for condition about other depths.  


13. The following minimum vertical and horizontal separations that must be maintained between 


Telecommunications facilities and the other utilities sharing a common trench;  


a. Power or other foreign conduits: 3” of concrete, 4” of masonry, or 12” of the well-tamped 


earth.  


b. Pipes such as gas, oil, water: 6” when crossing, 12” when parallel  


c. Railways: 3’ below the top of rails.  


14. Conduit must be encased in concrete when the following conditions exist:  


a. Minimum conduit depth cannot be attained  


b. Conduit must pass under roads, driveways, railroad tracks, or when bend points are subject to 


movement.  


15. Reinforcing bars and/or crutches within the concrete must be used at any location subject to 


potentially extreme stress.  


16. The inside-the-building end of the conduit must be sealed to prevent rodents, water, or gases from 


entering the building.  


17. All conduit penetration shall have a mechanical system that seals the annular space around the 


conduits that pass through concrete walls and floors. It is to protect water and gas penetrating the 


foundation wall or floor. www.linkseal.com  
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18. All bends must be long, sweeping bends with a radius not less than six times the internal diameter 


of a conduit 2 inches or smaller, or ten (10) times the internal diameter of a conduit larger than 2 


inches.  Conduit must be PVC Schedule 40, corrosion-resistant plastic with a 4-inch inside 


diameter.  


19. There must be no more than two 90˚ bends between pulling points on all entrance cables. Conduit 


bends that extend above ground are to be metallic per NEC.  


20. All metallic conduit and sleeves must be reamed, bushed, and capped.  


21. Metal sleeves through foundation floors and or walls must extend to undisturbed earth to prevent 


shearing.  


22. All open conduits must be provided with# 12 Tracer wire.  


23. The minimum number of conduits standard for any installation of cable will be 3-4” conduits, 


two open, one filled with 2-3” 3 cell textile inner duct with mule tape.  


24. All conduits containing inner ducts must be provided with#12 Tracer wire.  


 


3.4 Incoming Building Service 
1. All Telecommunications and Network services into any CCHHS facility must meet the following 


criteria. 


(i) Service Providers must have Fiber and Copper infrastructure to the building Netpop for 


handoff to CCHHS suite/space being occupied.   


(ii) More than one Service Provider must be available to bring in Primary and Backup 


services to the building for handoff to CCHHS suite/space being occupied.  It will meet 


our requirement for Service Provider redundancy. 


(iii) All Primary voice and data circuits are required to be installed on Service Provider’s 


Fiber infrastructure to the building Netpop for handoff to CCHHS suite/space being 


occupied.  If Fiber is not available from Service Provider to the building CCHHS will be 


occupying, it is the building owner’s responsibility to work with Service Provider to have 


such facilities installed to meet our voice and data network requirements.   


     


  


4.0 Horizontal Pathways  
Horizontal pathways consist of structures that conceal, protect, support, and provide access to horizontal 


cables between the telecommunications outlet (TO) connector used to connect work area equipment at 


the workstation and telecommunication room (TR). The design of the horizontal pathway system should 


consider the quantity and size of cables that the pathway is intended to support, and allow for growth of 


the area served over the planning cycle. The goal of a pathway component is to accommodate all 


standards- compliant cabling and the potential need for change during the life cycle of the cabling system 


and building.  
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4.1 Design Considerations  
1. The design team should ensure that the horizontal distribution system design allows for the 


accommodation of change over the facilities life cycle with a goal of reducing long-term 


maintenance and operational costs.  


2. The design and construction of horizontal distribution system components must meet or exceed 


applicable codes, standards, regulations, and authority having jurisdiction ruling.  


   


4.2 Telecommunication Outlet (TO)  
1. The installation telecommunication outlet (TO) is mandatory for all new and renovated buildings 


to comply with industry standards and to provide the hospital with consistent and sustainable 


infrastructure.  


2. Coordinate ALL cabling, jacks and faceplate colors with CCHHS. 


3. Horizontal Cabling 


a. The typical workstation location shall consist of one (2) CommScope/Uniprise Blue Category 


6A cables. 


 CommScope/Uniprise Blue Category 6A – 884031004/10   |   10GN4 BLUE 


REEL 


b. Large offices will receive two (2) typical workstation locations. Large offices are defined by 


offices that contain tables or couches in addition to the desk. 


 CommScope/Uniprise Blue Category 6A – 884031004/10  |   10GN4 BLUE 


REEL 


c. The typical wireless access point (WAP) location shall consist of two (2) 


CommScope/Uniprise Blue Category 6A cables. 


 CommScope/Uniprise Blue Category 6A – 884031004/10   |   10GN4 BLUE 


REEL 


d. The typical security camera/card access/life safety location shall consist of one (1) 


CommScope/Uniprise Blue Category 6A cable. 


 CommScope/Uniprise Blue Category 6A – 884031004/10   |   10GN4 BLUE 


REEL 


e. The typical time clock location shall consist of one (1) CommScope/Uniprise Blue Category 


6A cable. 


 CommScope/Uniprise Blue Category 6A – 884031004/10   |   10GN4 BLUE 


REEL 


4. Workstation Information Outlet 
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a. The typical workstation location shall consist of one (2) CommScope/Uniprise White 


Category 6A jacks. 


 CommScope/Uniprise White Category 6A jack –760149989   |   UNJ10G-WH 


b. The typical wireless access point (WAP) location shall consist of two (2) 


CommScope/Uniprise White Category 6A jacks. 


 CommScope/Uniprise White Category 6A jack - 760149989   |   UNJ10G-WH 


c. The typical security camera/card access/life safety location shall consist of one (1) 


CommScope/Uniprise White Category 6A jack. 


 CommScope/Uniprise White Category 6A  jack -760149989   |   UNJ10G-WH 


d. The typical time clock location shall consist of one (1) CommScope/Uniprise White Category 


6A jack. 


 CommScope/Uniprise White Category 6A jack –760149989   |   UNJ10G-WH 


5. Faceplates 


a. Office/Wall Locations shall use the CommScope 2 Port faceplate: 


 CommScope/Uniprise 108168469   |   M12L-262 


b. Furniture Locations shall use the CommScope 3 Port Furniture faceplate: 


 CommScope/Uniprise 760118240   |   M14CE-E -003 


c. Wall phone locations shall use the CommScope Stainless Steel wall phone plate: 


 CommScope/Uniprise 760100891   |   M10LW4SP 


d. Locations requiring a one port faceplate shall use the CommScope 1 Port faceplate: 


 CommScope/Uniprise 108258427   |   M10L-262 


e. A blank shall be installed in any unused openings and shall match the color of the 


faceplate.  


 CommScope/Uniprise 107065583   |   M20AP-003 


6. The Telecommunication Room (TR) end will be terminated on a Category 6A RJ45 


CommScope/Uniprise  48 Port Loaded Patch Panel 760162384| UNPA-U-10G-2U-48.  


7. All station cable will be secured and dressed with Velcro strapping, no cable ties allowed.  


8. Do not install compressed, kinked, scored, deformed or abraded cable, or allow such damage to 


occur.  


9. All labels containing the location label shall be installed in the top label holder of the faceplate in 


vertically oriented locations and on the left label holder on horizontally oriented locations. See 


section 9 on page 26 for labeling standards.  


10. All labels containing the TR number shall be installed in the bottom label holder on vertically 


oriented locations, and on the right label holder on horizontally oriented locations.  


11. Each cable shall be labeled at both ends with the approved CCHHS labeling standard. Panduit 


label maker of approved equivalent shall be used; no handwritten labels will be accepted.   


12. All information outlets shall be serviced with 1” conduit to the basket tray, or pull box via 


horizontal conduit system. Conduits shall service only (1) information outlet. No daisy chaining 
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or looping between information outlets is allowed. 4-11/16” x 4-11/16” x 2 1/8 deep electrical 


box shall be installed with a single gang trim ring.  


13. All wall phone locations shall meet ADA height requirements  


14. All cables shall be tested in both directions using an approved category 6A tester. All results will 


be placed on a CD in CSV format. All cables shall be tested and comply with ANSI/TIA 


standards to verify link/channel performance based on the ANSI 568 B article eleven (11) 


standard for category 6A testing and verification.  


15. Telecommunication Outlets (TO) conduit or raceway shall not be shared with another low voltage 


cabling.  


16. The cabling system must conform to the current issue of industry standard ANSI/TIA/EIA-568. 


All performance requirements of CCHHS document must be followed. Artistry and installation 


methods used shall be equal to or better than that found in the BICSI (Building Industry 


Consulting Service International), ITSI manual.  


17. Information outlets installed in modular furniture shall be coordinated with CCHHS Project 


Manager and shall comply with CommScope /Uniprise Solution.  


 


 


4.3 Modular Office Furniture System  
1. Where modular furniture and partitions are used to conceal horizontal and work area cabling a 


panel or cover must be provided to ensure that the cabling remains secure from office 


personnel. Utility columns that span from floor to the ceiling in a work area are one example 


of such a cabling pathway. Modular furniture distribution system planning and design 


should take into consideration the following guidelines:  


2. Cable pathways for both telecommunications and electrical, when running parallel, they 


shall maintain a minimum separation of 2”. Requirements found in the applicable cabling 


standards or codes shall be met.  


3. Furniture and horizontal pathways shall not exceed the 40% fill ratio of the pathway cross-


section.  


4. The number and type of telecommunication outlets will determine the size and amount of 


horizontal pathways needed to service a cluster of modular furniture.  


5. The Project shall furnish CCHHS Services PM with a cut sheet of all modular furniture to be 


installed within the project.  


6. Pre-fabricated furniture connections are not accepted per CCHHS standards.  
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CCHHS Telecommunications Structured Cabling Guidelines and Specifications 
 


4.4 Wire Mold Solution  
1. A metallic or plastic raceway providing telecommunication and electrical connectivity to the 


workstation planning and design shall consider the following guidelines:  


2. The shared raceway shall provide a divided channel to separate telecommunication and 


electrical cabling from EMI.  


3. The project shall provide all faceplates for the installed raceway.   


4. The number and type of telecommunication outlets will determine the size and amount of 


horizontal pathways needed to service the installed raceway.  


5. The raceway and horizontal pathways shall not exceed the manufacture 40% fill ratio.  


6. All 90-degree bends shall be sweeping bends, no sharp corners accepted.  


7. All wire mold locations shall be reviewed and approved by CCHHS before installation.  


 


4.5 Basket Tray  
1. Basket Tray is the preferred communications infrastructure pathway in corridors serving TO’s.  


2. CCHHS standard style is basket tray with minimum dimensions of 12” wide and 4” deep. The 


actual size of the tray shall be determined during the design phase of the project assessed on the 


manufactures suggested 40% fill capacity, for all disciplines using the cable tray infrastructure  


3. Cable tray must be sized to facilitate sufficient growth capacity for migration of all disciplines to 


coexist in the same tray.  


4. The basket tray shall be installed per electrical code and follow the ANSI/TIA/EIA 569-B 


standards. No threaded rods shall be installed within the tray to avoid damaging the cable during 


installation. Center mounting of basket tray is not allowed.  


5. No conduit or other devices shall be installed within the basket tray.  


6. All cable tray shall be grounded.  


7. The basket tray shall have a minimum six (6) inches of clearance on all sides.  


8. The basket tray shall not penetrate through fire-rated walls per code. Fire stopping systems must 


be utilized.  


9. The basket tray system shall have sweeping 90-degree devices installed at all inside corners to 


prevent minimum bend radius from being exceeded.   


10. A minimum of 1” conduit shall be installed to the TO, serving only one (1) TO.  


11. Tray shall not be used in plenum rated ceilings.  


12. CCHHS preferred manufacture:  


Legrand Manufacture of Cablofil Cable System  


HTTP://www.legrand.us/cablofil.aspx  


4.6 J-Hooks  
1. J-Hooks shall not be used as a main horizontal distribution pathway.  


2. The use of J-Hooks shall be approved by the CCHHS before installation.  
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4.7 Conduit  
1. All TO shall have a minimum of one (1) 1” conduit to the basket tray.  


a. For outlets with 3 or fewer cables use a 1” EMT conduit.   


b. For 3-6 cables, use 1.25” EMT conduit  


c. For all other sizes, calculate the fill ratio at 40% for properly sized conduit.  


2. All conduits shall be installed to support Cat 6A cabling with 0.31 OD  


The conduit will terminate in a deep 4-11/16” x 4-11/16” x 2-1/8 deep box with a single gang 


trim ring at the workstation end.  


3. Conduits shall not run continuously for more than 100’ before installing a pull box.   


4. Conduits shall not exceed more than Two (2) 90-degree bends without a pull box.  


5. A third 90-degree bend is acceptable if:  


a. The total conduit run is reduced by 15%.  


b. The conduit size is increased to the next trade size.  


c. One of the ends is located within 12” of the cable feed end.  


6. Each conduit shall contain a nylon pull cord with 200 lbs. Pulling tension.  


7. No unit (90-degree bend with a removable cover) type fittings of any size are to be used for 


communications conduit, the use of a pull box is required in place of a unit.  


8. No PVC or PVC sleeves are to be used for communication conduit within the confines of a 


building.  


9. All conduits shall be properly grounded, per electrical code.  


10. The sharing of TO conduits with multiple disciplines is prohibited.  


  4.8 Junction Box Requirements:  


1. If the station conduit route exceeds the 180 degrees of total bend limitation, an appropriately sized 


junction box meeting or exceeding minimum NEC is required within a straight section of the 


conduit run.  


2. The sharing of junction boxes with by multiple disciplines is prohibited.  


4.9 Plenum ceiling  
1. Plenum rated communication, and low voltage cable does not meet the City of Chicago Building 


code. The following specifications will default to the plenum with its presence at any point in any 


project.  


2. All cable shall be installed in a conduit with plastic bushings. Cable tray shall be replaced with a 


conduit and pull box infrastructure.  


3. TO conduits must be home run from each TR to an accessible pull box with no more than two (2) 


90-degree bends.  
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CCHHS Telecommunications Structured Cabling Guidelines and Specifications 
 


4. Larger conduits shall be installed based on the 40 percent fill factor from the pull box to the TR.  


5. Conduit system shall be designed to accommodate 20% future growth.  


6. Pull boxes shall meet or exceed NEC standards, and must be accessible in the ceiling.  


7. Conduits from the pull boxed to the TR must be sized appropriately and are not to exceed more 


than 40% of capacity, refer to the conduit fill chart.  


8. No conduit shall continue more than one-hundred (100) feet without a pull box.  


 


4.10 Drywall ceiling  
1. The conduit shall be home run from each TO all the way to the basket tray / pull box accessible in 


the corridor.  


2. Basket tray shall not be installed in Drywall ceilings.  


5.0 Backbone Distribution  


A backbone distribution system is the part of a premise distribution system that provides connectivity 


between telecommunication spaces. Backbone distribution system typically provides building 


connections between floors in multistory buildings and campus connections in the multi-building 


environment.  


5.1 Network Point of Presence (NetPOP)  
1. A Network Point of Presence (NetPOP) is an entrance to a building for both public and private 


network service cables; this includes the entry point at the building wall or floor conduit and 


continuing to the Main Distribution Frame room (MDF).  


2. CCHHS requires two (2) diverse service entrances into a building.  


3. The project will provide a minimum of two (2) 4” conduits for each diverse pathway service 


entrance into a building back to the telecommunications/network campus infrastructure. The 


exact location shall be coordinated and approved with CCHHS.  


4. A minimum of two (2) 4” conduits shall be stubbed and capped out of the building to the property 


line near the closest third party communications service provider for future use. The exact 


location shall be coordinated and approved with CCHHS.  


5. Conduits shall terminate a minimum of 3” inside the entrance facility per TIA-569-B 


specifications and have plastic bushings installed on the ends 


6. All conduits shall be sealed to be water and gas tight after installation, shall be mechanically 


sealed.  


7. Minimum of two (2) 4” conduits shall be installed between each NetPOP and the MDF.  


8. In the case where the NetPOP and the MDF are the same room a minimum of four (4), 4” 


conduits shall be installed on the buildings vertical riser. The exact number shall be coordinated 


and approved with CCHHS.  
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 CCHHS Telecommunications Structured Cabling Guidelines and Specifications 


 


 


5.2 Main Distribution Frame (MDF)  
1. The number and type of telecommunications circuits that will be brought into the MDF shall 


determine the number of inner-building conduits entering the MDF. A minimum number and size 


shall be four (4) 4” fire rated sleeves or conduits entering the MDF. The exact location shall be 


coordinated and approved with CCHHS Project Manager.  


2. Basket tray or conduit system shall connect the MDF and the vertical communications 


infrastructure within a building.  


3. The typical MDF shall consist of one (1) four-post equipment rack, three (3) two-post equipment 


racks, two (2) 6” wide vertical cable managers, and three (3) 10” wide vertical cable managers 


The racks and vertical cable management shall be the Amco Titan Cable Management (TCM) 


solution in black. 


a. Amco TCMR-45U-30 


b. Amco TCMFD-45U-6 


c. Amco TCMFD-45U-10 


d. Amco TCM Vertical Manager 6” wide TCMFD-45U-6 and 10” wide TCMFD-45U-10 


with doors. 


e. Amco Ladder Rack brackets (TCM-ULB) shall be used to support the ladder rack. 


f. Amco PDU bracket (TCM-PDU-45U) shall be used to support PDUs on the racks.  


4. Patch Panels 


 CommScope 48 port Loaded Angled Patch Panels shall be installed. 


 760162384   |   UNPA-U-10G-2U-48 


5. Horizontal Management 


a. An Eaton/Bline 4RU Horizontal Manager (SB87019S4FB) shall be installed in the middle 


of the rack just below the last patch panel 


b.  to provide a pathway for patching. 


6. Ladder Rack 


a. Eaton/Bline 24” wide ladder rack (SB17U24BFB) shall be installed in the TR. 


b. The contractor shall further furnish and install all necessary brackets, mounts, supports, 


and clamps to provide a complete tray system in compliance with manufacturer 


requirements. 


7. PDU and UPS 


a. Eaton ePDU 


 For bidding purposes, use Eaton EMI104-10 ePDU – L6-30P input smart metered 


input G3 ePDU  


 Coordination with the CCHHS and the electrical contractor is required to 


determine power requirements and outlet types.  


b. Eaton UPS 
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 Coordination with the CCHHS and the electrical contractor is required to 


determine power requirements, size and outlet types. Eaton 96PX6K 6KVA  


 


 


5.3 Telecommunication Room (TR)  
1. The number and type of telecommunication circuits that will be brought into the TR shall 


determine the number of conduits entering the TR. A minimum of four (4) 4” fire rated sleeves 


entering the TR. The exact location shall be coordinated and approved with IT Services Project 


Manager.  


2. Basket tray or conduit system shall connect the TR, TO and the vertical infrastructure.  


3. The buildings vertical riser shall connect all of the TR’s and the TR’s to the MDF and shall be 


accessible on each floor.  


4. The typical TR shall consist of (4) two-post equipment racks, (2) 6” wide vertical cable managers, 


and (3) 10” wide vertical cable managers. The racks and vertical cable management shall be the 


Amco Titan Cable Management (TCM) solution in black. 


a. Amco TCMFD-45U-6 


b. Amco TCMFD-45U-10 


c. Amco TCM Vertical Manager 6” wide TCMFD-45U-6 and 10” wide TCMFD-45U-10 


with doors. 


d. Amco Ladder Rack brackets (TCM-ULB) shall be used to support the ladder rack. 


e. Amco PDU bracket (TCM-PDU-45U) shall be used to support PDUs on the racks.  


5. Patch Panels 


 CommScope 48 port Loaded Angled Patch Panels shall be installed. 


 760162384   |   UNPA-U-10G-2U-48 


6. Horizontal Management 


a. An Eaton/Bline 4RU Horizontal Manager (SB87019S4FB) shall be installed in the 


middle of the rack just below the last patch panel to provide a pathway for patching. 


7. Ladder Rack 


a. Eaton/Bline 24” wide ladder rack (SB17U24BFB) shall be installed in the TR. 


b. The contractor shall further furnish and install all necessary brackets, mounts, 


supports, and clamps to provide a complete tray system in compliance with 


manufacturer requirements. 


8. PDU and UPS 


a. Eaton ePDU 


 Eaton EMI101-10 ePDU – L5-20P input smart metered input G3 ePDU with (24) 


5-20R vertical 


 Eaton EM104-10 ePDU – L6-30P input smart metered input G3 ePDU with (36) 


C13 and (6) C19 vertical 
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 CCHHS Telecommunications Structured Cabling Guidelines and Specifications 


 


 


 Coordination with the CCHHS and the electrical contractor is required to 


determine power requirements and outlet types.  


b. Eaton UPS 


 Coordination with CCHHS and the electrical contractor is required to determine 


power requirements, size and outlet types. Eaton 96PX6K 6KVA 


 


5.4 Fiber Optic Infrastructure  
 


         Coordinate solution with CCHHS before equipment selection 


 


1. The fiber backbone cabling shall consist of a twelve (12) strand pre-terminated MPO trunk of 


CommScope TeraSpeed fiber and a 24 strand pre-terminated MPO trunk of CommScope 


LazrSpeed 550 (OM4) fiber.  


2. Network Point of Presence (NetPOP) 


a. Rackmount fiber enclosure    


 CommScope 760231449   |   SD-1U 


b. Multimode Fiber Connectors  


 ReadyPATCH® LazrSPEED® Standard Module, 24 LC ports - 


760167916   |   RP-MOD-024-LS-MPO-LC02 


c. Singlemode Fiber connectors 


 ReadyPATCH® TeraSPEED® Standard Module, 12 LC ports - 


760167874   |   RP-MOD-012-TS-MPO-LC02 


3.  Main Distribution Frame (MDF)  


 


Coordinate solution with CCHHS before equipment selection 


 


a. Rackmount fiber enclosure    


 CommScope 760231449   |   SD-1U 


b. Multimode Fiber Connectors  


 ReadyPATCH® LazrSPEED® Standard Module, 24 LC ports - 


760167916   |   RP-MOD-024-LS-MPO-LC02 


c. Singlemode Fiber connectors 


 ReadyPATCH® TeraSPEED® Standard Module, 12 LC ports - 


760167874   |   RP-MOD-012-TS-MPO-LC02 


d. Armored OM4 MPO (F) to MPO (F), Pre-Terminated Trunk Cable, 24-Fiber, Plenum 


 FZXMPMPAF-MCFXXX  
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 The contractor shall determine the length of the pre-terminated trunk cable.  


e. Armored SM MPO (F) to MPO(F), Pre-Terminated Trunk Cable, 12-Fiber, Plenum 


 FZWMPMPAD-JCFXXX  


 The contractor shall determine the length of the pre-terminated trunk cable.  


4. Telecommunication Room (TR)  


 


Coordinate solution with CCHHS before equipment selection 


 


a. Rackmount fiber enclosure    


 CommScope 760231449   |   SD-1U 


b. Multimode Fiber Connectors  


 ReadyPATCH® LazrSPEED® Standard Module, 24 LC ports - 


760167916   |   RP-MOD-024-LS-MPO-LC02 


c. Singlemode Fiber connectors 


 ReadyPATCH® TeraSPEED® Standard Module, 12 LC ports - 


760167874   |   RP-MOD-012-TS-MPO-LC02 


d. Armored OM4 MPO (F) to MPO (F), Pre-Terminated Trunk Cable, 24-Fiber, Plenum 


 CommScope FZXMPMPAF-MCFXXX  


e. Armored SM MPO (F) to MPO(F), Pre-Terminated Trunk Cable, 12-Fiber, Plenum 


 CommScope FZWMPMPAD-JCFXXX  


f. If wall mount fiber enclosure is needed at the demarcation point, use the following: 


Ready™ Wall Mount Building Enclosure, 4P, black 


 760147504   |   WBE-EMT-BK-4P-PNL 


 


5.5 Copper Infrastructure  
1. NetPOP to MDF  


a. 50 pair ARMM type copper cables  


 CommScope XXX 


b. 48 port Loaded Angled patch panels shall be installed. 


 CommScope 760162384   |   UNPA-U-10G-2U-48 


2. MDF to each TR  


a. 25 pair ARMM type copper cables  


 CommScope XXX 


b. 24 port Loaded Angled patch panels shall be installed. 


 CommScope XXX 


3. These are minimum standards for the amount of copper cable necessary to support the building. 


CCHHS requirements may increase the size of the cable necessary to support the users.  
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5.6 Fiber Patch Cords 
 


Coordinate solution with CCHHS before equipment selection 


 


1. TR  


a. Two (2) per network switch 


b. LC to LC fiber Jumper LazrSPEED 


c. LC to LC fiber Jumper TeraSPEED 


d. OM4 40gig cassette with (3) each 40G ports on the front and 24 strand pre-term MPO 


entry into the back (2X12) 


e. OM4 MPO (F) to MPO (F), Pre-Terminated Array Cord, 12-Fiber, (Plenum, if required) 


f. Total length – 15’ 


g. Provide 50% spare for future use. 


 CommScope FEXLCLC42-MXMXXX 


 CommScope FEWLCLC42-JXMXXX 


 REF-MOD-2x3-P-LS 


 F2XMPMPGD-MAFXXX 


 


2. MDF  


a. Two (2) per network switch 


b. LC to LC fiber Jumper LazrSPEED 


c. LC to LC fiber Jumper TeraSPEED 


d. OM4 40gig cassette with (3) each 40G ports on the front and 24 strand pre-term MPO 


entry into the back (2X12) 


e. OM4 MPO (F) to MPO (F), Pre-Terminated Array Cord, 12-Fiber, (Plenum if required) 


f. Total length – 15’ 


g. Provide 50% spare for future use. 


 CommScope FEXLCLC42-MXMXXX 


 CommScope FEWLCLC42-JXMXXX 


 REF-MOD-2x3-P-LS 


 F2XMPMPGD-MAFXXX 
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5.7 Copper Patch Cords 
 


3. WorkStation   


a. Two (2) Cat6A patch cords at each TO  


b. Total length - 7’  


c. Provide 50% spare for future use. 


 CommScope/Uniprise Blue Category 6A – UC1AAA2-0ZF007-BL    


 


4. WAP (Wireless Access Points) 


a. Two (2) Cat6A Patch Cords at each WAP 


b. Total Length (TBD, see below)  


 If ceiling is plenum and cable needs to be terminated in a plenum back box, back 


box will need to be four (4”) inches in depth and patch cable length shall be one (1’) 


foot in length. 


 If cable can be exposed in the ceiling and there are no plenum requirements for 


the cabling or back box the patch cable length shall be three (3’) feet.   


c. Provide 50% spare for future use. 


 CommScope/Uniprise White Category 6A- UC1AAA2-0ZF00(1)or(3)-WH 


5. TR  


a. One (1) Cat6A patch cord per port active port   


b. Total length – 10’ 


c. Provide 50% spare for future use. 


 CommScope/Uniprise Blue Category 6A – UC1AAA2-0ZF010-BL     


   


6. MDF  


a. One (1) Cat6A patch cord per port active port   


b. Total length – 10’ 


c. Provide 50% spare for future use. 


 CommScope/Uniprise Blue Category 6A – UC1AAA2-0ZF010-BL    


 


6.0 Telecommunication Room Design and Specifications  
6.1 Main Distribution Frame (MDF)  
The MDF is the telecommunications building service entrance. It is the area where the demarcation 


between intra-building and inter-building cabling are connected. In most cases, the MDF and the NetPOP 


are combined, provided the room shall be sized for both functions. The MDF shall meet the following 


requirements:  
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1. Major design factors of location and size of MDF:  


a. If combined with NetPOP, located within 50 feet of service conduits/cables penetrating 


the building. 


b. Space required for future expansion. 


c. Access for both deliveries and installation  


d. Proximity to an electrical source and EMI 


e. Access and proximity to telecommunication cabling pathways.  


f. Construction of the MDF must be completed before the installation of the 


communications cable can be started.  


g. A clear space with a minimum size of 20’ X 20’.  


h. The number and location of communication racks and panels shall be coordinated during 


the design phase of the project.  


i. The door shall be a minimum of 36” wide and 84” high. The door shall be secured 


through the building access control system where available.  


j. In allowing and accessibility of cabling pathways, suspended ceilings are not required in 


Telecommunication spaces unless needed per NEC standards.  


k. Minimum ceiling height shall be 8’6”.  


l. Coordinate the lighting layout with the rack equipment layout to ensure that lighting from 


the light fixtures is not obstructed.  


m. (1) 4x8 ¾” fire rated plywood shall be installed on all walls.  


n. The floor shall be tiled or sealed per CCHHS approval.  


o. Grounding bus detail rated at 100 amps with a minimum of five (5) termination points and 


attached to the building ground. For further detail, see the section on Grounding and 


Bonding.  


p. A dedicated 100 amp 208 volt circuit breaker panel shall be installed within the ER.  


q. A dedicated 20amp quad electrical outlet is required at the communication racks, exact 


location to be coordinated with CCHHS.  


r. A dedicated 30 amp L6-30 outlet is required at the communication racks, exact location to 


be coordinated with CCHHS.  


s. 20 amp convenience outlets are required on each wall.  


t. All electrical outlets and panels shall be labeled with panel ID and circuit number; 


handwritten labels will not be accepted.  


u. Telecommunication rooms housing electronics shall have an HVAC source to maintain 


continuous temperature 24 hours a day 365 days a year. The temperature inside the 


telecommunications rooms shall be maintained at 73+/-3F. The operating range of the 


room is between 70F and 80F. The relative humidity range shall be between 30% and 
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55%. The HVAC system will be installed by the project and maintained by CCHHS. 


Minimum requirements vary due to room size and amount of equipment installed in the 


room. Coordinate size of HVAC with CCHHS  


v. The HVAC system shall be monitored by the BAS system of the building.  


w. Minimum of four (4) 4” conduits or EZ Path fire rated sleeves shall be installed between 


each MDF and each TR.  


x. If the NetPOP is not serving as the MDF, four (4) 4” conduits or EZ Path fire rated sleeves 


shall be installed connecting the NetPOP  


y. For grounding and bonding see our Grounding and Bonding section  


z. No water or other liquid-carrying piping shall be present in the NetPOP. Examples include 


but are not limited to:  


 Plumbing inclusive of supply and drain lines of any type.  


 Steam lines (this is an absolute must not)  


 Chilled Water/HVAC condensate lines/HVAC Ductwork  


 


 


aa. The room directly above the TR cannot have any substantial plumbing or equipment that 


could potentially cause the flooding or water damage of the TR. Examples include, but are 


not limited to:  


 Restrooms  


 Mechanical rooms  


 


6.2 Telecommunication Room (TR)   
The TR provides the connection between Telecommunication Outlet (TO) and the buildings backbone 


distribution pathway. The TR serves as a demarcation point for voice, data, video, BAS (Building 


Automation System), DAS (Distributed Antenna System), voice and fiber backbone, and in some cases 


security and access control. CCHHS basic requirements include, but are not limited to:  


1. Multiple TR’s are required if the cable length between the TR and TO exceeds 90 meters or 295 


feet or if the usable floor space to be served exceeds 929 square meters or 10,000 square feet.  


2. Construction of the TR must be completed before the installation of the communications cable 


can be started.  


a. A clear space with a minimum size of 10’x 15’ where the TR is shared space with 


security, access control, and Building Automation Systems. Coordination with CCHHS 


will be required to lay out space  


b. Final size and requirements may require a larger space based on the occupant's 


requirements.  
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c. Design of equipment and racks shall be provided by CCHHS during the design phase of 


the project.  


d. All TR locations are subject to CCHHS approval.  


e. All TR’s shall be accessible from the main hallway.  


f. TR’s on adjacent floors shall be stacked above one another.  


g. The amount of equipment and racks will be determined by the number of information 


outlets and the square footage the TR is serving.  


h. One TR can service 768 active data jacks; a larger TR will be required for the larger 


quantity of active ports.  


i. The maximum distance between the TR and the information outlet shall not exceed 295’ 


as measured per the pathway.  


j. Additional TR’s may be required for those locations exceeding the 295’ limit.  


k. The minimum amount of four (4) 4” approved fire rated EZ Patch system shall be 


installed to the horizontal raceway. Exact quantity and location shall be coordinated and 


approved with CCHHS.  


l. Minimum of two (2) 4” conduits or approved fire rated system shall connect the TR and 


the MDF.  


m. The door shall be a minimum of 36” wide and 84” high. The door shall be secured 


through the building access control system where available. If building access control 


system is not available then the room shall be keyed to the CCHHS standard cylinder.  


n. In allowing flexibility and accessibility of cabling pathways, suspended ceilings are not 


required in Telecommunication spaces unless needed per NEC standards.  


o. Minimum ceiling height shall be 8’6,” and no ceiling is to be installed.  


p. Coordinate the lighting layout with the rack equipment layout to ensure that lighting from 


the light fixtures is not obstructed. The exact location shall be coordinated and approved 


with CCHHS.  


q. (1) 4x8 x ¾” fire rated plywood shall be installed on one wall. (Location to be 


determined by CCHHS).  


r. The floor shall be tiled or sealed.  


s. Grounding bus detail rated at 100 amps with a minimum of 5 termination points and 


attached to the building ground. For further detail see the section on Grounding and 


Bonding.  


t. A dedicated 60amp 208-volt circuit breaker panel shall be installed within the TR.  


u. A dedicated 20 amp quad electrical outlet is required at the communication racks, exact 


location to be coordinated with CCHHS.  
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v. A dedicated 30 amp L630 outlet is required at the communication racks, exact location to 


be coordinated with CCHHS.  


w. 20 amp convenience outlets are required on each wall within the TR.  


x. All electrical outlets and panels shall be labeled with panel ID and circuit number, 


handwritten labels will not be accepted.  


y. Telecommunication rooms housing electronics shall have HVAC source to maintain 


continuous temperature 24 hours a day 365 days a year. The temperature inside the 


telecommunications rooms shall be maintained at 73+/-3F. The operating range of the 


room is between 70F and 80F. The relative humidity range shall be between 30% and 


55%.  


z. The HVAC system shall be monitored by the building BAS system.  


aa. Minimum of four (4) 4” conduits or EZ Path fire rate system shall be installed between 


each TR and the ER. Exact quantity and location shall be coordinated and approved with 


CCHHS.  


bb. For grounding and bonding see the Grounding and Bonding section  


 


cc. No water or other liquid-carrying piping can be present in the TR. Examples include but 


are not limited to:  


 Plumbing, including both supply and drain lines of any type.  


 Steam lines (this is an absolute must not) 


 Chilled Water/HVAC condensate lines/HVAC Ductwork  


dd. The room directly above the TR cannot have any substantial plumbing or equipment that 


could potentially cause the flooding of the TR. Examples include, but are not limited to:  


 Restrooms  


 Mechanical rooms  


    


7.0 Fire Stopping  
1. All data, video, and communications cable bundles shall utilize an enclosed fire rated pathway device 


wherever said cables penetrate rated walls. The fire-rated pathway shall contain a built-in fire sealing 


system sufficient to maintain the hourly fire rating of the barrier being penetrated. The self-contained 


sealing system shall automatically adjust to the installed cable loading and shall permit cables to be 


installed, removed, or retrofitted without the need to adjust, remove or reinstall firestop materials. 


The pathway shall be UL Classified and FM Systems Approved and tested to the requirements of 


ASTM E814 (UL1479).  


2. The CCHHS approved a system that meets these specifications is:  


 


Specified Technologies Inc.  


EZ-Path system http://www.stifirestop.com  
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3. Fire Rated Wiring Device System  


a. All cable penetrations through floors or fire rated walls shall utilize fire rated device systems 


that shall be approved by ITS.  


b. All devices shall be heavy-duty specification grade an intumescent insert material allowing 


for 0-100 % visual fill of conductors.  


c. Fire rated devices shall bear the UL Classification marking.  


d. Cables penetrating through fire-rated floors or walls shall utilize fire rated pathway devices 


capable of providing an (F) rating equal to the rating of the barrier in which the device is 


installed.  


e. Wiring devices shall be capable of allowing a 0-100% fill of cables  


f. The installed device shall require no maintenance, and accommodate future cable changes 


without mechanical adjustment and removal or replacement of protective materials.  


g. Conduit sleeve as means of fire-stopping is not to be utilized in any CCHHS project. CCHHS 


must approve any exceptions.  


h. All penetrations that do not meet the above specifications must be fire stopped with an 


appropriate system.  


4. Any conduits or other penetrations that a fire stopping system cannot accommodate must be fire 


stopped with a UL approved a system that meets the City of Chicago fire code and is approved by 


CCHHS.  


  


8.0 Grounding and Bonding  
1. The grounding and bonding infrastructure of a telecommunications installation is an essential part of 


telecommunications distribution system. The information in this section does not replace federal, state, 


local, or other codes, laws, and regulations.   


2. TMGB (Telecommunication Main Grounding Bus Bar) shall be located in the MDF (Main Distribution 


Frame). The TMGB shall be a minimum of ¼ thick, 4” wide, and 12” in length.  


3. TGB (Telecommunication Grounding Bus Bar) shall be located in TR’s. The TGB shall be a minimum of 


10” long and 2” wide by ¼ “thick.  


4. A TBB (Telecommunication Bonding Backbone) shall connect the TMGB (Telecommunication Main 


Grounding Bus Bar) and TGB (Telecommunication Grounding Bus Bar).  


5. All basket tray, ladder rack, equipment racks and or cabinets within the MDF and IDF shall be grounded/ 


bonded to the TMGB or TGB. A minimum size BC (bonding conductor) of 6 AWG shall be used.  


6. Bond and ground all metallic elements in the ER/TR such as equipment racks, housings, messenger 


cables, raceways, and rack-mounted conduit, cabinets, racks, and frames to the TGB with a minimum 


size # 6 AWG or greater green insulated copper grounding.   
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7. All conduits terminating to cable trays, wire ways and racks shall be mechanically fastened. 


When connected to a cable tray or rack it must be connected with ground bushings, wire bonded to the 


tray or rack, and grounded to the main building grounding system or telecommunication room grounding 


bar using a minimum size #6 AWG copper ground conductor. 


 


 


 


 


9.0 Labeling Standard  


1. The contractor shall label the entire communications cabling system for future maintainability and 


troubleshooting.  


2. All station cables shall be labeled at the faceplate, the patch panel jack or port, and the rear of the patch 


panel above or below the 110 punch down (for UTP) or jack or port position (fiber or coax) indicating 


location number.  


3. The contractor shall coordinate with CCHHS on the layout of the label.   


4. Handwritten labels are not acceptable.   


5. Both ends of the cable must label with a Brady type label with its permanent cable number  
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10.0 Testing and Documentation  


Acceptance testing shall be completed and documentation provided to CCHHS as soon as possible to 


permit the installation of networking equipment necessary to bring the building online for security and 


equipment monitoring systems.  


1. Provide installation testing of equipment where required by manufacturer’s installation instructions.  


2. Provide complete end to end testing for all copper and fiber optic systems/channels based on the 


latest applicable standards.  Document all testing and submit with final as-built submittal package.  


3. Before substantial completion and project acceptance inspection, submit test reports to the indicated 


scope of startup and operational tests, with results of testing for each specified operation.  


4. Transmission performance of structured cabling varies with length, connecting hardware, cords and a 


total number of connections.  The installer must take care to install the cabling components properly.  


To ensure that the installed structured cabling solution meets or exceeds the required performance it 


must be ‘tested’ or  


‘certified.’   


5. The requirements for each category of cabling (Cat5e, Cat6, or Cat6A) and optical fiber optics links 


are located in the ANSI/TIA-568 series standards.  


6. Test equipment must meet the requirements outlined in the ANSI/TIA-568 series Standard for Field 


Test Equipment. All Copper testers shall be Level III.  All fiber testers shall meet the requirements in 


ANSI/TIA-568.   


7. Field Power Meters shall meet the following:  


8. Accuracy ± 0.2 dB  


9. Resolution 0.01 dB  


10. Precision ± 0.15 dB  


11. The Field light source shall meet the following:  


12. Accuracy ±0.01 dB  


13. 850 ± 30 nm  


14. 1300 ± 50 nm  


15. 1310 ± 30 nm  


16. 1550 ± 30 nm   


17. The calibration on all test equipment shall be current.  The software in all test equipment shall be 


current.  
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The following manufacturer’s testers are approved.  


18. FLUKE  


1. DTX1800  


2. OptiFiber OTDR  


3. DTX-CLT CertiFiber Optical Loss Test Set  Ideal  


4. LanTEK II   


5. LANTEK 6/6A/7G  


6. FIBERTEK  


19. Or other test equipment approved by the Owner  


 


10.1 Documentation  
At a minimum, the data provided must include the following elements:  


1. Provide record plant documentation, including jack type Telecommunication Outlet (TO), jack 


location, circuit length, fiber riser cable lengths, and copper backbone cable lengths and any other 


information deemed to be useful.  


2. The documentation format(s) will be agreed upon between CCHHS and the contractor.  


3. Provide all documentation in electronic format.  


4. Cable routing.  


5. Riser and OSP cable, pair (count), locations, and final cable lengths.  


6. Supporting structures.  


7. Terminal locations and IDs.  


8. TR and terminal details.  


9. Pull box locations, elevations installed at and sizes.  


10. TO locations, label ID’s, types, and serving TR’s.  


     


11.0  Wireless  
CCHHS is responsible for maintenance of all 802.11AC wireless access points. The project is responsible 


for the installation of the horizontal infrastructure and cable necessary to support the wireless access 


points. The total number of access points and their locations cannot be finalized until a wireless survey is 


done. Wireless AP placement is deployed based upon user density not coverage, CCHHS plans for 100% 


coverage in all common areas. In addition to providing general coverage, special considerations need to 


be made in large public areas, classrooms, and conference rooms. Use the following chart to estimate the 


number of wireless locations necessary to provide coverage in these areas.  
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Minimum Signal RSSI  
-65 DBM by at least two access points at any given location within the coverage areas; This minimum 


RSSI must be based on a 5GHz band coverage.  


  


High-Density Locations  
A high client density location is defined as 50 or more devices in the same space.  


Calculating the number of AP’s in a high-density location is based on 2.5 devices per occupant, example 


conference room occupancy is 100 persons, 100x2.5 = 250 devices would require 5 AP’s. The wireless 


engineer will identify and calculate the high-density locations. The minimum RSSI may not be enough to 


provide the necessary WI-FI capacity/bandwidth, in such locations we plan for a maximum of 50 


wireless devices per access point, with the same standard of 2.5 devices per client.  


  


 


Training / Conference Rooms Access Points  
Number of Seats  Number of Access Points  


Up to 25 1  


26 to 50 2  


51 to 75 3  


                         76 to 100 4  


  


11.1 Infrastructure Requirements  
            The following infrastructure needs to be in place to support wireless access points.  


• basket tray.  


• In buildings that have dropped lay-in ceilings, the wireless location will be installed above the ceiling 


in a deep 4-11/16” x 4-11/16” box with a single gang trim ring.  


• In buildings with plenum ceilings, the wireless locations will be terminated as described in section 


2.6.1 in the ceiling flush with the finished ceiling height.  


• Installations in areas with nonstandard ceiling heights need to be coordinated with IT Services.  
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12.0  Security Systems  
It is the responsibility of CCHHS Security Office for the procurement and placement, of all 


Emergency Phones, Building Access Systems, and Security Cameras.  


 


12.1 Emergency Phones (Exterior)  
The installation of an emergency phone will require the following  


• Two (2) 1” conduits installed back into the building for each emergency phone.  


Looping of conduit between emergency phones is not acceptable.  


o One conduit is to be run back to the nearest electrical circuit panel and will require a 120v 


20amp circuit. o The other conduit must have a pathway to terminate directly into a TR. 


• Four (4) outdoor rated category 6 communications cables installed. To reach the camera mounted at 


the top of the e-phone it is necessary to leave 15’ of cable coiled within the e-phone.  


• CCHHS will work with the Department of Safety and Security to have a carrier provide voice circuit. 


It will be the responsibility of DSS for the circuit’s monthly charges.  


• Provide the concrete contractor with a J-Bolt pattern template along with the J-Bolts. NO 


SUBSTITUTIONS can be made. Installation shall be coordinated and approved by CCHHS.  


 


 


13.0 Training / Conference Rooms  


13.1 General  
All conference rooms will be equipped with an Audio and Video conferencing solution. The required 


solution for each room will be based on room size, height, and other factors.  An AV contractor will 


design each room in coordination with CCHHS HIS teams.  


13.2 Audio Visual  
Each identified room/location will consist of a Smart Board (or projector and screen if required) and used 


as an Audio and Video collaboration solution. The solution must be equipped with a whiteboard, wireless 


presentation, audio and video capabilities. Infrastructure cabling requirements shall be coordinated and 


approved by CCHHS and AV vendor. 


 


13.3 Wireless  
Each classroom or conference room will have at least one (1) 802.11 wireless access point. The access 


points will be installed as outlined in section 9.0. For the number of the access point to be installed in 
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each classroom please refer to the following table. Quantity and location shall be coordinated and 


approved by CCHHS wireless engineer.  


 


Minimum Signal RSSI  


-65 DBM by at least two access points at any given location within the coverage areas; TCCHHS 


minimum RSSI must be based on a 5GHz band coverage.  


  


High-Density Locations  


A high client density location is defined as 50 or more devices in the same space. Calculating the number 


of AP’s in a high-density location is based on 2.5 devices per occupant, example conference room 


occupancy is 100 persons, 100x2.5 = 250 devices would require 5 AP’s. The wireless engineer will 


identify and calculate the high-density locations. The minimum RSSI may not be enough to provide 


necessary Wi-Fi capacity/bandwidth, in such locations we plan for a maximum of 50 wireless devices per 


access point, with the same standard of 2.5 devices per client.  


  


 


14.0 Conduit Fill Ratio and Grounding  
  


14.1 Conduit Fill Capacity   
Conduit Fill Capacity 40%  


HIS Conduit fill ratio Chart  


Conduit Size  The number of Cables Allowed  


1”  4 


1 ¼”  7  


1 ½”  10  


2”  17  


2 ½”  30  


3”  45  


4”  75  
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14.2 Building Grounding and Bonding  
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14.3 Equipment Rack Grounding and Bonding  
1.  The grounding and bonding infrastructure of a telecommunications installation is an essential part of 


telecommunications distribution system. The information in this section does not replace federal, state, 


local, or other codes, laws, and regulations.   


2. TMGB (Telecommunication Main Grounding Bus Bar) shall be located in the MDF (Main Distribution 


Frame). The TMGB shall be a minimum of ¼ thick, 4” wide, and 12” in length.  


3. TGB (Telecommunication Grounding Bus Bar) shall be located in TR’s. The TGB shall be a minimum of 


10” long and 2” wide by ¼ “thick.  


4. A TBB (Telecommunication Bonding Backbone) shall connect the TMGB (Telecommunication Main 


Grounding Bus Bar) and TGB (Telecommunication Grounding Bus Bar).  


5. All basket tray, ladder rack, equipment racks and or cabinets within the MDF and IDF shall be grounded/ 


bonded to the TMGB or TGB. A minimum size BC (bonding conductor) of 6 AWG shall be used.  


6. Bond and ground all metallic elements in the ER/TR such as equipment racks, housings, messenger 


cables, raceways, and rack-mounted conduit, cabinets, racks, and frames to the TGB with a minimum 


size # 6 AWG or greater green insulated copper grounding.   


7. All conduits terminating to cable trays, wire ways, and racks shall be mechanically fastened. 


When connected to a cable tray or rack it must be connected with ground bushings, wire bonded to the 


tray or rack, and grounded to the main building grounding system or telecommunication room grounding 


bar using a minimum size #6 AWG copper ground conductor. 
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14.3 Telecommunication Room (TR) Audio and Video Elevations 
 All equipment layouts shall be reviewed with CCHHS team during field installation    
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These elevations are for reference ONLY. Design is still required. 
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To be provided by Contractor 


Typical A/V layout – (Small Room) 


 


SMALL CONFERENCE ROOM 


These elevations are for reference ONLY; Final design is required by A/V consultant. 
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 CCHHS Telecommunications Structured Cabling Guidelines and Specifications 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Typical A/V layout – (Large / Medium Room) 


 


MEDIUM/LARGE CONFERENCE 


ROOM 


These elevations are for reference ONL; Final design is required by A/V consultant. 


To be provided by Contractor 
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MEDIUM CONFERENCE ROOM 
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LARGE CONFERENCE ROOM 
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Executive Summary 
In accordance with the guidance found in NIST 800-53 and HIMSS Analytics EMRAM, CCHHS 


shall establish both primary and alternate telecommunications services including necessary agreements 


to permit the resumption of information system operations for essential missions and business 


functions when the primary telecommunications capabilities are unavailable to a site. 


This standard applies to telecommunications services (data and voice) for all CCHHS sites. 


Alternate telecommunications services reflect the continuity requirements in contingency plans to 


maintain essential missions/business functions despite the loss of primary telecommunications services.  


Mission and business criticality will vary based on the type of work being done at each site. 


CCHHS has categorized its sites into two classes: Class A and Class B. Class A sites provide highly critical 


services such as medical procedures that have no tolerance for loss of telecommunications services or 


the services necessary to enable this type of work. Class B sites require redundancy, but services are not 


as critical or have a higher tolerance for loss of telecommunications services to a site.  


CCHHS recognizes there will be instances in which a limitation prohibits the implementation of these 


standards. In these situations, the risk shall be reviewed and accepted by the Chief Information Officer 


and Deputy Chief Executive Officer, Operations. 


 


CCHHS Telecommunications Site Standards 
All sites shall have primary and alternate telecommunications service agreements from diverse 


vendors that contain priority of-service provisions in accordance with the site’s availability requirements 


(including recovery time objectives). Alternate telecommunications services may include, for example, 


additional organizational or commercial ground-based circuits/lines or satellites in lieu of ground based 


communications. CCHHS shall consider factors such as availability, quality of service, and access when 


entering into alternate telecommunications agreements.  


The objective of alternate telecommunications services are to reduce the likelihood of sharing a 


single point of failure with primary telecommunications services. CCHHS seeks to reduce common 


susceptibilities by minimizing shared infrastructure among telecommunications service providers and 


achieving sufficient geographic separation between services.  


Alternate telecommunications are part of CCHHS contingency planning and are not critical path 


items when opening a new site. While in many cases planning for the alternate telecommunications 


services during the design of a site is the most cost effective method of implementing the services, they 


can be added in parallel or even retroactively if necessary.   
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Class A Site Standards 
Class A sites provide highly critical services such as medical procedures that have no tolerance 


for loss of telecommunications services. 


 Recovery Time Objective: Primary and alternate circuits shall have a repair time SLA of 4 hours 


or less per circuit.  


 Availability Objective: Primary and alternate circuits shall have an SLA of at least 99.99% per 


month (4m, 23s).  


 Carrier Diversity: Primary and alternate telecommunications services shall be connected from 


separate network carriers. Primary telecommunications services shall be connected via fiber 


optic cabling. 


 Network Point of Presence Diversity: Primary and alternate telecommunications services shall 


be connected to separate network points of presence within the building. These connections 


shall use geographically separate pathways entering the building. The primary 


telecommunications service shall connect to the building’s primary NetPOP. The alternate 


telecommunications service shall connect inside a CCHHS telecommunications room and be 


placed on a 4x8 wall space with a ¾ fire rated plywood backboard and connect to a dedicated 30 


amp circuit on generator power. 


 Local Exchange Carrier Diversity: Primary and alternate telecommunications services shall be 


connected from separate Local Exchange Carriers.  


 Long Distance Diversity: Connectivity to separate Long Distance networks is preferred.  
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Class B Site Standards 
Class B sites provide services that are not as critical or have a higher tolerance for loss of 


telecommunications services.  


 Recovery Time Objective: When possible, primary and alternate circuits shall have a repair time 


SLA of 4 hours or less per circuit.  


 Availability Objective: When possible, primary and alternate circuits shall have an SLA of at least 


99.9% per month (43m, 49.7s).  


 Carrier Diversity: Primary and alternate telecommunications services shall be connected from 


separate network carriers. Primary telecommunications services shall be connected via fiber 


optic cabling.  


 Network Point of Presence Diversity: Primary and alternate telecommunications services shall 


be connected to separate network points of presence within the building. The primary 


telecommunications service shall connect to the building’s primary NetPOP. The alternate 


telecommunications service shall connect inside a CCHHS telecommunications room and be 


placed on a 4x8 wall space with a ¾ fire rated plywood backboard and connect to a dedicated 30 


amp circuit on generator power. 


 Local Exchange Carrier Diversity: Where possible, primary and alternate telecommunications 


services shall be connected from separate Local Exchange Carriers.  


 Long Distance Diversity: Connectivity to separate Long Distance networks is preferred.  
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Appendixes 
Appendix A: Sites by Class 
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Appendix A: Sites By Class 
 


Class A Sites 
 ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (VISTA) / CERNER ALTERNATE CIRCUIT) 


 CERMAK HEALTH SERVICES  


 HILLSIDE (BC/DR COSITE) 


 JOHN H. STROGER JR. HOSPITAL 


 OAK FOREST 


 PROVIDENT HOSPITAL  


 


Class B Sites 
 


 ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (VISTA) 


 AUSTIN  


 CHILDREN’S ADVOCACY  


 CORE CENTER  


 COTTAGE GROVE  


 COUNTY CARE  


 DAMEN  


 ENGLEWOOD  


 HOYNE  


 JUVENILE TEMPORARY DENTETION CENTER  


 LOGAN SQUARE  


 MATTESON  


 MORTON EAST  


 MT. SINAI PEDIATRIC SPECIALTY CLINIC  


 NEAR SOUTH  


 NORTH RIVERSIDE (CICERO) 


 PRIETO  


 ROBBINS  


 WOODLAWN 
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Version Control 
 


This section provides document control in alignment with best practices and standards.  


 Document Control  


Document number:   


Document title:   CCHHS Telecommunications Services Site Standards 


Document owner role:   


Document owner name:   Refer to the HIS Telecommunications Program, 312-864-
4357 or CCH-Helpdesk@cookcountyhhs.org for a current 
listing of process owner information. 


Document site:   HIS SharePoint Site   


 


Revisions  


Document revision: Cover page must match last date and revision. Contributors and approvers cannot 
be the same. Approval of controlled quality documentation shall be completed using the change 
management process by submitting a change request.  


Date  Version  Description  Contributors  Approvers  


9/12/18 1.00 Initial Release Bryan Pravel, Jerry 
Pagell, Robert Knox 


Dean Sorensen 
Donna R. Hart 
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JOHN H. STROGER, JR. HOSPITAL OF COOK COUNTY MANUAL 
 


DISASTER, FIRE, AND SAFETY MANUAL 
 
POLICY    


TITLE:                   CONSTRUCTION SAFETY STANDARDS 


 
POLICY 


NUMBER: 04-04-14 
 
DATE OF ORIGIN: 5/89 


REVIEWED & REVISED : 3/97, 2/00, 1/03, 12/05, 


11/08, 10/11, 7/12, 7/15 


 


I XI  CORE POLICY 


I   I  AREA SPECIFIC POLICY 


 
 


PAGE 1 OF 10 
 
POLICY: 


To ensure the safety of all patients, staff, and visitors of Stroger Hospital, the following safety standards 


are maintained in all areas of construction/renovation.  These standards will not vary between jobs to be 


performed by in-house tradesmen or external contractors. They are based on the City of Chicago, HCFA, 


NFPA, IDPH, and Joint Commission standards. 


 


AREAS AFFECTED: All Hospital staff. 


 


I. PROCEDURE 


All construction projects at John H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital of Cook County are administered through 


the assigned Project Representative or the Supervisor of Mechanics II.  The assigned Project 


Representative coordinates all projects dealing with outside Architectural/Engineering (A/E) firms 


or construction contractors with user department.  The Supervisor of Mechanics II coordinates all 


in-house trades with user departments on in-house projects. 


 


TABLE OF CONTENTS 


I.     PROCEDURE      Page 1 


II.    STANDARDS      Page 2 


Safety       Page 2     


Work Area Preparation    Page 4 


III.   INTERIM LIFE SAFETY MEASURES               Page 5 


IV.   INFECTION CONTROL    Page 5 


V.    RESPONSIBILITIES     Page 8 


FORM OF INSPECTION CHECK LIST   Page 10 


 


 


 


 


 
 
                          Signed copy in   


APPROVED:   Safety Office          CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER                 77/31/15 


   pf-237                     SIGNATURE                                TITLE                          DATE 
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The design phase of projects is coordinated by the assigned Project Representative.  The 


design for projects conforms to the standards set by the following: 


1. Illinois Department of Public Health 


2. City of Chicago 


3. Health Care Finance Administration 


4. The Joint Commission  


 


It is the responsibility of the A/E firm selected for each project to assure that the 


applicable standards are met.  Firm responsibility is set by contract.  The A/E will obtain 


all necessary reviews and approvals prior to construction documents being issued for 


building.   


 


The Project Representative coordinates with all user departments for necessary approvals 


that are related to project documents.  The Project Representative also coordinates 


obtaining the approval of the Director of Buildings and Grounds and other administrators 


as appropriate. 


 


II. STANDARDS 


During construction at John H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital of Cook County, the following 


standards are followed: 


SAFETY 


1. Fire exit pathways must be kept clear and fire doors must be operational at all 


times. 


2. All combustible debris is removed from construction areas at the end of each day. 


3. General Contractor to present a list of materials and tools to be brought to the site. 


 If use of any of the following, as listed below, is anticipated by any subcontractor, 


it must be approved in advance.  If it is not, any such materials must be removed 


from the site immediately.    


a. Compressed gas (acetylene, liquid petroleum gas, etc.) 


b. Flammable Liquids (painter thinners, acetone, solvents, etc.) 


4. Use of compressed gas cylinders must be approved by the Hospital before 


bringing them to site.  Storage and/or use of LPG in Stroger Hospital are 


strictly prohibited by the Chicago Fire Code. 


5. Compressed gas cylinders are chained to the wall or stored in an approved cart.  


Not to exceed one set per site and limited to a one day supply. 


6. LPG tanks are never to be stored in any Stroger Hospital building. 


7. Gasoline storage and/or use is not allowed in any Stroger Hospital building. 


8. Fueling machinery and or storage of is not allowed inside any Stroger Hospital 


building. 


9. The use of internal combustion engine driven machinery inside a Stroger Hospital 
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  Grounds Project Representative prior to use. 


10. Use of flammable liquids must have advance approval by the Safety Officer 


and the Buildings and Grounds Project Representative, and canisters must 


be inspected and tagged as inspected.  If tag is not apparent, such liquids will be 


removed. 


11. Flammable liquids are limited to a one day supply.  All excess must be stored 


in an ANSI/NFPA approved container inside an approved cabinet. 


12. All temporary construction partitions shall be constructed with non-combustible 


material with a minimum one hour fire rating. 


13. All construction areas, where corridor separations or vertical separations are 


breached and where dust or smoke may be generated, require temporary 


construction barriers that will be maintained smoke tight and constructed of non-


combustible material with a minimal one-hour fire rating. Minor repairs will not 


be considered as construction.  All perimeter doors will consist of a minimum 


Class “C” door in a metal frame with approved self closing device and latching.  


All fire rated drywall partitions shall have tight butt joints.  All major construction 


shall be separated from patients, visitors, and employees by a proper construction 


partition.  Only authorized Safety Department and Buildings and Grounds 


personnel are allowed into a construction area.  (Patients, visitors, and other 


staff are not permitted to occupy or have access to these areas.) Appropriate 


department heads will be notified to take corrective action if unauthorized staff is 


found in these areas.  Inspection and enforcement of this requirement is the joint 


responsibility of the Buildings and Grounds Department and the Safety 


Department. 


14. Where practical, all holes through fire or smoke barriers shall be properly sealed 


at the end of each work day.  Temporary fire stops shall be used where necessary 


(drywall placed over holes, etc.).  Noncombustible fire stops shall be used when 


necessary for covering penetrations temporarily to prevent fire spread.  (Drywall 


placed over holes overnight, etc.). No wood shall be used.  All penetrations in 


completed fire, corridor, electrical/communication closet walls, and floors must be 


sealed with U.L. rated fire safing materials. 


15. Where practical, tiles in suspended ceilings shall be replaced at the end of each 


work day. 


16. Adequate fire extinguisher must be present, visible, and accessible for use at 


all times.  All fire extinguishers shall have a current inspection tag and intact 


seal.  Proof of monthly inspection must be presented (NFPA10) to Safety 


Officer. 


17. Smoking is prohibited in all construction/renovation areas. 


18. The Buildings and Grounds Project Representative, Electrician Foreman, and 


Safety Officer must be notified before any work is initiated on any fire alarm or 
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19. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) must be maintained at work site and 


submitted to the Safety Officer before any chemical is used or stored on hospital 


premises.  Certain chemicals may not be allowed on the complex. 


20. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL ANY UTILITY BE SHUTDOWN 


WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION FROM THE BUILDINGS AND 


GROUNDS PROJECT REPRESENTATIVE.  REQUESTS FOR UTILITY 


SHUTDOWNS MUST BE MADE TEN (10) WORKDAYS IN ADVANCE.  


For further information, refer to Buildings and Grounds policy #02.03.07.1. 


21. Work near any component of the fire alarm system must be done with caution. 


22. Smoke detectors shall be covered with paper bags or covers provided by the 


Electric Shop to keep out dust.  The bags or covers shall be removed at the end of 


each work day. 


23. Operations that produce large amounts of airborne dust (drilling, sanding) must be 


reported to the Buildings and Grounds Project Representative and Safety Officer 


before beginning such operations. 


24. No cutting, welding, or use of open flame is permitted when any component of the 


fire protection system (sprinklers, standpipes, or fire pump) has been shut down in 


the area or building. 


25. Operations which produce smoke and/or fumes inside a Stroger Hospital building 


will require proper ventilation by means of smoke ejectors.  Any such operations 


must be approved by the Project Representative before work begins, to ensure that 


all workmen are aware of proper procedures to be followed. This shall apply on 


each and every occurrence on any project. 


26. All welding or use of open flame equipment shall require a burn permit from 


Buildings and Grounds.  Yellow copy of permit must be displayed near area 


of work. 


 


WORK AREA PREPARATION 


A. Remove combustible materials for a minimum radius of 20 feet.  


Where impractical, combustibles shall be protected with flameproof 


covers or shielded with metal or drywall and tagged as inspected. 


B. Openings or cracks in walls, floors, or ducts within 20 feet of the work 


site shall be tightly covered to prevent the passage of sparks and 


smoke to adjacent areas. 


C. Fully charged and operable fire extinguisher, pressurized water, or 


water pump type, shall be provided and within reach. 


D. Special precautions shall be taken to avoid accidental operation of 


automatic fire detection systems. 


 


For permit approval, or additional information contact the Buildings and  
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27. No construction will be permitted which will compromise existing smoke/fire 


compartmentation, building construction, room separation, and/or vertical fire 


separations. 


28. Proper evidence of insurance and coverage by acceptable carrier(s), as required by 


the County of Cook, shall be provided by all contractors and subcontractors, to the 


Department of Risk Management. 


28. Responsibility for the monitoring of the construction site will be that of the 


Buildings and Grounds Project Representative and Safety Officer.  Reporting of 


any unsafe conditions shall be made to the Director of Buildings and Grounds and 


the Safety Officer.  Appropriate follow-up shall be made and reported to ensure 


correction of all unsafe conditions. 


30. Electrical Tools or Equipment 


a. All electrical equipment (saws, drills, etc) must have been approved by an 


electrical safety testing laboratory recognized by the City of Chicago. 


b. Electrical tools or equipment with damaged plugs or cords shall not be 


allowed in the hospital.  No spliced cords will be allowed. 


c. Use of red (Emergency) outlets for construction activities is strictly 


prohibited. 


 


III. INTERIM LIFE SAFETY MEASURES 


All contractor personnel engaged in minor construction, renovation, demolition, or 


modifications to a health care facility shall comply with the Interim Life Safety Measures 


as described in the NFPA 101 Life Safety Code (current edition) and NFPA 241 standard 


for “Safeguarding Construction, Alteration, and Demolition Operations” (current edition) 


and John H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital of Cook County Policy—Interim Life Safety Measures 


#04-04-12. 


 


IV. INFECTION CONTROL 


A. Infection Control issues shall be addressed early in the predesign and 


programming phase of the project.  Construction workers shall be trained as 


to the infection control requirements.  The construction activity shall be 


monitored for compliance with these guidelines. 


B. Dust and Debris Control 


1. Sharps containers shall be removed by Nursing before the start of the 


project.  Infectious Waste Containers shall be removed by Environmental 


Services prior to the start of the project. 


2. Barrier systems: The construction area shall be isolated with 


appropriate barriers by the contractor, as the project specifications 


require.  Small, short duration projects generating minimal dust may use 


plastic sheeting, but shall be sealed at full ceiling height with at least 2-
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   a zippered opening fully adhered to the plastic sheeting.  Any project that  


   produces moderate to high levels of dust shall require rigid, dust-proof,  


   and 1 hour fire-related barrier walls with caulked joints for a tight seal.   


   Large, dusty projects shall have an entry vestibule for clothing changes and 


   tool storage.  The entry area should have gasketed door frames; tight seals  


   should be maintained at the full perimeter of wall and wall penetrations.   


   An interim plastic dust barrier may be required to protect the area while  


   the rigid impervious barrier is being constructed.  Cleaning is required at  


   completion of the barrier construction. 


3. Traffic control: Designated entry and exit procedures shall be defined 


in the project specifications.  Egress paths shall be free of debris; 


designated elevators shall be used during scheduled times; and only 


authorized personnel shall be allowed to enter the construction zone.  


Signage shall be provided to direct pedestrian traffic away from the 


construction area. 


4. Demolition: Debris shall be removed daily in carts with tightly fitted 


covers, using preapproved designated traffic routes.  Use of elevators shall 


be preapproved and shall be limited to periods of the lowest patient 


activities.   


5. Exterior windows: Windows shall be covered and sealed to minimize 


infiltration from excavation debris.  Exterior construction shall be 


evaluated and monitored to assure that dust does not infiltrate patient 


areas. 


C. Ventilation and Environmental Control 


1. Air system flow: Contractor shall determine, prior to construction, whether 


the construction area uses fresh/outside or re-circulated air; filters shall be 


added and/or return vents covered as needed with filter material or plastic. 


 Air must flow from clean to dirty areas. 


2. Negative air pressure: The air within the construction area must be 


negative with respect to surrounding areas and with no disruption of 


ventilation system of adjacent areas.  Constant negative pressure within 


the zone shall be maintained and monitored by the contractor.  Exhaust 


from construction air shall be directed outside with no re-circulation if 


possible.  If the exhaust must tie into a re-circulation air system, a 75% 


pre-filter and high efficiency filter (95%) shall be used before exhaust to 


prevent contamination of the ducts.  Fans shall be turned off before 


opening ductwork, and necessary interruptions (e.g. fire drills) shall be 


planned to minimize risk.  The contractor shall provide weekly reports of 


air pressure monitoring. 


3. Adjacent areas: The status of sealed penetrations and intact ceilings shall 
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4. Air exchange rates and pressure relationships: Contractor shall verify prior 


to start of work that the facility can: 


a. Maintain proper rates in critical areas near construction activity. 


b. Ensure air is not being re-circulated without filtration from the 


construction area elsewhere. 


c. Project specifications shall specify the contractor as responsible for 


the testing of air pressure throughout the project duration at a 


frequency specified by the Department of Infection Control. 


5. Vibration or disturbances: Drilling and other sources of vibration have 


potential to dislodge dust collected above suspended or 


false ceilings; vibrations loosen corrosion within water 


pipes as well.  Project specifications shall require 


vacuuming of affected areas (such as above ceilings) and 


flushing debris from water systems by the contractor before 


reoccupancy.  


6. Planning must consider risks of disruption or complete loss of utilities 


in such areas as isolation rooms.  Both visual cues and particulate air 


monitoring shall be implemented by the Infection Control Department.  


The type and frequency of monitoring, evaluation of results, and follow-up 


action by designated parties are essential to planning.  Temporary exhaust 


fans and/or fans which provide negative pressure to the construction site 


shall be connected to emergency power. 


7. Air intakes shall be monitored for the effects of dust from exterior 


construction.  Air filters shall be checked and changed more regularly to 


assure cleanliness of fresh air.   


D. Contamination of patient rooms, supplies, equipment, and related areas 


1. Worksite garb: Contractor personnel’s clothing shall be free of loose soil 


and debris before leaving the construction area.  If protective apparel is not 


worn, a HEPA-filtered vacuum shall be used to remove dust from clothing 


before leaving the barricade.  Personal protective equipment (e.g. face 


shields, gloves, respirators) is to be worn as appropriate.  Contractors 


entering invasive procedure areas shall be provided with disposable jump 


suits and head covering provided by hospital.  Protective clothing shall be 


removed before exiting the work area.  Tools and equipment should be 


damp wiped before entry and exit from the work areas. 


2. Barriers around construction shall be monitored to maintain continuous 


protection of in-use patient care areas.  Patient doors adjacent to 


construction area should be kept closed, with appropriate traffic control. 


3. Use only designated areas for storage of construction materials. 
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4. Contractor cleaning: The construction zones shall be maintained in a neat 


and clean manner by contractors and swept or HEPA-vacuumed daily, or 


more frequently as needed to minimize dust.  Adjacent areas shall be damp 


mopped daily or more frequently as needed.  Walk-off mats shall be in 


place to minimize tracking of heavy dirt and dust from construction area.   


5. All water damage, ceiling tile, drywall or other material shall not be reused 


and must be removed from the construction site immediately. 


6. Prior to start of construction, the Infection Control Department shall  


 evaluate each planned construction site to determine the need for  


 relocation of patients or the restriction of high risk admissions and/or  


 procedures during construction.   


 


V. RESPONSIBILITIES  


 


BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 


PROJECT REPRESENTATIVE 


AND SAFETY OFFICER:   Will present and discuss a summary of the 


Hospital’s safety concerns to a 


preconstruction meeting with contractor’s 


Project Manager and Superintendent prior to 


the start of any construction/renovation. 


 


SAFETY OFFICER:    Each day every construction/renovation area 


will be surveyed to ensure that a safe 


environment has been established and 


maintained.  A copy of the inspection form 


is attached to this policy. 


 


BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 


SUPERVISOR OF MECHANICS II/ 


SHOP FOREMEN:    Will ensure that these safety standards are 


adhered for in-house project construction 


sites. 


 


Will provide a copy of the safety standards 


with signature of each employee attesting 


that he/she has received and read the 


document.  No badge is given to any 


employee who has not been trained on the 


document. 
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ALL HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT 


HEADS:     Will ensure that Buildings and Grounds and 


the Safety Department are notified of all 


proposed and pending equipment 


installations, communication/data 


installations, and modifications to any space 


within the Hospital Buildings. 


 


Will ensure that no work will start by 


outside contractor without prior written 


approval from Buildings and Grounds and 


the Safety Department. 
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John H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital of Cook County Safety Officer’s Construction Site Inspection Check List 


Project Title:________________________  Starting Date:_______________ Projected Completion Date:_____________ 


Location:___________________________  General Contractor:________________________________ 


Contact Name and Numbers:_________________________________________________________   


 
 
DATE INSPECTED: Month              Year                         Date: 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Exits free and unobstructed for non construction personnel? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Means of egress in construction areas are free and unobstructed? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Fire alarm, detection and suppression systems are 


unimpaired/unblocked? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Above temporary & equivalent systems in place?  If yes, tested 


and inspected monthly? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Temporary partitions are smoke and dust tight and of 


noncombustible material? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
No smoking or evidence of smoking? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Good housekeeping and debris removal? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Proper fire extinguishers?   Accessible? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Proper signage, (no smoking, emergency numbers, construction 


area, etc.,)? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Flammable liquids and gas cylinders properly stored? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Electrical outlets, boxes, extension cords in proper condition? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Penetrations are sealed in walls and floor. 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Construction site under negative air flow. 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
HVAC vents sealed or filtered. 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Fire/Safety Violation issued?         YES/NO 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Initials of person completing inspection: 
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M.O.P Sample

		Insert Company Logo

		JOB SITE NAME: 				Stroger Hospital Clinic Reconfiguration Project																				Ref Number:						JHS 001

		Method of Procedure (MOP)

		Document to be developed / populated and submitted for review prior to commencing work in any new space. Copy of this document to be placed visibly on site with all other necessary permits required to commence work.

		Date:				01.01.2018												Facilities Engineer:  						Sy Hickey

		Campus Building:				JH Stroger												Emergency Contact #						XXX-XXX-XXXX

		Contractor: 				Smith Construction												Floor:  						4

		Contact Name:  				John Smith												Affected Dept.(s): 						OBGYNE, NICU

		Phone Number:				XXX-XXX-XXXX

		Est Daily Crew #s:  				10 to 15												Affected Room(s):						4456, 4457, 4458

		Description of work being performed:  

		Demolition and construction of new clinic space. 







		Note any major construction activities:   (Note mitigation methods)

		Work will require temporary Air handling unit shutdown to affected area. Work will also require coring through to lower floor for supply / drainage piping. This work will be coordinated with the affected user groups, building + grounds Life safety and infection control prior to starting work







		Other areas affected by this work:   (Note mitigation methods)

		Access to room # will be temporarily impeded - this work will be scheduled for the evening so as to avoid disruption





		Anticip. Start Date:				1/15/18				Time:		7:00am						Anticipated Completion:						10/15/18								Time:		5:00pm

		Duration of Work activity: 								10		Months

		Pre Start Check List

										Y		N										Y		N										Y		N

		Hot Work Permits Required?  										X		PCRA Complete?								X				Scrubber Log Prepared								X

		Confined Work Permits Req? 										X		ILSM Complete?								X				MSDS Sheets provided								X

		Utility Outage form required?  								X				Lock / Tag outs Req?								X				Area walk complete								X

		ICRA Permit completed? 								X				Sprinkler Shut off Req?								X				Temp signage Req?								X

		Fire Alarm Disables Req?  								X				AHU Shut downs Req?										X

		Prepare, submit and update documents as and when necessary. Include copies in document package on work site

		Safety Issues, Environmental, Noise Levels, Vibration, Odor, Etc.:  (Note mitigation methods)

		Dust generation, work will be performed in an enclosed environment, under negative pressure. Air will be filtered using a HEPA Filter. All necessary PPE Will be worn in space - this includes hard hats, Safety Glasses. Minimal Noise and vibration expected - any loud noise / vibration activities will be planned for "off hours"







		Additional comments:

		Pump #'s 3 + 4 have been locked/ Tagged out by Smith construction and Building + Grounds, Sprinkler shutdowns to be coordinated with Hospital Building + Grounds and Life Safety







		Submitted by:  John Smith																		Date: 1/1/18



		Reviewed by:      (Initials)

		Construction MNGR:						CS		Building + Grounds:								PK		Life Safety Officer:						LB





M.O.P 



		JOB SITE NAME: 																								Ref Number:

		Method of Procedure (MOP)

		Document to be developed / populated and submitted for review prior to commencing work in any new space. Copy of this document to be placed visibly on site with all other necessary permits required to commence work.

		Date:																Facilities Engineer:  

		Campus Building:																Emergency Contact #

		Contractor: 																Floor:  

		Contact Name:  																Affected Dept.(s): 

		Phone Number:

		Est Daily Crew #s:  																Affected Room(s):

		Description of work being performed:  









		Note any major construction activities:   (Note mitigation methods)









		Other areas affected by this work:   (Note mitigation methods)







		Anticip. Start Date:								Time:								Anticipated Completion:														Time:

		Duration of Work activity: 

		Pre Start Check List

										Y		N										Y		N										Y		N

		Hot Work Permits Required?  												PCRA Complete?												Scrubber Log Prepared

		Confined Work Permits Req? 												ILSM Complete?												MSDS Sheets provided

		Utility Outage form required?  												Lock / Tag outs Req?												Area walk complete

		ICRA Permit completed? 												Sprinkler Shut off Req?												Temp signage Req?

		Fire Alarm Disables Req?  												AHU Shut downs Req?

		Prepare, submit and update documents as and when necessary. Include copies in document package on work site

		Safety Issues, Environmental, Noise Levels, Vibration, Odor, Etc.:  (Note mitigation methods)









		Additional comments:









		Submitted by:  																						Date: 

		Reviewed by:        (Initials)

		Construction MNGR:								Building + Grounds:										Life Safety Officer:





Hot Work Permit



		HOT WORK PERMIT

		Site: 		 Stroger Hospital - Clean Steam Piping						REF No:		(LL-001)

		Requestor of Permit:  						Contractor:

		Hot Work Location:

		Duration of Permit Date: 								Time:

		Thru/Date:								Time:

		Nature of Work:

		The person requesting the permit and a person authorized to issue a permit shall check the following items within at least 35 feet of the proposed work area and resolve any problems prior to issuing the permit.

		ITEMS TO BE INSPECTED PRIOR TO THE START OF HOT WORK 

												Yes		No		N/A				 

		General condition of area housekeeping.

		Necessary equipment tagged out of service

		Fire protection system in service.

		Remove all flammable and combustible materials.

		Remove or cover flammable and combustible liquid storage cabinets and containers.

		Sweep or vacuum away all combustible dusts. Wet the area down after it is cleaned.

		Check area for combustible vapors ______%.

		Clean containers and/or purge or inert any piping or vessels prior to welding, cutting, or heating (if they are used to transport or store flammables or combustibles).

		Opening in floors or walls shall be covered to contain sparks and hot slag.

		Firewatch equipped with a fire extinguisher and instructed to stay in the area for a minimum of 30 minutes after the work is complete.

		Work area barricaded or roped off if necessary and protection for other workers in place for any falling sparks

		Check the communications in the area (phones, radios).

		Notify the watch engineer or appropriate operations area supervision.

		All hot work personnel trained on site specific hot work procedures and fire suppression duties.

		PERMIT AUTHORIZATION AND COMPLETION SIGNATURES

		Signature of Permit Requestor 								Date:



		Signature of Permit Authorizer 								Date:



										Date:

		Verification Signature (above) of Requestor Confirms that All Permit Requirements Have Been Completed 

		THIS PERMIT IS VALID FOR NO MORE THAN 8 HOURS

		NOTE: This permit may be revoked at any time for any reason





Fire Alarm Notice



		FIRE ALARM DISABLE REQUEST                            24 HOUR NOTICE REQUIRED 

		REF No:												DATE:

		Building: 										Project:

		Floor:										Contractor:

		Areas:										Contact:

		B+G Contact:										Contractor Tel #:

		ROOM (S): 

		(PLEASE INDICATE ABOVE, THE NAME OF UNIT, CLINIC OR AREA INVOLVED; I.E. ORTHOPEDIC CLINIC, NICU, CAFETERIA, RADIOLOGY ETC.) 

		Date of Disable: 										Time of Disable:

		Date to Enable: 										Time to Enable: 

						Yes 		No		B+G Daily Disable/ Enable Contact #

		Will this be required daily

		If Daily - Contractor to contact B+G using the number noted above, prior to starting work on the day to deactivate and again once work is complete at the end of the day to reactivate.



		Reason for Disable: (NOTE: The following work to be completed MAY result in the fire alarms being triggered)



		THIS REQUEST MUST BE DELIVERED TO THE MEDICAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT OR PLANT OPERATIONS AT LEAST ONE WORKING DAY PRIOR TO THE SHUT DOWN OF THE FIRE ALARM ZONE(S).  MONDAY DISABLES MUST BE TURNED IN THE PROCEEDING FRIDAY BY 12:00 NOON.  ZONES ARE DISABLED BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 6:30 AM TO 3:30 PM ONLY. 

		Person accepting responsibility of disabled zone(s) and notification of zone occupants while area is disabled

		Name: 		 (Sy Hickey)

		Company / Department:				 (Stroger Building & Grounds Department)

		Campus Extension of Emergency contact number: 										(XXXXX) Once Established 



		Submitted by: 												Phone: 		XXX-XXX-XXXX

																 



Building 
Floor 
Area 
Room 



Confined space Permit

				           CONFINED SPACE ENTRY PERMIT SUPPLEMENT (complete both sides)     																		PERMIT # 

				                                                                                                                                                                    (This permit is valid for one shift not to exceed 12 hours. Approval required for permit extension.)



				1.  Work to be Performed

				Date issued:                                    Time issued:                                     Date expires:                                   Time Expires:

				Performing Company:                                                      Issuing Company:                                                 

				Contact Name:                                                                 Contact Name:                                                                

				Contact Name Cell #:                                                        Contact Name Cell #:                                                                



				Purpose of Entry/ Scope of Work:



				MSDS's have been reviewed?              Yes                N/A

				2.  Location/Space

				Building:						    Floor:								Location:

				Space to Be Entered:

				3.  Personnel              

				Qualified Entry Supervisor:												Qualified Authorized Entrants:

				Qualified Entry Supervisor:												Qualified Authorized Entrants:

				Qualified Standby Attendant:												Qualified Authorized Entrants:

				Qualified Standby Attendant:												Qualified Authorized Entrants:

				4.  Specialized Training, PPE and Emergency Equipment - Confirm the following requirements are reviewed / completed

						Yes		N/A		Permit Issuer Initials		Permit Recipient Initials		Precautions/Restrictions/Comments

				Entry training

				Attendant training

				PPE training

				Testing of monitoring equipment

				Lighting (explosion proof)

				Protective clothing

				Respirators

				Breathing Apparatus

				Retrieval Equipment

				Safety harnesses and life-lines

				Ventilation Equipment:

				5.  Space Preparation Requirements - Confirm the following requirements are reviewed / completed

				VESSEL OR SPACE PREPARATION REQUIREMENTS		Yes		N/A		Permit Issuer Initials		Permit Recipient Initials		Precautions/Restrictions/Comments

				Source isolation

				Energy isolation

				Disconnect Lines

				Drain, Flush, Clean

				Purged - flush and vent

				Exhausting

				Ventilation

				6.   Atmospheric Conditions (Periodic Monitoring is Required Every Hour Unless Specified Otherwise)

				 Testing Conducted  /  Monitoring Type: Continuous     Periodic														Comments/Notes:

				Time		O2				LEL		Other		Other		Tester's		Use additional page  if needed to log tests

						(19-5% - 23.5%)				(< 10%)						Initials

				Pre-Entry

				Re-Check

				Re-Check

				Re-Check

				Re-Check

				Re-Check

				Re-Check

				Re-Check

				Re-Check

				Re-Check

				Re-Check

				Re-Check

				Re-Check

				Instrument Used:								Type:				Calibration Date:

				7.  Communication

				Methods of communication for attendant with entrants (circle or indicate):  Visual    Voice    Radio    Cell Phone    Other:

				Communication With Rescue Service (Circle one)                         Radio                              Telephone

				Rescue Company										Contact

				Rescue Procedures

				Verified that Rescue Service/Team is available for the duration of the entry. (Circle one)                                 Yes                No 



				On-Site Rescue Equipment Required has been checked (Circle one):                                                                Yes                No

				Simultaneous Operations and other relevant personnel have been informed of the hazards, impact and status of all work which may affect their operations or other ongoing work.   (Circle all that apply)      Yes      No          Verbal            Written

				8.  Signatures:

										                                           Print Name						                                                                                                Signature

				Entry Supervisor:

				Permit Recipient:

				Permit Recipient Supervisor:

				Contractor:

				Permit Reviewer:

				Permit Extension Time Issued:          						      Time Expires:						PR Initials:						PI Initials:

				Compliance (circle one)								       Compliant				Compliance (circle one)						                           Compliant

				Inspection Time:                   Insp by:                              Non-Compliant												Inspection Time:                Insp by:                              Non-Compliant                     

				                                                                                                                                                                             This permit must be posted/available at the site of the confined space entry for the duration of the entry.

				9.  Entry Permit Completion

				Is Work Complete:		Y		N								Date:						Time:

				Note any problems identified during completion of task:

				10.  Permit Closure

				Recipient Supervisor:                                            Issuing Supervisor:                                              Date:                        Time:
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                                                                                                                                                                    (This permit is valid for one shift not to exceed 12 hours. 


Approval required


 for permit extension.)


           CONFINED SPACE ENTRY PERMIT SUPPLEMENT


 (complete both sides)     


1.  Work to be Performed


Date issued:                                    Time issued:                                     Date expires:                                   Time Expires:


Performing Company:                                                      Issuing Company:                                                 



G702

		APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION FOR PAYMENT												AIA DOCUMENT G702						PAGE ONE OF								PAGES

		TO OWNER:						PROJECT:								APPLICATION NO:						Distribution to:

																								OWNER

																								ARCHITECT

																PERIOD TO:								CONTRACTOR

		FROM CONTRACTOR:						VIA ARCHITECT:

																PROJECT NOS:

		CONTRACT FOR:														CONTRACT DATE:

		CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT												The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge,

		Application is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with the Contract.												information and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been

		Continuation Sheet, AIA Document G703, is attached.												completed in accordance with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by

														the Contractor for Work for which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and

														payments received from the Owner, and that current payment shown herein is now due.

		1.  ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM						$

		2.  Net change by Change Orders						$						CONTRACTOR:

		3.  CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 ± 2)                                        $						$		0.00

		4.  TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO						$

		DATE       (Column G on G703)												By:								Date:

		5.  RETAINAGE:

		a.				% of Completed Work                 $								State of:				Illinois		County of:								XXXXX

				(Column D + E on G703)										Subscribed and sworn to before me this						day of								1/1/01

		b.				% of Stored Material                   $								Notary Public:

				(Column F on G703)										My Commission expires:

		Total Retainage (Lines 5a + 5b or

				Total in Column I of G703)				$		0.00				ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT

		6.  TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE						$		0.00				In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data

				(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total)										comprising the application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of  the

		7.  LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR												Architect's knowledge, information and belief the Work has progressed as indicated,

		PAYMENT (Line 6 from prior Certificate)						$						the quality of the Work is in accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor

		8.  CURRENT PAYMENT DUE						$		0.00				is entitled to payment of the AMOUNT CERTIFIED.

		9.  BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE                     $								0.00

				(Line 3 less Line 6)										AMOUNT CERTIFIED . . . . . . . . . . . $

		CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY						ADDITIONS		DEDUCTIONS				(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this

		Total changes approved												Application and onthe Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)

		in previous months by Owner												ARCHITECT:

		Total approved this Month												By:								Date:

		TOTALS						$0.00		$0.00				This Certificate is not negotiable.  The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the

														Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without

		NET CHANGES by Change Order						$0.00						prejudice to any rights of the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.

		AIA DOCUMENT G702 · APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION FOR PAYMENT · 1992 EDITION · AIA  · ©1992												THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVE., N.W., WASHINGTON, DC 20006-5292

		Users may obtain validation of this document by requesting a completed AIA Document D401 - Certification of Document's Authenticity from the Licensee.





G703

				CONTINUATION SHEET								AIA DOCUMENT G703								PAGE   OF   PAGES																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																		/WGPD

				AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATION FOR PAYMENT, containing														APPLICATION NO:																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																				/wir.{d 25}~{r 6}/cf~~{L 6}~

				Contractor's signed certification is attached.														APPLICATION DATE:																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																				/wgpe

				In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar.														PERIOD TO:																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																				/ru.{d 26}

				Use Column I on Contracts where variable retainage for line items may apply.														ARCHITECT'S PROJECT NO:																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																				{L 5}

																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																						{L 9}

				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				H		I																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																/ru.{d 26}~

				ITEM		DESCRIPTION OF WORK		SCHEDULED		WORK COMPLETED				MATERIALS		TOTAL		%		BALANCE		RETAINAGE

				NO.				VALUE		FROM PREVIOUS		THIS PERIOD		PRESENTLY		COMPLETED		(G ÷ C)		TO FINISH		(IF VARIABLE

										APPLICATION				STORED		AND STORED				(C - G)		RATE)

										(D + E)				(NOT IN		TO DATE

														D OR E)		(D+E+F)

				1		Excavation & Foundation Concrete										$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

				2		Site Utilities										$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

				3		Site Concrete & Paving										$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

				4		Landscaping & Irrigation										$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

				5		Masonry										$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

				6		Structural Steel & Misc. Metalsl										$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

				7		Rough Carpentry										$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

				8		Roofing										$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

				9		Caulking										$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

				10		Insulation										$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

				11		Etc.										$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		0.00%		$0.00

																$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

						GRAND TOTALS		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Users may obtain validation of this document by requesting of the license a completed AIA Document D401 - Certification of Document's Authenticity



&L&"Arial"&6AIA DOCUMENT G703 · CONTINUATION SHEET FOR G702 · 1992 EDITION · AIA · ©1992
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W. WASHINGTON, D.C.  20006-5232&R&"Arial"&8&BG703-1992
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  8.18 2017 


CONTRACTOR/CONSULTANT BADGING PROCESS 
 
A contractor/consultant (referred to as contractor) is defined as a non-CCHHS employee working on-site at any 
CCHHS facility five (5) or more days in a calendar year. This classification of non-CCHHS employees is required to 
have a badge. These badges are referred to as ‘yellow’ badges. The attached documents outline the steps 
necessary to obtain a yellow badge. A contractor must receive a yellow badge through the CCHHS Human 
Resources department (CCHHS HR). A contractor failing to maintain a current yellow badge or using a temporary 
badge that has not been issued by CCHHS HR may be subject to revocation of privileges to work at CCHHS 
facilities. It is mandatory that all CCHHS contractors follow the steps outlined in the attached documents. 
 
Internally, this packet is intended for use by CCHHS departments for badging contractors only. It is not for use in 
badging CCHHS employees, volunteers, researchers, residents, students, fellows or interns.   
 
There are three (3) steps that must be completed to obtain a yellow badge to work at any CCHHS facility.  Steps 1 
and 2 can be completed simultaneously.  


1. Set up a GHX/Vendormate (referred to as Vendormate) account for the company and each contractor. 
a. Vendormate manages the CCHHS contractor background check, medical clearance; and 


credentialing and compliance monitoring system. 
b. CCHHS requires contractors to upload the original medical and drug screen clearance 


documents from the medical provider.  CCHHS DOES NOT ACCEPT Letters of Attestation for 
these clearances. 


2. Complete the CCHHS Non-Employee Badging Form. 
a. This document is approved by the CCHHS department head, manager or their designee 


responsible for managing the CCHHS relationship with the company and contractor. It should 
be completed and uploaded to Vendormate as early as possible the badging process. 


3. Attend CCHHS Contractor Orientation 
a. Orientation is held every two (2) weeks on Mondays starting at 7:00 AM.  


b. Steps 1 and 2 must be completed and approval by CCHHS HR in place to attend orientation. 


 
Contractor Requesting a Badge for the First Time through the Vendormate Process 
To ensure the contractor can meet the required start date, it is recommended the steps referenced above and 
outlined in the attached documents are initiated at least 30 days in advance of the contractor’s start date at 
CCHHS.  
 
New contractors must attend an on-site CCHHS contractor orientation. Orientation will be scheduled only after all 
documentation has been approved the Human Resources department. Approval to attend orientation must be in 
place by 3 pm on the Wednesday before the orientation date. You will receive notification, via email, from CCHHS 
HR that you are approved to attend Orientation with all necessary information for attendance.  
 
Renewals 
Whether a contractor has previously registered in Vendormate will determine which process to follow.  


A. Current contractor renewing for the first time utilizing Vendormate must follow the process outlined for a 
new to CCHHS contractor; or 


B. Current contractor with existing Vendormate account. 
a. Provide medical clearances as outlined in the attached process document.  


b. Complete the CCHHS Non-Employee Badging Form. 
  


We appreciate your attention to this critical requirement. If you have any questions or need additional information:  


• Lisa Capozzi, CCHHS Human Resources, at 312-864-2927 or lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org  


• GHX/Vendormate at 800-968-7449 or http://ghx.com/solutions/supplier-products/vendormate-credentialing/ 
 


Attached CCHHS Documents: 


• Process For Contractor Approval  


• Non-Employee Badging Form 


• 2017 Orientation Schedule 


• Sample Orientation Agenda  


• Identification Badge Policy 


• Mandatory Influenza Vaccine for Personnel 



mailto:lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org

http://ghx.com/solutions/supplier-products/vendormate-credentialing/
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CONTRACTOR BADGING PROCESS 


GENERAL INFORMATION 
This packet is set up for contractor companies and their employees to use as a tool in navigating the steps to obtain a CCHHS non-employee badge. 
This classification of badges is referred to as a yellow badge. A contractor cannot receive a yellow badge and begin their work engagement without 
successfully completing the background and medical clearances, orientation and badging process. It is recommended that Steps 1 and 2 are 
completed simultaneously. A contractor failing to maintain a current yellow badge may be subject to revocation of privileges to work at CCHHS 
facilities.  
 
Internally, this packet is intended for use by CCHHS departments for badging non-CCHHS employees only. It is not intended for use in badging 
CCHHS new or existing employees, volunteers, researchers, residents, students, fellows or interns.   
 
Approval for a contractor to attend orientation cannot be granted until all document clearances have been issued by CCHHS HR. Registration for 
orientation closes at 3 pm on the Wednesday before the actual date. After that time, the contractor will be slotted to attend the next scheduled 
orientation.  
 
If you have questions, please contact Lisa Capozzi, CCHHS Human Resources, at 312-864-2927 or lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org 
 
DEFINITIONS 


TERM  DEFINITION 
Company The company refers to the non-CCHHS entity, business, company or corporation supplying on-site 


services and/or their employees to any clinical or non-clinical CCHHS department and/or at any 
CCHHS facility. 


Contractor Contractor refers to an individual employed by a company (as defined above) to provide services as 
contractors and consultants. These individuals are non-CCHHS employees who provide services to 
and/or work on-site at any CCHHS facility, clinic or hospital five (5) or more days in a calendar year. 
Vendormate refers to these individuals as ‘reps’. 


Company Job Description The job description provided by the company (as defined above) for the services and/or work the 
contractor will provide to CCHHS. 


Vendormate Vendormate is a subsidiary of GHX/Vendormate. GHX/Vendormate manages the CCHHS 
contractor/consultant background check, medical clearance; and credentialing and compliance 
monitoring system. It provides the online platform for companies and their employees to upload the 
necessary documentation to begin the vetting process and maintain the necessary clearances as 
the 1st step in the CCHHS non-employee badging process. 


Yellow Badge The badge used by this classification of non-employees.     
CCHHS HR CCHHS Human Resources Department 
CCHHS Department The CCHHS clinical or non-clinical department where the company has its employees working. 
CCHHS Department Lead The department head, manager or their designee responsible for managing the CCHHS relationship 


with the contractor. 
CCHHS Contractor Orientation A ½ day required orientation that occurs every two (2) weeks.  The current schedule is attached. 


 
STEP 1: VENDORMATE  
1. COMPANY REGISTRATION 
The company is required to maintain an active, validated account with Vendormate.  


A. Register the company at https://registersupplier.ghx.com/reg/network/vendor/ 
a. Access for assistance in registering the company and individual contractor accounts for your employees: 


i. GHX/Vendormate Supplier Support Center  
http://ghx.com/solutions/supplier-products/vendormate-credentialing/  


ii. Live assistance can also be reached through 800-968-7449 
b. When setting up the company account, select ‘Cook County Hospital’ as the location. 
c. Upload all required company documentation. 


B. Invite employees to set up individual accounts. 
a. Please note Vendormate refers to the company as the Vendor and the company’s employees as Reps.  
b. Each contractor must create an account to access to their individual Vendormate dashboard, documents & information. 
 



mailto:lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org

https://registersupplier.ghx.com/reg/network/vendor/

http://ghx.com/solutions/supplier-products/vendormate-credentialing/

http://ghx.com/solutions/supplier-products/vendormate-credentialing/
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CONTRACTOR PROCESS FOR BADGING 8.18.2017    Page 2 of 3        
 


2. CONTRACTOR ENROLLMENT - FIRST TIME ENROLLEES TO THE VENDORMATE PROCESS 
This process applies to a contractor that is new to CCHHS and/or new to the Vendormate process. Typically, Vendormate takes three (3) business 
days to validate documents once they have been successfully uploaded. After a contractor is notified Vendormate has completed validating their 
individual documents, the next step is to contact CCHHS HR to request approval to attend CCHHS contractor orientation.  


A. Contractor Account Set-up in Vendormate 
a. It is recommended this process is initiated at least 30 days in advance of desired orientation date 
b. This process applies to: 


i. New to CCHHS contractor  
ii. Existing contractor whose badge is expiring and is not currently registered with Vendormate  


c. Register individual contractor account  
iii. When setting up your account, please select ‘Cook County Hospital’ as the location 


 
WHEN REGISTERING, ANSWER THE QUESTION SERIES AS FOLLOWS -  
“ARE YOU AN ONSITE CONSULTANT AND/OR CONTRACTOR WORKING AT ANY 
CCHHS FACILITY?”  
ANSWER ‘YES’ TO THIS QUESTION AND ANSWER ‘NO’ TO ALL OTHER QUESTIONS IN 
THIS SERIES. 
 
d. Upload Required Documents  


iv. Medical Clearances 
1. Contractors are required to upload original clearance documents provided by a clinician.   


a. Documentation must include individual’s name, date of birth, and Physician/Registered Nurse 
name/signature and Name of Testing Facility  


2. CCHHS DOES NOT accept attestation letters in lieu of the original test results 
a. Please see the attached document ‘Cook County Health & Hospitals System Employee Health 


Services Contractor Instructions’ for a detailed explanation of the required medical and drug 
screenings 


v. Background Check Letter of Attestation  
1. This letter provides documentation that the individual contractor has cleared all company required 


background checks. 
a. It must be on company letterhead, and signed and dated by person (with their title) responsible for 


the verification process at the company 
2. At minimum, background checks must include but are not limited to, verification of present and past 


employment, employment reference checks, motor vehicle records and licensing, a Social Security Number 
trace, a search of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Inspector General List of 
Excluded Individuals/Entities (LEIE), GSA Excluded Parties List Systems (EPLS) via SAM.gov, OFAC 
Specially Designated Nationals (SDN), DEA registrant actions, TRICARE sanctions, FDA actions, state 
Medicaid exclusion lists, state debarment lists and disciplinary actions, Illinois Healthcare Worker Registry 
verification, an Illinois State Police and FBI criminal background check search, and a Sexual Offender 
Registry check.  


3. Additional checks may be required pursuant to CCHHS programs and contracts. 
B. Vendormate issues review of documents 


a. The individual contractor dashboard will track status of documents in process  
i. Rejected documents will include explanation to remedy rejected documents 


1. It is critical to review these explanations to remedy document rejections 
b. Validation of documents occurs once all documents are successfully uploaded and generally occurs within three (3) business 


days  
C. Post Vendormate Validation 


a. Contact lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org to begin process of setting up an orientation date 
i. Include preferred contact phone number and email address 


1. The contact information provided will be used by CCHHS HR for all future correspondence 
ii. CCHHS HR will review and confirm Vendormate process is complete 


 



file://shdcapps06/talent/1%20-%20TALENT%20SOURCING%20AND%20SOCIAL%20MEDIA/Stuff/Badging/Vendormate/Vendormate%20Packet%20July%202017/lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org%20
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STEP 2: NON-EMPLOYEE BADGING FORM 
This document is approved by CCHHS Department Lead and is required for a new contractor to CCHHS as well as for badge renewal. It is 
recommended that this step is completed simultaneously with Step 1. 


A. A separate form MUST be completed for each individual contractor 
B. Documents 


a. There are 2 categories of documents 
i. Required  


1. Job Description 
Provided by the company (See definitions above) for the services and/or work the contractor will provide 
to CCHHS. 


2. CCHHS Non-Employee Badging Form 
a. This document is approved and signed by the CCHHS department lead within 30 days of the 


request for a badge  
b. A fillable form is attached  


i. To complete: 
1. Once open, click on Sign and Fill then click on Add Text. 
2. Save and print 
3. Physical signatures are required 


ii. Position Specific  
1. Licenses and/or certifications 


a. If working in a clinical and/or technical capacity attach a copy of the contractor’s current state 
license and/or any certifications to the submission packet. 


C. Document Submission Packet 
a. All completed and signed documents must be submitted to lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org 
b. All required documents must be submitted in the same email 
c. File naming convention for all documents  


i. CompanyName_EmployeeNameLast_EmployeeNameFirst_DocumentName_Date 
 
STEP 3: CONTRACTOR ORIENTATION 


A. CCHHS HR will contact the contractor via e-mail with information regarding orientation  
a. Request to CCHHS HR to attend orientation MUST be submitted for approval by 3 pm on the Wednesday before the scheduled 


orientation.   
B. Orientation is held every two (2) weeks on Mondays starting at 7:00 AM.  


a. Unless otherwise noted, the location for orientation is UIC Student Center West, 828 South Wolcott Ave., Chicago, IL Room 
218/219 SRH.   


b. A current orientation schedule and sample agenda are attached. 
c. Failure to arrive on-time will result in rescheduling until the next available orientation.   


C. Following successful completion of orientation, the contractor will be given a yellow badge.  
 
BADGE RENEWALS FOR GHX/VENDORMATE COMPANIES & CONTRACTORS 
This process must be completed prior to the badge expiration date on the current yellow badge. Not maintaining a current yellow badge 
may result in a suspension of privileges to work at CCHSS and/or a denial of privileges for a badge renewal.  


A. Badge renewal occur as follows: 
a. Contractor is to renew their badge, at minimum, on an annual renewal cycle; and/or 
b. If the contractor has not worked at a CCHHS facility for 30 days or more 


i. If the contractor’s previous badge has not been returned to CCHHS HR, it may result in a denial of privileges to work at 
CCHHS in the future. 


B. Required Medical Clearances 
a. Annual influenza vaccination verification  
b. TB - An IGRA or one TST result is required.  


i. Chest X-rays do not need to be repeated for individuals with a history of positive TST unless there is a change in 
health status.   


c. Other serology tests as needed 
C. Submit an updated Non-Employee Badging Form and Vendor Job Description via e-mail to lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org 


 



file://shdcapps06/talent/1%20-%20TALENT%20SOURCING%20AND%20SOCIAL%20MEDIA/Stuff/Badging/Vendormate/Vendormate%20Packet%20July%202017/lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org%20
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CCHHS NON-EMPLOYEE BADGING FORM 
 A separate form must be completed for each badge holder. Click on 'Fill & Sign' to enter the required 
information. All information is required. Physical signatures are required. Once completed, this form 
and all attachments MUST be uploaded to Vendormate.


Section 1 - This section is completed by Company/Organization/Institution Name (Company) 
Complete this section for each employee your company provides to CCHHS. Attach separate sheet(s) for additional Information. Send this 


form, the job description and any additional documentation via e-mail to the CCHHS Department Head/Manager/Designee (CCHHS Lead) 
responsible for managing the relationship with your company. When the Approver returns this form to you with Section 2 completed, upload 


it with all attachments to the badgeholder's Vendormate account


Badge Holder Last Name Badge Holder First Name


Company Name


Job Title CCHHS Department


CCHHS Location  (Drop 


Down Menu


Level of Patient Contact 


(Drop Down Menu) Description of work to be done.  Attach a job description provided by the Company.


Section 2 - CCHHS Access Level Granted by CCHHS Department Head/Manager/Designee (CCHHS Lead)  
This section MUST be completed by the CCHHS  Lead responsible for managing the relationship with the company. Up to seven 


(7) locations can be selected for access for a badge holder. If less than seven (7) locations, leave additional slots blank. Once CCHHS 


Lead completes and signs, return this document and all attachments to the vendor via e-mail.


Location 1 Day(s) of Week/Time


Location 2 Day(s) of Week/Time


Location 3 Day(s) of Week/Time


 Location 4 Day(s) of Week/Time


Location 5 Day(s) of Week/Time


Location 6 Day(s) of Week/Time


Location 7 Day(s) of Week/Time
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CCHHS Department Lead Name & Title Phone #


CCHHS Department Lead Department CCHHS Department Lead E-mail


CCHHS Department Lead Signature Date


This section is completed by CCHHS HR


Type of Process Initiated


GHX/Vendormate


Other


 Type of Badge New


Renewal


Replacement


Replacement/Cashier Receipt


Other


Professional License Type & Number (Or N/A)


PSV Expiration 


Date (Or N/A)


Badge Id # Badge Holder Extension/Pager/Cell Badge Expiration Date


HR Approver Name & Title


HR Approver Signature Date


Section 3 - BADGE HOLDER ACKNOWLEDGMENT - This section is signed when a badge is issued. 
I acknowledge the receipt of this security access card and all rules and regulations regarding its use. No access is to be 


given to unauthorized personnel. I will be held responsible for reporting the loss, theft or misuse of this card. The 


replacement cost of the card must be paid to the cashier prior to receiving a new card. To receive a new card, a receipt from 


the cashier with a new Non-Employee Badging form completed and signed by the CCHHS Approver of my work area must 


be provided to the CCHHS HR department. Any misuse of this card  may result in termination of access to all CCHHS 


facilities. 


 


Badge Holder Signature Date


HR Approver Name & Title


HR Approver Signature Date


August 2017
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COOK COUNTY HEALTH & HOSPITALS SYSTEM EMPLOYEE HEALTH SERVICES CONTRACTOR INSTRUCTIONS 
 


Prepared by: CCHHS Employee Health Services  8.09.2017 
 


INFECTION CONTROL SCREENING 
REQUIREMENT 


PROCEDURES INTERPRETATION 
 


ACTION 


Tuberculosis (TB) Screening – Latent TB test 
results need to be negative for Tuberculosis 
Disease. There can be no Positive TST/IGRA 
test results or Signs/Symptoms of TB without 
further evaluation that yields results negative 
for active TB disease. 
 
TB Signs/Symptoms Review 
Individual can have no Signs/Symptoms of TB 
prior to start of work or occurring while 
working without further medical evaluation to 
determine whether there is TB disease. 
Seek further evaluation if:  


• Fever > 101.5, lasting 7 days or 
longer 


• Cough lasting more than 2 weeks 
• Increased or excessive sweating at 


night 
• Blood sputum 
• Weight loss without dieting 


 
 
 
Refer to:   http//www.cdc.gov/ 
if you have questions 


Latent TB Testing – as per 
CDC. 


• Interferon Gamma 
Release Assay 
(IGRA), as 
Quantiferon 
     OR 


• Tuberculin Skin 
Test (TST) –  
Initial – 2 Step 
followed by 
Annual – 1 step 
TST Results 


- Both IGRA and TST test 
results need to include: 
name, date, name of the 
facility where the test was 
administered. 
- TST results need to also 
include:  
-date of test administration  
-date of test reading 
-number of millimeters of  
test result  
-name/signature of 
Physician/Nurse reading test 
result 


IGRA – negative 
TST – negative  
2 step, now or in 
past, with 
subsequent annual 
TST negative 
 
IGRA – positive 
TST-positive 


Latent TB Testing/TB  
Signs/Symptoms Review 
Results 


• Negative 
Acceptable for work 
clearance. 
 


• Positive 
Refer to CCHHS EHS 
Include previous history 
related to TB Screening, 
including previous TB 
screening test records, 
Chest Xray results, or 
other. 
If there is a history of 
Positive IGRA/TST Test 
Results and/or history of 
TB disease, provide the 
documentation listed 
below for EHS  review: 
-Previous IGRA/TST 
Results 
-Previous Chest Xray 
Results 
-Previous Academic 
Medical Center Annual 
TB Screening Results 
-Medical Documentation 
related to previous 
treatment for Latent or 
Active TB Infection 


Measles Serology Test Results – 
positive for immunity 
Or 
Documentation of 2 MMR 
Vaccines 


Positive Immunity – 
mandated. 
Positive Results-no 
further testing 
 
Negative Results- 
refer to EHS 


Positive- acceptable for 
work clearance 
 
Negative – EHS Review 


Mumps Serology Test Results-  
positive for immunity 


Positive Immunity 
is not mandated. 
Positive or 
Negative Results 


Positive/Negative – 
acceptable for work 
clearance 


Rubella Serology Test Results – 
positive for immunity 
Or 
Documentation of 1 MMR 
Vaccine 


Positive Immunity – 
mandated. 
Positive Results-no 
further testing 
 
Negative Results- 
refer to EHS 


Positive- acceptable for 
work clearance 
 
Negative – EHS Review 


Urine Drug Screen 5 Panel Test – minimum, 
including tests for: 
Cocaine, Opiates, 
Phencyclidine, Marijuana, 
Amphetamines 


Need test result 
review certified by 
Medical Review 
Officer (MRO) 


Negative Result within 
past 30 days with MRO 
Documentation – 
required for work 
clearance 
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July 2017 
 


                      


CCHHS 2017 ORIENTATION 


SCHEDULE 


 


Contractors and consultants, and their employees CANNOT attend orientation without preapproval from 


HR 


 


 


 


LOCATIONS


UIC – Student Center West 


828 S Wolcott Ave, Chicago, IL  


Room 218/219 SRH 


Hekteon 


2240 Ogden Ave 


Chicago, IL 


 


Orientation Scheduling 
Closes 


Orientation Date Location 


July 19 July 24 UIC 


August 2 August 7 UIC 


August 16 August 21 UIC 


August 30 September 5 (Tuesday) UIC 


September 13 September 18 UIC 


September 27 October 2 UIC 


October 11 October 16 UIC 


October 25 October 30 UIC 


November 8 November 13 UIC 


November 22 November 27 UIC 


December 6 December 11 UIC 


December 20 December 26 Hekteon 
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CHHS New Employee Orientation Agenda – Rev 12/2016 Page 1 of 1  
  


8:00 a.m. – 8:10 a.m.         Welcome & Introductions 
          
8:10 a.m. – 8:40 a.m.               Message from our Chief Executive Officer 
       Presenter:  Dr. Jay Shannon 
 
8:40 a.m. – 8:55 a.m.          Patient Safety 
          Presenter:  Jan DeCrescenzo, Director of Patient Safety 
                   Promoting a Culture of Safety 
       Note:  Patient Rights information is in the binder. 
 
9:00 a.m. – 9:25 a.m.          Patient Experience Initiative 
            Presenter:  Patty Looker, Director of Patient Experience   


 
9:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.          Infection Control/Hand Hygiene 
                           Presenter:  CCHHS Infectious Disease  
 
10:00 a.m. – 10:10 a.m.     BREAK 
 
10: 10 a.m. – 10:40 a.m.    Fire Safety  


Presenters: Lezah Brown-Ellington, Director of Life Safety 
- Fire Safety Training 
- CCHHS Smoke Free Campus  


 
10:40 a.m. – 10:50 a.m.          Medical & Clinical Equipment 


Presenter: Chris Edison, General Electric                   
 
10:50 a.m. – 11:20 a.m.     Information Security/Corporate Compliance/HIPAA 
            Presenters: Dianne Willard, Compliance Officer  
               CCHHS Corporate Compliance  
 
11:20 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.    Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) 
            Presenter: Shanee Madison, EEO Specialist 


- Cultural Diversity 
- Harassment 
- Maintaining a Safe and Secure Workplace 


 
12:05 p.m. – 12:15 p.m.    Morning Wrap-up/Next Steps 
 
12:15 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.     Employees Lunch (on your own) 
       Contractors ID Pictures (HR Dept.) 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 
 
 
 
  


 
 


ORIENTATION AGENDA 
 


(Morning Session) 
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  Category: 
SYSTEM-WIDE 


Subject: 
MANDATORY INFLUENZA VACCINATION FOR PERSONNEL 


Page 
1 of 4 


Policy #: 
08.01.03 


Title: 
MANDATORY INFLUENZA VACCINATION FOR PERSONNEL 


Approval Date: 
10/01/14 


Posting Date: 
10/02/14 


 


 
I. PURPOSE  


 
The purpose of this policy is: to protect our Personnel from influenza; to protect the general 
health; to prevent the transmission of influenza between our Personnel  and their patients, 
visitors, family members and other Personnel; and to assure the availability of Personnel to 
provide quality health services. This policy provides direction to Personnel for influenza 
vaccinations. 
 


II. AFFECTED AREAS 
 


 All Hospital campuses within the Cook County Health and Hospitals System 
 Cermak Health Services of Cook County including the Juvenile Temporary Detention 


Center 
 Ambulatory Services including Ambulatory Care Health Network (ACHN) and the Ruth M. 


Rothstein CORE Center 
 Cook County Department of Public Health 


 
III. POLICY 


 
A. CCHHS - Personnel Influenza Immunization Requirements 


 
With the exception of Exempt Personnel, as defined in this policy, all Cook County Health 
and Hospitals System (CCHHS or Health System) Personnel shall be required to be 
immunized against influenza virus(es) on an annual basis and in circumstances of a 
threatened or actual pandemic of influenza for which vaccine is available. Vaccination(s) 
will be consistent with guidelines from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), Joint 
Commission (JC) and Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP). 
 
Requirements applicable to additional influenza vaccines that are not included in the 
regular seasonal influenza vaccine and requirements applicable to preventive infection 
control measures that are not already implemented shall be established by the Chair of 
the Division of Infectious Diseases at the John H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital of Cook County in 
consultation with the System Director of Health Care Epidemiology and Infection Control  
and the System Director of Employee Health Services. 
 
If the Health System determines that vaccine supplies are inadequate given the numbers 
of Personnel to be vaccinated or that vaccines(s) are not reasonably available, the 
Health System may suspend the requirement(s) of this policy for some or all Personnel 
and/or change the annual deadline for such vaccinations(s). 
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B. CCHHS - Existing Personnel 
 


The Health System will provide or arrange for influenza vaccination(s) during work hours, 
at no cost to Personnel. Personnel may choose, on their own time, to receive influenza 
vaccination(s) from a source other than that arranged for by the Health System at their 
own cost and/or under their health coverage, in which case they shall provide verifiable 
documentation of vaccination(s) to Employee Health Services by December 1st  each 
year as provided in the Procedures section below. 
 


C. CCHHS - New Personnel 
 


New Personnel are required to comply with the Health System’s vaccination 
requirements. The requirement for vaccinations is a condition of employment. 
 


D. Exemption from Vaccination Requirements 
 


Employee Health Services may determine that certain Personnel shall be exempt from 
the vaccination requirements in this policy based upon a recognized medical 
contraindication or a religious exemption.  
Individual Personnel shall be responsible for submitting a written request for exemption 
on the basis of a recognized medical contraindication or a religious exemption in 
accordance with procedures established by Employee Health Services. Requests for 
exemptions must be completed, signed and submitted to Employee Health Services by 
the requesting employee by December 1st of each year for the seasonal influenza 
vaccine released that year.     
 


E. Preventive Infection Control Measures 
 


Non-vaccinated Exempt Personnel are required to comply with preventive infection 
control measures established by the Health System to reduce the risk of transmitting 
influenza to patients, visitors, family members and other Personnel. These conditions 
may include, but shall not be limited to, a requirement that non-vaccinated Exempt 
Personnel wear a face mask in patient areas and/or throughout the campus. As 
determined by the Chair of the Division of Infectious Diseases at Stroger Hospital, Jr. 
Hospital of Cook County in consultation with, the System Director of Health Care 
Epidemiology and Infection Control and the System Director of Employee Health 
Services, the implementation and enforcement of preventive infection control measures 
may vary in different settings based upon the risk of transmission by and/or exposure to 
individual Personnel or patients, family members, visitors or other Personnel. 
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IV. DEFINITIONS 
 


(a) “Personnel” means all persons who are employed or engaged in the provision of services, 
research or educational activity, within a Health System facility, whether paid or unpaid, 
including, but not limited to, employees, members of the medical staff, contractors and 
contractors’ staff, residents, students, trainees and volunteers. 


 
(b) “Exempt Personnel” means Personnel  identified by Employee Health Services as exempt 


from the influenza vaccination for medical or religious reasons.    
 


V. PROCEDURE(S): 
 


Annual influenza vaccination(s) of Personnel shall be documented by Employee Health Services.  
 
Personnel who choose to receive influenza vaccination(s) from a source other than that arranged 
for by the Health System shall provide verifiable documentation of the date of vaccination; place 
of vaccination and contact information for verification to Employee Health Services.  
 
Employee Health Services will provide  reports of the vaccination status of Personnel to the 
respective CCHHS managers responsible for enforcement of this policy. Failure of managers to 
enforce compliance with the policy including consistent application of discipline for non-
compliance, is negligent performance.  Pursuant to the CCHHS Personnel Rules, negligent 
performance is a major cause infraction which may lead to discipline, up to and including 
termination.  
  
Failure to comply with the requirements set forth in this Policy, including compliance with any 
required preventive infection control measures established by the System Director of Health Care 
Epidemiology and Infection Control  will constitute gross insubordination. Pursuant to the CCHHS 
Personnel Rules, gross insubordination is a major cause infraction which may lead to discipline, 
up to and including termination.  


 
CROSS REFERENCES:  NONE 
 
 
POLICY UPDATES SCHEDULE: At least every three years or more often as appropriate. 
 
 
 
POLICY LEADS:    Employee Health Services 


Infectious Disease  
 
REVIEWER:     Executive Medical Director 
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 Version 1.0: 
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Activity Name Original
Duration


Start Finish Critical


Stroger.C.S  Cook County Stroger Hospital Clean SStroger.C.S  Cook County Stroger Hospital Clean Steam ReStroger.C.S  Cook County Stroger Hospital Clean Steam ReplacementStroger.C.S  Cook County Stroger Hospital Clean Steam ReplacementStroger.C.S  Cook County Stroger Hospital Clean Steam Replacement
Stroger.C.S.0  Pre ConstructionStroger.C.S.0  Pre ConstructionStroger.C.S.0  Pre ConstructionStroger.C.S.0  Pre ConstructionStroger.C.S.0  Pre Construction


Stroger.C.S.0.1  Mech. Engineering DesignStroger.C.S.0.1  Mech. Engineering DesignStroger.C.S.0.1  Mech. Engineering DesignStroger.C.S.0.1  Mech. Engineering DesignStroger.C.S.0.1  Mech. Engineering Design
Mech. Engineering Design 1d 02-Jan-12 A 19-Jul-13
Mech Room Soil Boring & Geotech Report 6d 01-Jul-13 A 12-Jul-13 A


Stroger.C.S.0.2  Risk, Logistic, SchedulingStroger.C.S.0.2  Risk, Logistic, SchedulingStroger.C.S.0.2  Risk, Logistic, SchedulingStroger.C.S.0.2  Risk, Logistic, SchedulingStroger.C.S.0.2  Risk, Logistic, Scheduling
Scheduling Meetings with Stroger & CC 30d 06-Jun-13 A 19-Jul-13


Stroger.C.S.0.3  Developmment Front End DocsStroger.C.S.0.3  Developmment Front End DocsStroger.C.S.0.3  Developmment Front End DocsStroger.C.S.0.3  Developmment Front End DocsStroger.C.S.0.3  Developmment Front End Docs
Development Of Front End Docments 6d 08-Jul-13 A 19-Jul-13


Stroger.C.S.0.4  Advertisement of ProjectStroger.C.S.0.4  Advertisement of ProjectStroger.C.S.0.4  Advertisement of ProjectStroger.C.S.0.4  Advertisement of ProjectStroger.C.S.0.4  Advertisement of Project
Review of Documents 7d 22-Jul-13* 30-Jul-13


Stroger.C.S.0.5  Bidding/Scope/Interview/Sign OffStroger.C.S.0.5  Bidding/Scope/Interview/Sign OffStroger.C.S.0.5  Bidding/Scope/Interview/Sign OffStroger.C.S.0.5  Bidding/Scope/Interview/Sign OffStroger.C.S.0.5  Bidding/Scope/Interview/Sign Off
Bid General Contracting Services 15d 31-Jul-13 20-Aug-13
Project out to Bid 0d 31-Jul-13*
General Contractor Scope Review & Negotiations 7d 21-Aug-13 29-Aug-13
Elections Committee Sign-Off 3d 30-Aug-13 03-Sep-13
Letter of Recommendation to Procurement Dept 1d 04-Sep-13 04-Sep-13
Procuremnet Issuance Letter of intent & Contract ot G.C 5d 05-Sep-13 11-Sep-13
G.C Contract Terms & Negotiations 5d 12-Sep-13 18-Sep-13
Hospital Board of Finance Approval 1d 19-Sep-13 19-Sep-13
Document Routing to CC Dept. & Procurement for Budg 1d 20-Sep-13 20-Sep-13
Cook County to Submit Docs for Board Approval (7 Days
Prior to Meeting)


1d 23-Sep-13 23-Sep-13


Cook County Board Approval 0d 02-Oct-13
Notice of Award & Preconstuction/Kick Off Meeting 10d 03-Oct-13 16-Oct-13
Stroger.C.S.0.5.7  SecurityStroger.C.S.0.5.7  SecurityStroger.C.S.0.5.7  SecurityStroger.C.S.0.5.7  SecurityStroger.C.S.0.5.7  Security


G.C. Personnel Security Clearance, Immunizations & 40d 03-Oct-13 27-Nov-13
Stroger.C.S.0.6  PermitsStroger.C.S.0.6  PermitsStroger.C.S.0.6  PermitsStroger.C.S.0.6  PermitsStroger.C.S.0.6  Permits


Permits 40d 03-Oct-13 27-Nov-13


Stroger.C.S.1  ConstructionStroger.C.S.1  ConstructionStroger.C.S.1  ConstructionStroger.C.S.1  ConstructionStroger.C.S.1  Construction
Contractor Notice to Proceed 0d 03-Oct-13 03-Oct-13
Stroger.C.S.1.1  Phase 1Stroger.C.S.1.1  Phase 1Stroger.C.S.1.1  Phase 1Stroger.C.S.1.1  Phase 1Stroger.C.S.1.1  Phase 1


Construction 35d 28-Nov-13 15-Jan-14
Stroger.C.S.1.2  Phase 2Stroger.C.S.1.2  Phase 2Stroger.C.S.1.2  Phase 2Stroger.C.S.1.2  Phase 2Stroger.C.S.1.2  Phase 2


Construction 35d 16-Jan-14 05-Mar-14
Stroger.C.S.1.3  Phase 3Stroger.C.S.1.3  Phase 3Stroger.C.S.1.3  Phase 3Stroger.C.S.1.3  Phase 3Stroger.C.S.1.3  Phase 3


Construction 35d 06-Mar-14 23-Apr-14
Stroger.C.S.1.4  Phase 4Stroger.C.S.1.4  Phase 4Stroger.C.S.1.4  Phase 4Stroger.C.S.1.4  Phase 4Stroger.C.S.1.4  Phase 4


Construction 35d 24-Apr-14 11-Jun-14
Stroger.C.S.1.5  Phase 5Stroger.C.S.1.5  Phase 5Stroger.C.S.1.5  Phase 5Stroger.C.S.1.5  Phase 5Stroger.C.S.1.5  Phase 5


Construction 35d 12-Jun-14 30-Jul-14
Stroger.C.S.1.6  Phase 6Stroger.C.S.1.6  Phase 6Stroger.C.S.1.6  Phase 6Stroger.C.S.1.6  Phase 6Stroger.C.S.1.6  Phase 6


Construction 35d 31-Jul-14 17-Sep-14
Stroger.C.S.1.7  Phase 7Stroger.C.S.1.7  Phase 7Stroger.C.S.1.7  Phase 7Stroger.C.S.1.7  Phase 7Stroger.C.S.1.7  Phase 7


Construction 35d 18-Sep-14 05-Nov-14
Stroger.C.S.1.8  Punchlist ItemsStroger.C.S.1.8  Punchlist ItemsStroger.C.S.1.8  Punchlist ItemsStroger.C.S.1.8  Punchlist ItemsStroger.C.S.1.8  Punchlist Items


Punchlist Activities 10d 06-Nov-14 19-Nov-14
Stroger.C.S.1.9  Final CommissioningStroger.C.S.1.9  Final CommissioningStroger.C.S.1.9  Final CommissioningStroger.C.S.1.9  Final CommissioningStroger.C.S.1.9  Final Commissioning


Conduct Final Commissioning 15d 20-Nov-14 10-Dec-14
Finish 0d 10-Dec-14*


Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
2014


Cook County, Illinois


 


 


Stroger Hospital 
Clean Steam Replacement 


WBS level 
Actual Work


Remaining Work
Critical Remaining Work


Milestone Date Revision Checked Approved
15-Jul-13 Exhibit J (Revision 2)
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Subject: EOC- Life Safety  Page  
1 of 9  


Policy #:  
04.04.12  


Title: Interim Life Safety Measures (ILSM)  Approval Date:  
10/5/2017  


Posting Date:  
10/6/2017  


  


PURPOSE  


This policy outlines the approach that will be take when The Interim Life Safety Measures are implemented 


to provide a level of life safety comparable to that required by the LSC (NFPA 101:2012).  
  


AFFECTED AREAS   


The ILSM apply to all hospital facilities and personnel including contractors.    


  


John H. Stroger Hospital Morton East Adolescent Health Center 


Austin Health Center Near South Health Center 


Children’s Advocacy Center Oak Forest Health Center 


Cicero Health Center Provident Hospital 


Cottage Grove Health Center Robbins Health Center 


Dr. Jorge Prieto Health Center Ruth M. Rothstein CORE 


Englewood Health Center Vista Health Center 


Fantus Health Center Woodlawn Health Center 


 Logan Square Health Center  


 


DEFINITONS  


ILSM – Interim Life Safety Measures  


Immediate abatement– If a deficiency cannot be returned to normal conditions within four hours during any 


8-hour shift. 


NFPA 101:2012 – National Fire Protection Association 101 life safety code (edition 2000)  


  


POLICY  


The Cook County health & Hospitals System (CCHHS) will implement the Joint Commission Interim Life 


Safety Measures required to be taken to compensate for the hazards posed by construction and general 


maintenance activities that cannot be immediately abated or is not compliant with Life Safety Code (LSC) 


deficiencies. This policy conforms to Joint Commission Standard LS 01.02.01.  


  


PROCEDURE  


I. Implementation of the ILSM is required in or adjacent to all construction areas when any one of the 


following conditions exist:  


1. Fire/Smoke compartments are compromised.  


2. Exits, or exit access is compromised or changed due to construction activities.  


3. Structural construction (moving corridor walls, etc.).  


4. Building-wide life safety systems (e.g., fire alarm) have operating deficiencies which must 


be corrected.  
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The ILSM consists of actions, inspections, testing, and training as outlined in this policy.  The 


implementation of each element of this policy shall be documented.  A report on the status of the ILSM 


is made to the Environment of Care Committee, when in effect, on a monthly basis.    
  


The Environment of Care Committee monitors and evaluates the effectiveness of this policy. 


Implementation of the ILSM which apply to construction and/or general maintenance and renovation 


projects is contained in the Buildings and Grounds Policy, “Construction Safety and Standards”, policy 


# 04-04-14.  


 


Implementation of the policy, which applies to construction and/or renovation is the joint effort of 


Buildings and Grounds and Safety Officer.  The Safety Officer or their designee will complete the 


“Interim Life Safety Measures Project Evaluation” form.  The Safety Officer or designee will complete 


this portion of the form and maintain a copy of records.  The original form will be kept by the Life Safety 


Office and an electronic copy will be on file on the Environment of Care Shared Drive.  See evaluation 


form Appendix A.  


  


II.  The ILSM Measures consists of the following actions, inspections, testing, and training:  


A. All exits are maintained free and unobstructed.  Personnel will receive training if alternate exits must 
be designated.  When normal access routes are affected by construction, safety alternate routes are 


developed by Buildings and Grounds and the Safety Officer.  Enforcement of the free and 


unobstructed exits is the responsibility of the Safety Officer.  When existing paths need to be 


changed or modified in any way, it is done only with the prior written approval of the Safety Officer 


and Director of Buildings and Grounds.  


B. Free and unobstructed access to emergency departments and services for emergency forces is 


maintained.  It is the responsibility of Hospital Police to maintain unobstructed access.  


C. Fire Alarm detection and suppression systems are maintained.  If the alarm system is impaired, the 
Powerhouse engineer will notify the electric shop foreman or on-duty electrician and the Buildings 


and Grounds Director, Safety Officer or their designees.  


D. Upon the temporary impairment of the Fire Alarm System for more than 4 hours in a 24-hour period, 
and prior to any repair which will interrupt the system, the following parties must be notified by the 


electrician:  


1. Chicago Fire Department (for alarm system to be taken off city tie)  


2. Powerhouse              


3. Hospital Police  


4. Telephone Operator/Communications Department    


5. Buildings and Grounds Administration  


6. Safety Officer      


7. ODA – On Duty Administrator  


       


If a fire watch is required for more than 4 hours in a 24-hour period, the Safety Officer or designee 


will convene a meeting and training of pertinent personnel to coordinate a fire watch.    


  


All modifications to the Fire Alarm System and suppression systems can only be scheduled with 


approval of the Director of Buildings and Grounds and the Safety Officer.  Testing of the fire alarm 


and suppression systems is the responsibility of the Department of Buildings and Grounds.   
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E. When required, temporary construction partitions are maintained smoke tight and of one-hour fire 


rated assembly.  All major construction is separated from patients, visitors, and employees by a 


proper closed and locked/secured construction partition.  Only authorized Buildings and Grounds 


personnel and Safety Officer are allowed into a construction area.  (Staff, patients, and visitors are 


not permitted to occupy or have access to these areas unless escorted by an authorized person).  


Inspection and enforcement of this requirement is the joint responsibility of Buildings and Grounds 


and Safety Officer.   


F. Additional firefighting equipment and user training for personnel is provided in construction sites and 
in such areas of the Hospital as determined by the Fire Marshal.  Appropriate types of portable fire 


extinguishers must be present and accessible at all times in construction areas and code compliant.  


G. The “Smoke Free Campus” policy # 01-01-16 is enforced at all times in Hospital buildings.  It is the 
responsibility of department heads to enforce the Smoke Free Campus Policy.  The Environment of 


Care Committee reviews and assesses the effectiveness of the No Smoking policy as necessary.  


H. Storage, housekeeping, and debris removal policies and procedures are enforced that reduce the 


flammable and combustible fire load to the lowest level necessary for daily operations.  (See 


“Construction Safety and Standards,” Policy # 04-04-14).  


I. It is the responsibility of each department head to develop and implement appropriate policies as 


applicable. It is the joint responsibility of Buildings and Grounds and the Safety Officer to monitor the 


enforcement and effectiveness of these policies.  


J. A minimum of one fire drill per shift per quarter may be conducted by a member of the Life Safety 


Department consistent with the “Fire Drill Frequency” policy #04-04-07.  


K. Hazard surveillance of buildings, grounds, and equipment shall be increased as conditions warrant. 
It is the joint responsibility of Buildings and Grounds and the Safety Officer to conduct the 


surveillance.   


L. Personnel training will be conducted when structural or compartmentation features of fire safety are 
compromised.  Structural or compartmentation features of fire safety will not be compromised 


unless alternate protection is in place as approved by the Director of Buildings and Grounds and the 


Safety Officer.  


M. A daily inspection will be conducted by using appendix B. The form will be posted at the site if is a 


construction or renovation site.  


N. Noise and vibration will be assessed by Safety Officer or their designee using Appendix C (Daily 
Construction Sign-Off).  


O. Training of this policy will be conducted as needed and documented.  The training is the 


responsibility of the Fire Marshal and consists of:  


1. Inclusion in the Employee Orientation Program  


2. Annual Safety Training of all employees (online program)  


3. Area specific training as part of the annual safety training as well as when areas are affected by 


the compromise of life safety systems  
  


CROSS REFERENCES   


Policy 01.01.16 Smoke Free Campus  


Policy 04-04-07 Fire Drill Frequency  


Policy 04-04-14 Construction Safety Standards  
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RELEVANT REGULATORY OR OTHER REFERENCES  


NFPA 101 Life Safety Code, 2012 edition  


Joint Commission Standards (LS 01.02.01 EP 3)  


Infection Control Manual for Construction and Renovation - Association for Professionals in Infection 


Control and Epidemiology  


  


APPENDIX A Interim Life Safety Measures Project Evaluation Form  


APPENDIX B ILSM Daily Inspection Form  


APPENDIX C Daily Construction Sign-Off Form  


POLICY UPDATE SCHEDULE                


At least every three (3) years or more often as appropriate  


  


POLICY LEAD   


  


    Lezah Brown-Ellington, PhD, CHSP Safety 


Officer, Director of Life Safety  


REVIEWER(S)    James Delisa, Plant Operations Director 


Samuel Williams, Executive Director of Facilities 


     


APPROVAL PARTY            Debra Carey     


      Chief Operating Officer of Hospital Based Services                   
Electronically Signed  


  


POLICY HISTORY           


Written:  9/91    Approved:    9/91  Posted:  Paper Manual  


Reviewed/Revised  6/97  


6/98  


8/00  


7/03  


6/06  


5/09  


1/12  


7/12  


5/15  


1/16 


10/17  


  Approved:    6/97  


6/98  


8/00  


7/03  


6/06  


5/09  


1/12  


7/12  


5/15  


1/16 


10/17  


Posted:  Paper Manual  


Paper Manual  


Paper Manual  


Paper Manual  


Paper Manual  


Paper Manual  


1/12  


7/12  


8/15  


1/16  


10/17 
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APPENDIX A  


            


Interim Life Safety Measures Project Evaluation  


Project Name: _______________________________      


Building Location: ________________________Floor:________________Area:_________________  


Start Date: ______________________   End Date:______________________  


Each major construction or renovation must be evaluated to determine if one or more Interim Life 


Safety Measures (ILSM) need to be implemented during the course of work.  This evaluation shall be 


completed prior to the start of any work to ensure the proper ILSM are implemented.   


  


Page 1 of 2  


Question   Yes  No  N/A  ILSM Plan  


Will fire/smoke compartments be 


compromised  
        


Will alternate structure be used 


to address compromised 


fire/smoke compartments  


        


Exits impaired  


  


        


Alternate exits required  


  


        


Exiting corridor being reduced  


  


        


Construction escape routes 


needed  
  


        


Patient access to emergency 


services impaired   
        


Police, Fire and EMS access to 


emergency services impaired  
        


Fire detection and suppression 


systems impaired  
  


        


Exhaust fans needed to reduce 


fumes/dust  
        


Evacuation of patients be 


hindered  
  


        


Smoke tight construction 


partitions needed  
        


Additional fire drills           
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Additional fire sprinklers or fire 


detection needed  
        


Additional firefighting equipment 


needed  
        


Additional Fire extinguisher 


training  needed for staff  
        


Increased hazard surveillance of 


are needed  
        


Organizational training in Life  


Safety Code deficiencies, 


construction hazards or ILSM be  
needed  


        


Training to compensate for 


structural or compartment 


deficiencies needed  


        


  


  


Frequencies for inspection, testing, monitoring and evaluation must be established and documented 


prior to work being started.   
  


  


Project Coordinator: ____________________________________       Date: _____________________  


  


Approved by:  


  


Buildings and Grounds:  ___________________________________   Date: _____________________  


  


 


Safety Officer:   __________________________________________   Date: ______________________  


        


  


  


  


  


  


 


 


 


 


 


 Page 2 of 2   
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Appendix B - ILSM Daily Inspection Form 


ILSM Description  _______________________      
Start Date:    _______________    
Projected Completion Date:____________  
Location:  _________________________       Contractor, if applicable: _________________________  


  
DATE AND TIME INSPECTED:         


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Exits free and unobstructed for non-construction personnel?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
Means of egress in construction areas are free and unobstructed?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Fire alarm, detection and suppression systems are 


unimpaired/unblocked?  
  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Above temporary & equivalent systems in place?  If yes, tested 


and inspected monthly?  
  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Temporary partitions are smoke and dust tight and of 


noncombustible material?  
  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
No smoking or evidence of smoking?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Good housekeeping and debris removal?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Proper fire extinguishers?   Accessible?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
Proper signage, (no smoking, emergency numbers, construction 


area, etc.)?  
  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Flammable liquids and gas cylinders properly stored properly?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Electrical outlets, boxes, extension cords in proper condition?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Penetrations are sealed in walls and floor.    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Construction site under negative air flow, if applicable    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
HVAC vents sealed or filtered.    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Fire/Safety Violation issued?         YES/NO    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 All applicable personnel trained to fire safety?                      


HEPA filters in place?                      
Other (list):                      


Initials of person completing inspection:    
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Category:  
Stroger  


 


Subject: Life Safety  Page  
8 of 9  


Policy #:  
04.04.12  


Title: Interim Life Safety Measures (ILSM)  Approval 


Date:  
1/27/16  


Posting Date:  
1/27/16  


  


   Appendix C - Daily Construction Sign Off        


 


                  


EC.02.06.05 EP 2 When planning for demolition, construction, or renovation, the hospital conducts a pre-constructin risk assessment for air quliy requirements, infection control, utility requirements  


  noise, vibration, and other hazards that affect care, treatment and 


services.             


Procedure: The Safety officer or fire marshal(s) will use this daily form to document noise, vibration and other safety-related 


hazards.       


Project Name:                   


Location:                   


 Concerns 


 


Date: Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No  Safety/FMs Contractor 
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7//2017 
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Substantial Completion Package 
(To be submitted by the contractor to the architect/engineer) 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     


 


 


 


O & M Manuals 


& Parts Lists 


 


Drawings 


 


Training 


Instruction 


 


 


Certificate of 


Substantial 


 


Warranties 
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SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION 
I. GENERAL 


 


A. Substantial Completion occurs when Department of Capital Planning & 
Policy (DCPP) accepts the certification of the architect/engineer that 
construction is sufficiently complete in accordance with the contract 
documents that the project or a designated portion thereof may be 
occupied or   utilized for the use for which it is intended. 


 
B. Builder’s risk insurance shall be maintained until the entire project is 


substantially complete. 


II. SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION INSPECTION 
 


A. The contractor notifies the architect/engineer in writing that the work or 
a designated portion thereof is substantially complete and submits to the 
architect/engineer a list of incomplete items. 


 
B. The architect/engineer will make a preliminary inspection and, if in 


agreement with the contractor, notify the DCPP  Project Director. 
 


C. The substantial inspection date will be scheduled by the 
architect/engineer or the DCPP Project Director after agreement that the 
project appears to be substantially complete. Notice for the inspection will 
be issued by the architect/engineer. 
 


D. Attending the inspection will be: 


1. Coordinating Contractor 
2. All Assigned Contractors 
3. Architect/Engineer 
4. Architect/Engineer’s Construction Observer 
5. Using Agency Representative 
6. DCPP Project Director 


 
E.   The architect/engineer will prepare a preliminary punch list prior to the 


scheduled inspection. The final punch list will be developed from the 
preliminary list submitted by the contractor and from the A/E’s list with 
input from the using agency representative and the DCPP Project Director. 


 
F.   After the inspection, participants: 


 
1. Discuss the punch list items and determine the final completion dates. 
2. Discuss the date and time the using agency will take occupancy. 
3. Review the using agency or contractor responsibilities for: 


a. Insurance 
b. Utilities 
c. Operation of mechanical, electrical and other systems 


d. Maintenance and Cleaning 
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e. Security 
4. A/E and contractor sign agreed upon punch list. 
5. All participants complete and sign the Substantial Completion Form. 


 
III. SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION SUBMITTAL 


 
A. Each contractor will submit a Substantial Completion package consisting 


of the following: 


 
1. Completed Guaranties, Warranties, Bonds Form (GWB) and all 


applicable warranties. 
a. Contractor will submit a one year warranty for all labor 


and material in addition to any specified warranties. 
b. Warranties begin on the date of Substantial Completion. 
c. Warranties for items on the punch list begin on the date of 


Final Acceptance. 
2. One complete set of approved shop drawings. 
3. Operating and maintenance manuals and parts lists for equipment 


installed in the project. 
 


B. The architect/engineer reviews the submittals for accuracy and 
compliance with the contract documents, attaches the Certificates of 
Substantial Completion and punch list and forwards the package to the 
DCPP Project Director. 
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Cook County 


DEPARTMENT OF CAPITAL PLANNING & POLICY Name:


 


FOR DCPP USE ONLY 


CERTIFICATE OF SUBSTANTIAL 
COMPLETION 


 
DCPP Project #: - - Phase 


Project Name: 


Location: 
 
 


 
SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION: DATE: 


 
 
 


 
Contractor: 


 
Address: 


 
 


 
Contract No.: 
Contract Work: 


 


Project No.: 
 


Contract No.:    


C.F. Locale:    


 


 


Partial - List Areas Accepted 
 


Substantial Completion and warranty time periods affected are defined in the General Conditions of the Contract. All parties listed 
below have reviewed the work under this Contract and recommend issuance of the substantial completion. The Using Agency 
concurs with DCPP’s acceptance of the A/E's certification, will assume full possession and responsibility for the project or 
designated area, less punch list items, on the above listed Date. All warranties will start the day of substantial completion, with the 
exception of those items on the punch list, which will start on the date of Final Acceptance. The responsibility of the Contractor 
for heat, light, other utilities and Builders' Risk Insurance required by the Contract ceases at Substantial Completion. Other 
required insurance remains the Contractor's responsibility until the Certificate of Final Acceptance is issued. 


 


PUNCH LIST: 
 


A list of items to be completed or corrected, prepared by the Architect/Engineer, checked and augmented as required by the 
Coordinating Contractor or Construction Manager is appended hereto. The failure to include any item on such list does not relieve 
the Contractor of the responsibility to complete all work in accordance with the Contract documents. 


 


The Contractor shall complete or correct the work on the punch list appended hereto by      /   /            . The punch list consists        
of  items. Mo. Day Year 


 
 


 
  


Representative Date 


 
 


   


Coordinating Contractor or Construction Manager 


 
 


 


Architect/Engineer 


 
 


 


APM (Asbestos Projects Only) 


 
 


 


Using Agency 
 
 
 


 


Attachments: -- 


Punch List 


G.W.B. 


Representative 
 


 
Representative 


Representative 


Representative 
 


 
Representative 


 


 
DCPP Project Director 


Date 


 
 


 


Date 


 
 


 


Date 


 
 


 


Date 


 
 


 


Date 
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PUNCH LIST 


Cook County 


DEPARTMENT OF CAPITAL PLANNING & POLICY 


 
 
 


 
Name: 


 
 


 
FOR DCPP USE ONLY 


Project No.:  -  


 
Date of Inspection  Page  of   


 
 


Project No:    


Contract No.:     


C.F. Locale:       


 


Attachment to Certificate of Substantial Completion 


 


CONTRACTOR: 
 
 
 


 


Contract No.: 


Contract Work: 


PROJECT: 


 


The following is a list of items to be completed or corrected by the contractor. The failure to include any item on this list does not relieve 


the contractor of his responsibility to complete all work in accordance with the contract documents. 


Item No.: Location Item Name/Description of Completion or Correction 


    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  


Reviewed by: 
 


Contractor 


Prepared by: 
 


Architect-Engineer 


Construction Manager 
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Cook County 
DEPARTMENT OF CAPITAL PLANNING AND POLICY 


 


CERTIFICATE OF OPERATING Name: 
FOR DCPP USE ONLY 


AND TRAINING INSTRUCTION 


PROJECT NO.:   


 
 


Project No: 
 


 


Contract No.:    


C.F. Locale:    


 


 


CONTRACTOR: (Name, Address) 
 
 
 


 
CONTRACTWORK: 


Date: 
PROJECT: (Name, Description) 


 
 


 
USING AGENCY: 


CONTRACT NO.:  


The Contractor/Supplier on the above date did instruct the Using Agency on the operation of the following named 
equipment as per the relevant sections of the project specifications: 


1.  


2.  


3.  


4.  


5.  


6.   
 


Attendees 


Signature Representing Phone No. 


 


       1. 
   


       2. 
   


       3. 
   


       4. 
   


       5. 
   


       6. 
   


       7. 
   


       8. 
   


       9. 
   


     10. 
   


     11. 
   


     12. 
   


 
This Certification Sheet  must  accompany the  Substantial  Completion  package. The  A/E or A/E  representative  must 
participate in this training. 


 
 
 
 
 


E-Mail THIS FORM: This form may be submitted to DCPP electronically. Attach a completed form to an e-maiI addressed to the DCPP Project 
Director. 


 


NOTE- Form may be submitted electronically only for review purposes. To meet contractual requirements, form submitted to DCPP must have 
original signatures from all attendees. 
 
DCPP Rev. 04/24/19         Appendix 09 
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